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AN INVITATION TO YOU 

The AMERI CAN BUILDER cordially invites and urges you to enjoy the 

privileges and benefits of its Correspondence Department. Any phase of any 

building question may be profitably and instructively discussed in this depart» 

ment. If your problem is a knotty or technical one submit it to the Corre- 

spondence Department and secure the benefits of the opinions of other experi- 

enced builders. It’s a “give” as well as a “take” department, and you are asked 

to relate your achievements and tell how you have conquered difficulties as well 

Rough drawings are desired, for they\ 

make clear involved points. We will gladly work over the rough drawings j 

to ymeet publication requirements. The Correspondence Department is your 

department., Use it freely and frequently. 
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We have interesting booklets for 
Architects, Contractors and Dealers. 
Please tell which booklet you want. 

Windows Run Smoothly in Andersen Frames 

B 

complete frame is absolutely wind- and waterproof. 

Andersen Standard Frames. are accurately made. Their 

White Pine construction preserves the original accuracy for 

all time. 

ECAUSE they are accurately made by specialists, the seven 

units of an Andersen Window Frame fit perfectly. The 

The result is frames that exclude all weather and 

yet permit smooth running windows. 

Reasons Why Andersen Frames Are Preferred: 

wn 

vn 

. Immediate delivery—no expensive delays 
waiting for special frames. 

. 121 sizes ready for every purpose. 

. Delivered in two compact bundles plainly 
marked for size and easily handled. 

. 7 units instead of 57.. No small parts to be- 
come lost or broken. 

. No sorting, measuring or refitting. The com- 
plete frame nailed up with pockets and 
pulleys in place in ten minutes. 

. Accuracy gives smooth running windows, 
yet excludes weather. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Modern machinery, methods and specializa- 
tion lower costs at the factory; quickness of 
assembly saves you time, labor and money 
on the job. 

Better results in frame, brick or stucco 
buildings. 

White Pine preserves original accuracy and 
gives continuous service. 

Made by largest exclusive standard frame 
manufacturer. The trade-mark is absolute 
protection. 

Andersen Lumber Company 

Dept. A-2 Bayport. Minnesota 

FRAMES 

[February, 1924 
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> With the Editor ° 

Weaver and Builder of Dreams 

The Architect and the Builder Weave and Build the Dreams 

Our Daily Life Is Made Of 

our proper relation to the business: whereby we 

earn our daily bread. Are we simply users of so 

many rolls of tracing cloth, so many ounces of India 

ink, so many sheets of drawing paper, so many rolls of 

blue print paper? Or are we just buyers of so much 

clay, so much gravel, so much rock, so much lumber, 

so much machinery ? 

I don’t think so. 

All these things are the warp and the woof of the 

dreams with which we build the structure of daily life; 

they make the homes, the churches, the factories, the 

offices, the theatres, the schools, the garages, the shops. 

And we architects and builders sit down and show our 

completed handiwork to our clients, and we aren’t 

through when we have delivered to them one completed 

contract as per order. All those things we have built 

are still part of us. No one, except the architect, the 

builder or the dealer in building materials can look 

around and say: “All this is my city ; I caught hold of 

the dream and made it into actuality. This is my town; 

I feel a father’s pride in it, because I provided it; I feel 

a mother’s pride in it, because most of it was born 

from the ideas of my brain.” 

[ IS a worthwhile thing, sometimes, to consider This is the pride of the doer, the weaver and the 

builder of dreams that become facts. We have given 

our clients standards of living never dreamed of even 

in the most gorgeous of old time palaces. We have 

graduated them steadily into the appreciation of new 

conveniences. Year by year, through our more modern 

planning and care for safety and sanitation, we are 

lessening the death rate, prolonging the duration of 

human life. We have seen the frontier go down before 

the village, the village before the town, the town before 

the city; the city mount up higher and higher within 

itself, carrying our challenges even to the stars, to the 

winds, and making them do our service, bear our 

messages. 

Sometimes the moments come when we think of 

these things. Early one: summer morning a builder 

walked around his town; he looked at the comfortable 

houses along the quiet, shaded streets; the factories 

that had been attracted to the town because it was such 

a thoroughly nice place to live. He saw the early 

risers hoeing in the gardens, getting some o: Mother 

Nature’s fragrant and healing breath before going to 

their day’s work; saw the smoke rising from the many 

chimneys; sniffed the appetizing, tantalizing odor of 

It Is the Job of the Builder to Turn Dreams Into Realities and Often His Privilege, Too, to Help Shape and 
Fashion the Dream. Here we see Mary Pickford in conference with Svend Gade, Danish artist and architect, and 
Ernst Lubitsch, director. They are visualizing a stage setting of the city of Toledo, Spain, which, when completed, 
covered five acres. 
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Government Mooring Mast at 

Lakehurst, N. J. 

HE illustration on the other side shows the 

first Mooring Mast for dirigible balloons 

erected in the United States. It is located at 

Lakehurst, N. J., and was built by the United 

States Government. The tower is 175 feet 

high, 

When a dirigible approaches the mast, riding 

slowly against the wind, it drops one end of 

a rope to the ground near the foot of the 

mast. The other end of this rope is attached 

to the nose of the dirigible. The free end is 

then connected to a cable that passes down 

through the top of the mooring mast to the 

winding drum of a powerful winch. 

bacon and eggs and pancakes that wafted from 

many breakfast tables; heard the early morning 

laughter of happy children and equally happy 

elders. And he said to himself—all this has come 

in by the depot, as it were; over the railroad 

switch ; in so many feet of lumber; in so many 

thousand bricks; in so many bags of cement; 

in so many pounds and tons of this and that; 

and I have built it into HOMES! He felt, he 

told us afterwards, as though he had been 

lifted up and had sat in with the Almighty on 

part of the work of creation! 

One cannot imagine a builder like that ever _ 

giving a client or a customer the disadvantage. 

I think if you looked him up you would find 

him on friendly terms with everyone in town, 

making a birdhouse for a little boy as pains- 

takingly as he would plan the mansion of the 

banker ; trying to build sound and well, because 

he saw through the outer shell of things, into 

things as they really are. He is the man 

young folks sit down with, when they come 

to plan a house, and their ideas grow less 

hazy and finally become definite, because he 

is able to get above his proposition and take 

a bird’s-eye of its possibilities with them. He 

visualizes the whole thing beforehand, be- 

cause he has the vision to see how it must 

look afterward. And because he can do 

_ that he will never lack the stuff to build the 

dreams life is made of. ; 

os 

Save the Surface Campaign 

TUDENTS of the Wharton School of 

Finance, University of Pennsylvania, have 

been studying the methods and activities of the 

Save the Surface Campaign in their class work 

this year, under the direction of Dr. H. W. Hess, 

head of the Merchandising Department. 
fe 

Here’s to the Carpenter! 

ISTEN to the cheerful clamor 

Of the man who wields a hammer. 

Every blow increases sales 

Of the chap who’s selling nails. 

Every nail that’s driven will 

Boost some factory or mill. 

Every mill from shore to shore 

Helps the man whose trade is ore. AAT 

Mines and railroads, trains and ships, ay Wi 

Drummers on their 2 <) 
cheerful trips, 

Every little country 
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top of the mast until the nose of the balloon 

fits in a cup at the top, which reacts against 

powerful buffer springs. It can then swing 

about the mast with perfect freedom. A 

bridge is then connected between the dirigible 

and the landing platform at the top of the 

mast. 

Passengers and supplies are carried from 

the ground to the landing platform by means 

of electric elevators. 
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. To Encourage Apprenticeships 

in the Building Trade 

A NATIONAL program on apprenticeship 

for the construction industry was launched 

by the apprenticeship committee of the American 

Construction Council at. Buffalo, December 5, 

1923. This committee is composed of repre- 

sentatives of all elements of the construction 
industry throughout the entire country, includ- 

ing employers, manufacturers and professional 

bodies, as well as the various trades and crafts 

representing labor in the industry. 

l 

Mooring Mast from Which 
Our Giant Airship “Shenan- 

a 

ning of Jan. 16. Built in the 
shape of the Eiffel tower of 
Paris, the mast is 165 feet 
high, built on a base forming 
an equilateral triangle of struc- 
tural steel, sixty feet on each 
side. The tower tapers to a plat- 
form at its top. On the ground 

( level are motor winches, gaso- 
line and water pumps, 
and elevator machin- 
ery by which the air- 
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ti ship is hauled to the 
Lumber men and many mast and held in 

more. ges by great cables. 

Pm : uel, water and gas 

Glory" the ‘joyous are taken aboard from 

clamor the top platform, 
Of the man who wields where the passengers 

a hammer. also embark and dis- 
embark while the ship 
is moored. Philadelphia Inquirer. 

The dirigible is then drawn up close to the _ 

doah” Broke Loose the Eve- . 
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Black 
Brick—

Gold 
Trim 

Daring Departure from Conventional Treatment in New Home 

of American Radiator Company 

Winning Architects me Recent Chicago Tribune Tower Competition Score Another Success 

office building construction marks the new 

home of the American Radiator Company at 

40 West Fortieth Street, announced recently to be 

ready for occupancy about 

A DARING departure from the conventional in 

May Ist. 

Unlike any office bailing 

in the country, the new 

structure will be faced en- 

tirely with black brick with 

golden colored stone trim- 

ming, worked together to 

give a rich black and gold 

decorative effect. The build- 

ing has already provoked 

wide discussion in profes- 

sional circles because of its 

unique design. It contains 

77,000 square feet of. floor 

space. An interesting fea- 

turns is that over 90 per cent 

of the floor space is within 

25 feet of windows. 

Raymond M. Hood, archi- 

tect, associated with John M. 

Howells, who took the first 

prize for the Chicago Trib- 

une building in the Interna- 

tional Competition held last . 

year, designed the building. 

Of its unique features, Mr. 

Hood says: 

“The radical departure 

from standard practice arose 

from a feeling that so many 

office buildings are monot- 

onous if not ugly. Monot- 

ony and ugliness in office 

building seems to come from 

the fact that the windows are 

actually black holes and the 

regular spacing of these 

black holes makes a building 

look like waffles or door- 

mats hung up to dry. The 

solution to this problem lay 

in finding.a color of wall 

that would tie together the 

black holes,-and make thém 

less appatrent. But, as the 

building”! progressed, we 

us all. 

found it struck a very cheerful note. 

gold trimming came next and caught the fancy of 

Precedent, at least in Europe, pointed to other 

periods of architecture where black had been used 

effectively, particularly, for. 

New American Radiator ¢ Co, sini? in New 
York City; Black Brick and 
Raymond M. Hood and jonn 
tects. 

ae Stone Trim. 
, FO Mahia 

The idea for 

example, in the Grande Place 

of the Hotel de Ville, Brus- 

sels. In Pompeii, also, and 

in France at the time of the 

Empire, whole rooms were 

done in black with only a 

slight relief of color. 

“We felt that the oid 

problem in office building 

design demanded a new so- 

lution and that just as other 

architects have broken away 

from conventional treatment 

in certain directions and 

raised the standard to higher 

levels, we might contribute 

a new plan of coloring which 

would make for progress.” 

The building was erected 

by Hegeman-Harris Com- 

pany, Inc., builders, and 

occupies a plot 77 feet front 

by 100 feet deep. It is esti- 

mated that the building, in- 

cluding land, when fully 

completed, will cost in the 

neighborhood of $2,000,000. 

l 

Evansville College to 

Make Block Tests 

O-OPERATION of a practi- 

cal sort has been extended 

to the coricrete products industry 

and to the city of Evansville, 

Ind., by Prof. Max Robinson, in 

charge of the testing laboratories: 

of Evansville College. That city 

"is about to adopt an ordinance: 

similar to the one passed in Sep-. 

tember, 1922, by the city council 

of Camden; N. J., “designed to 

ott regulate the manufacture and use 

of concrete: ptoducts. As an aid. 

to the city and the building in-: 
dustry. Professor. Robinson has 

offered to undertake the testing 

of block free of charge: F 
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Mapping New York from the Sky 

Planes Flew 3,000 Miles and Photographed 625 Square Miles on Largest 

City Mapping Project Ever Attempted 

By H. A. BRUNO 

photographic mapping project has been com- 

pleted. About 3,000 miles were flown and the 

entire greater city, a territory of approximately 625 

square miles has been mapped. Two thousand expos- 

ures were necessary to cover this large area. Three 

planes were over the city whenever there was a good 

photographic day. 

The contract for this tremendous mapping work 

was awarded to the Fairchild Aerial Camera Corpora- 

tion on July 10, 1923. It calls for delivery of the 

completed map by April 15, 1924. Fifteen engineers 

and surveyors checking controls and assembling the 

maps have worked in conjunction with an inspector 

from the city engineer’s 

office. The map pictures 

the city with the minutest 

detail. It shows every 

structure from the con- 

tractor’s temporary tool 

shed. where construction 

is going on to the sky- 

scraper, backyards, gar- 

dens and parks with every 

tree and shrub visible, 

avenues and alleys, 

streets and unrecorded 

foot paths, big league 

ball parks, water front 

Tite last flight of the New York City aerial clubs, with their yachts and motor boats, the board- 

walk of Coney Island, and crowds of people appear- 

ing like small black dots. Even the congestion of 

traffic on busy thoroughfares is clearly shown. 

Two distinct photographic maps are being made. 

The first includes the area approximately 400 square 

miles within the official city limits at the scale of one- 

inch equals 600 feet; to be delivered in 140 sections, 

- each section being about 14 in. by 21 in. These sec- 

tions are to be assembled in groups of four to corre- 

spond with the thirty-five sectional plan maps as laid 

out by the Board of Estimate and Apportionment. 

They will be used in conjunction with these official 

sheets. If made in one section, this map- would meas- 

ure approximately 22 ft. 

by 24 ft. 

The second map _ is 

being made. at the scale 

of one inch equals 2,000 

feet and covers an area 

of about 625 square miles, 

including the city proper 

as in the first map and 

also portions of the coun- 

ties of Westchester and 

Nassau in New York 

State, and that part of 

the State of New Jersey 

continguous to the city as 

View of Manhattan Island Showing Three of the Bridges Over the East River. The dark spots are cloud shadows. 
Above, Sherman M. Fairchild adjusting his new aerial camera used in the aerial mapping of Greater New York. 
Photos copyrighted by Fairchild Aerial Camera Corporation. 



| Airplane Cameras Record City Structure 

Oblique View of Columbus Circle, New York. Compare this with vertical or map view shown below. Both photos 
copyrighted by Fairchild Aerial Camera Corporation. 

shown on the official line maps of the City of New _ perienced a decided lack when it wanted to visual- 

York heretofore in use. The completed map of this ize its engineering problems to non-technical offi- 

small scale will measure 10 ft. by 8 ft. If this larger cials and to the public. The aerial map solved the 

area were mapped at the scale of one inch equals 600 problem. 

feet, the dimensions of the map 

would be about 27 ft. by 30 ft. 

Some of the work for the Map 

Mosaic was :done at 16,000 it. 

altitude in the Fokker, too high 

for the plane to be seen with 

the naked eye. The map calls 

for the greatest accuracy. Neg- 

atives showing very small de- 

grees of tilt have to be adjusted 

in the printing process so that 

the tilt is corrected in the prints. 

All prints have to be brought to 

the required scale and in order to 

do this a different ratio of en- 

largement and reduction is re- 

quired for practically every print. 

This requires a fine calibrated 

adjustment of the enlarging 

camera, 

With a corps of engineers num- 

bering more than 500, with the 

finest of existing maps of every 

description, New York City ex- 
This Vertical View of Columbus-Circle, New York, Is Typical of the Entire 

Aerial Map. 
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New Hotels of 1923 

Year Just Closed Biggest in Respect of Number, Value and Size, with 

Notable Advances in Modes of Construction 

By E. J. WILLIAMSON 

amount of new hotel construction was deferred 

until building costs and conditions have settled 

back more nearly to their old-time normalcy, the 1923 

crop of new hotels in the United States has been a 

bumper crop in every sense of the word. The year 

has been the biggest on record with respect to number, 

value and size of new hotels built and opened through- 

out the country since last Jan. 1, according to figures 

compiled by one of the leading hotel journals of New 

York. Since last Jan. 1 more than 280 new hotels of 

40-room capacity, or larger, have been built and opened, 

and the total cost of the investment of these hotels was 

more than $235,000,000, a sum which is said to establish 

a new high water mark in value of new hotel construc- 

tion in any single year. 

In addition to these 280 hotels, several hundred smaller 

hostelries were built, some with no more than ten or fifteen 

rooms, but generally of 25-room capacity or larger. A con- 

siderable percentage of these were resort hotels, of cheaper 

forms of construction, and the rest were, of course, small- 

town hostelries, built as a result of the growing popularity 

of long-distance motor touring. It is impossible to get definite 

data on all of these smaller hotels, but it is fairly safe to say 

that their total cost adds at least another $25,000,000 to the 

grand total. Thus the new hotel construction completed 

throughout the country during the year totals well over 

$250,000,000. 

The list of new hotels com- 

pleted and opened this year 

includes no less than sixty-four 

hotels each of which cost 

INV ceount of sew hott the iact that a large 

The New Biltmore Hotel at Los Angeles, Cal., as It Appeared Just Before Its Opening Last Oct. 1. This hotel 

$1,000,000 or more for buildings and sites. Five of the new 

hotels opened this year are in the 1,000-room class. The 

largest hotel of the year was the new Hotel Shelton, New 

York, with 1,200 rooms, built by James T. Lee, at a cost of 

$8,000,000, and opened last Nov. 15. This is known as the 

largest “stag” hotel in the world. The two costliest hotels 

of the year were E. M. Statler’s new Hotel Statler at 

Buffalo, N. Y., and John McE. Bowman’s new Biltmore at 

Los Angeles, Calif., each costing approximately $9,000,000. 

The Buffalo Statler has 1,100 rooms and was opened last 

May 19; the Los Angeles Biltmore has 1,000 rooms and was 

opened last Oct. 1. The two other hotels in the 1,000-room 

class are the Hotel Brown, Louisville, Ky., with 1,000 rooms, 

built at a cost of $6,000,000 and opened on Oct. 26; and the 

residential hotel known as Twelve East Eighty-sixth Street 

(New York), also with 1,000 rooms, built by I. Fluegelman, 

secretary of the Hotel Association of New York City, at a 

cost of $5,000,000, and opened on Sept. 15. 

The vast amount of new hotel construction that is now 

under way, but which will not be completed until next year, 

is not included in the $235,000,000 figure. Several 1,000-room 

of 1,000 rooms is one of the two costliest of the 1923 crop. 
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Hotel Construction Sets Record 113 

The Bon Air Vanderbilt, Augusta, Ga. Willis Irvin, Augusta, and McKim, 
Mead & White, New York, associate architects. 

hotels are now being built and will be ready some time in 

1924, Perhaps the first of these to open will be the 1,000- 

room Hotel Walker at Washington, D. C., built at a cost: 

of more than $8,000,000. This hotel will be opened early next 

spring, according to present expectations, with Dan P. Ritchey, 

of the Hotel Gregorian, New York, as the managing director. 

The Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia, with 1,000 rooms, 

also is well along, but probably will not be ready until 

midsummer, or later. Other 1,000-room hotels in course 

of construction include the 1,100-room Hotel Roosevelt, in 

the Grand Central Zone, New York, which will be ready 

next fall; the 1,200-room Book-Cadillac Hotel at Detroit; 

the new $12,000,000 Palmer House at Chicago, and the new 

Hotel Biltmore at Atlanta, Ga., scheduled to open on May 15. 

In addition to these construction is well under way on more 

than thirty new hotels throughout the United States, each 

to cost $1,000,000 or more, besides a tremendous amount of 
construction ranging in cost from $50,000 to $1,000,000 in 

each particular instance. Indeed, the present indications are 

that 1924 will be even a bigger year than 1923 has been. 

If all the hotels that are now being planned were to go 

through, hotel construction in 1924 would be well over the 

half-billion dollar mark. However, as was the case during 
the past year, doubtless many of these projects will turn out 

to be nothing more than castles in the air, or will at least be 

postponed until another year. 

Among the hotels of the million-dollar, class now being 

built may be mentioned the new Hotel Olympia, 640 rooms, 

in Seattle; the $5,000,000 Hotel Peabody, Memphis, Tenn.; 

the Hotel Winthrop, Tacoma, Wash.; the Hotel Senator, 

Sacramento, Calif, nearing completion; the 600-room Hotel 

Metropolitan, Los Angeles; the San Pedro Hotel, Los 

Angeles; the Hotel Finelen, Butte, Mont., to be opened in 

February; the Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.; the Hotel 

Lorraine, Madison, Wis.; the Hotel Kentucky, Louisville, 

Ky.; a $2,000,000 enlargement of the St. George Hotel, Brook- 

lyn; the Hotel Buckingham, Ashland, Ky.; the Hotel Wash- 

ington, Shreveport, La.; the Battery Park Hotel, Asheville, 

N. C.; the Hotel Mayo, Tulsa, Okla.; the new Hotel Arling- 

ton, Hot Springs, Ark.; the Altamont, Hazleton, Pa:; the 

Sam Houston Hotel, Houston, Tex.; the new Hotel Man- 

chester, Manchester, N. H.; the Stephen Austin Hotel, 

Austin, Tex.; the Hotel Duluth, Duluth, Minn.; a 12-story 

annex to the Hotel Savoy, Los Angeles; the new Federal 

Hotel, Charleston, West Va.; and a number of others, all 

in the million-dollar class, not to mention a dozen new hotels 

in the million-dollar class now under way in New York, at 

least half a dozen under way in Chicago and others, in other 
cities. 

The foregoing are certainties. As in other years, doubtless 
there will be much building of hotels “on paper,” hotels that — 

never will materialize, but there is already enough hotel 

construction actually under way throughout the United States 

to make it certain that 1924 will be another record year. 

Scarcely a week passes without an- 

nouncement of one or more huge new 

hotel projects. It is practically certain 

that another hotel of more than 1,000 

rooms will be started in Philadelphia 

during the coming year. One of the 

most interesting announcements of new 

hotel projects within the past fortnight 

is the announcement from Chicago that 

the present Congress Hotel is to be re- 

placed by a $22,000,000 structure, 32 

stories high, which will make it one of 

the largest hostelries in the world. 

The following is a list of some of the 

United States during 1923, from January 
1 to January 1, inclusive: 

Opening Number 
Phe of eae ate. of Rooms Cost 

Biltmore, Los pee, CONE, oso icd a ctey Oct. 1 1,000 9,000,000 
Hotel Statler, Bussle’ W We RS 6 oP May 19 1,100 % 000, 000 
Smetton, “New. Vorie cic iscciiccccceccesws Nov. 10 = 1,200 8,000, 0 
Brown, Louisville, ony, Si wkbde dias <ies oc Oct. 26 1,000 6,( 507000 
Pons oe ye. CO hi isago, ill. Pei des. « Cte om! 1 0 5,500,000 
welve hty-Si t., N -Sept.15 1,000 5,000,000 

Kansas City Athletic Club and total. : ti 
MAN MOR es i eee's oak 6 Su eee Oct. 4 1,000 

New York City................ Nov. 1 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphva, BO ide ese ck Oct. 15 600 
Empire, New York City...............05 Dec. 3 616 
Belmont, Chicago, Ill.............e.0e005 Dee. 31 680 

e Shore Drive, COIR... Lb ois: o .nisics « vic June 21 450 
Belden, satan ig vir, Bie aie hse ewevieeltine e-bess Oct. 15 650 
a . delphia EY Tipe ier cig igi Sept. 12 400 

bson (Addition), Cincinnati, O..:.. 2: Feb.15 400 
Geezasane CS CE + eS ee eee Oct. 1 494 

d Arms, ROMO BIN oy osc ancwascs Nov. 16 210 
pean lo, St. eom ARERR aaa ie Dec. 15 400 
New Motto H ouse, Grand Rapid, Mich. . Nov. 3 400 
Allerton Club, New York................ Nov. 15 450 

ark View Memphis, NM too vane Coe eee Nov. 15 450 
Claman, New York............s+s00000. April15 900 
Alcazar, Cleveland, Ohio................ Sept. 15 300 
aoa bia. i... SUR apicas evaceseen Nov. 1 310 
Hotel Rowe ids,.. Mich. ....0:.. an, 1 400 
Oreingtee, 7 ana Re Di 5 Lik wictlaed a bid ecace t. 29 300 
Ford, Buffal ¥. aie ee sAaebika » Feb.10 750 
ladstone, New Y. PW sé oe bs Swan Mamie Oct. 1 235 

Webster Girls, New Monk I Pat Re Roe Oct. 30 400 
Broadway View, pe! Mi os nbs ca eees Oct. 10 308 
Forest Park, St. Louis, Mo.............. 4 300 
Biltmore, Havana, Cuba................ Dec. 31 300 
Flanders, Ocean City, ap Bepoeeenet et July 29 232 
Standigh .. ISM -des s We Ce on ann ve hie we Sim Oct. 1 304 
Carlton Fm hy PEGs Eis vio devs eRe ee Nov. 1 250 

t 

The New Hotel Statler at Buffalo, Opened Last May 19, 
With Its 1,100 Rooms and $9,000,000 Investment. 
one of the ‘two costliest of 1923. 

new million-dollar hotels opened in the 

Ce ee 
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Making Most of Medium Lot 

Residence of O. H. Shoup, Jr., Colorado Springs, Colo., Shows Successful Meeting 

of Space Limitations, Thomas P. Barber, Architect 

By 

WS HE problem of utilizing a residence 

site only 40 x 90 feet in dimensions is 

a real one for the conscientious archi- 

‘tect. The house here shown, in Colo- 

rado Springs, which was designed by 

Thomas P. Barber and is now owned by 

Mr. O. H. Shoup, Jr., very successfully 

meets the limitations thus imposed on 

the architect; the completed structure is 

both well arranged and so placed on the 

lot as to afford a bit of room for lawn 

and garden that is necessary to give real 

home feeling. 

Although the architect was restricted 

by the smallness of the area, he was 

favored in that it was a corner lot. As 

the exposure was with the long side to 

the north and the shorter to the west, he 

placed the dwelling right on the north 

line and as far back from the west front- 

Beautifully Handled Stair Detail in the O. H. —— Residence. 
Thos. P. Barber, Architect. 

THEO. M. FISHER 

The Dining Room in the Shoup Residence Is Exceptionally Pleasant 
and Well Lighted. 

age as possible, so as to assure on the 

latter and south sides room for growing 

things within the privacy of the enclos- 

ing wall fence. In this way, too, unob- 

structed lighting was assured, even 

though there was a two-story house on 

the adjoining lot to the south. A glance 

at the plan indicates how by careful 

arrangement ample sunlight has been 

insured for every room. 

The smallness of the site quite prop- 

erly suggested simplicity of design and 

so we have a reliance on carefully studied 

mass and the substitution of structural 

emphasis at different points for ornament 

in the usual sense, together with a care- 

ful choice and placing of windows. These 

elements we discern as the chief sources 

of the exterior’s attractiveness. The 

windows are mostly casements with fif- 

teen panes, set either in pairs, or strings 

of four and six as on the same side of the 

living room and the owner’s bedroom. 

The shingled roof is, appropriately, flat 

in pitch and wide in overhang. 

The material employed was a hard- 

burned brick, kiln-run, showing a wide 

variety of color and laid up in a header 

bond with “raked back” mortar joint. 

Just below the line of the second-story 

windows four courses have been set out 

slightly to give a decorative touch. The 
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unification of the chimney breast projection on 

the west front with the shallow bay windows on 

either side and simple hood-over the front entrance 

£ should be noted also as agreeable details. 

The entrance hall is finished in a paneled trim 

painted white. White also is the color of the stairway 

spindles. The latter has a mahogany handrail and 

wide treads of the same wood. 

== i 
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Lawn and Garden. Designed by Thomas P. 
A Brick House Which Utilizes to Excellent Advantage a Corner Lot 40 Feet by 90 Feet, 

Barber, Architect, Colorado Springs, Colo., for Mr. O. 

From the entrance hall one enters through double- 

glassed or French doors into the living room on one 

hand and the dining room on the other. The first is 

about 20 feet square and is especially well lighted 

as it has exposure on the south, west and north. The 

walls are treated with a paneled wainscot of Oregon 

fir, stained dark brown. This is carried to a height 

of six feet with a tinted plaster wall between it and the 

DEDRM. 

14-6'x 1-0" 

my errs 

14-6"x 10-0" 

DEDRM. 

"0% 13-0" 
6-6 9-0' I 8-6'x9-0" 

DEDRM. 

Room for 
Shoup, Jr. 
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cornice of the beamed ceiling. The artificial lighting 

of the room is, in the main, from electric fixtures of 

iron and frosted glass pendant from the center of the 

ceiling and the four intersections of the ceiling beams, 

There is a simply designed brick fireplace with the 

front carried to the ceiling and with window seats 

on either side under which there are small radiator 

coils. 

The dining room has wall and ceiling treatment 

of the same sort as the living room but with lighting 

fixtures of different design. Like the other, this too is 

a room of generous proportions, the size being approx- 

imately 15 by 18 feet. At the back it opens through 

French doors into a small room originally planned 

as a breakfast room but now used in writing and 

telephone room. This in turns opens on the south side 

into a large screened porch which in winter is fitted 

with glass windows and used as a sun room. 

There is a large kitchen—as modern kitchens go— 

conveniently arranged with ample cupboards and the 

entire length of one side of the room. Communica- 

tion with the dining room is had through the pantry. 

There are no back or special service stairs to the 

second floor, the maid having access to the front stairs 

by a short flight from the pantry to the low landing. 

Front door service is readily afforded from the 

kitchen by the door opening from the pantry into 

the front hall. There is a commodious coat closet just 

off the connecting short passage. 

116 AMERICAN BUILDER (Covers the Entire Building Field) 

The Garage Is Built to Harmonize With the House. 

The second floor plan shows the arrangement of 

bed rooms as it was when the house was first built. 

The present owner has thrown into one large room. 

the two bed rooms on the west front. Off of this and 

the one guest chamber are sleeping porches under the 

main roof of the house. This arrangement preserves 

the integrity of the architect’s design by making this 

adjunct of the modern home an integral part of the 

plan rather than the unlovely “stuck on” sort of thing 

we so frequently find. 

Every chamber has a good-sized closet and there 

is a linen closet off the upper hall. The comfort of 

the maid has been insured by a pleasant room with 

its own bath and toilet adjoining. 

Spacious Living Room, 19 ft. 6 in. by 22 ft., Looking Through Into the Dining Room and Stair Hall. Residence of 
} O. H. Shoup, Jr. Thos. P. Barber, architect. > a © ee 
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Stucco on Concrete Tile Combines with Shingles to Make this 

Pennsylvania Dutch Colonial Home Substantial 

and Attractive 

selected a design of rare charm, which in design 

follows the old-established Pennsylvania Dutch 

Colonial, but in construction makes use of one of 

the latest improved ideas, namely, hollow concrete 

tile for the basement and first story, laid up to form 

a hollow wall. So efficient is this as an insulator 

and damp proofer that the stucco is applied directly 

to the outside of the tiles and plaster to the inside, 

without furring or lathing. 

The working plans on the four pages following show 

clearly this construction ; also the wonderfully conven- 

ient layout of the rooms in this residence. 

| VOR our Front Cover Home this month we have There is a surprising amount of space in this house, 

measuring over all 45 x 37 feet. On the first floor the 

living room and dining room, both big cheerful rooms, 

extend across the front with French doors opening out 

onto the roofed terrace. The conveniences of the serv- 

ice side of the house, with its kitchen and pantries, 

maid’s room and bath, will appeal to the housewife. 

Th entrance stair-hall is distinguished, and leads up- 

ward to four fine bedrooms, one of them measuring 

16 x 22 feet. Two good-size bathrooms are provided, 

and a multiplicity of clothes-closets. The basement is 

laid out for real use and efficiency, with ample space 

for laundry, heater, coal room, etc. 

Photograph of Artistic Well-Constructed Home of Pennsylvania Dutch Colonial Design 
in Full Colors. Architect’s working plans presented on the omy pages follo 

Illustrated on Our Front Cover 
wing. 
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Front Elevation and Details of Porch Construction of Our Front Cover Home. 
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Arrahgement of the Basement and the First Floor of Our Front Cine: Home Is Strictly in Line with Present Day 
Requirements. Over all dimensions, 45 x 37 feet. 
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Side Elevation and Second Floor Plan of Our Front Cover Home. The unusual size of the second floor is due to its 
projecting out over the side porch. 
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Interesting Wall Treatments 

By DOROTHEA DeMERITTE DUNLEA 

66 ' \ .HATEVER you have in your rooms think 

first of the walls, for they are that which 

makes your house and home’”—these were 

the words of William Morris, the master craftsman 

and designer, in the nineteenth century, and today the 

treament of walls is indeed being given careful con- 

sideration by most home builders and home dwellers. 

Just at the present time there is such a diversity of 

styles offered for wall treatment that individual tastes 

and requirements can be'nicely suited. But in selecting 

artistic wall treatments there are several factors to be 

considered. 

Whether the walls of a room shall be a.decorative 

feature or merely the: background will of course influ- 

ence the treatment and this choice ‘will in turn be influ- 

enced by the style and sizeof the room. 

In general, small rooms are made‘to appear of 

more generous size with unobtrusive walls while large 

rooms are often made more homelike and pleasing with 

a more elaborate treatment (walls appear as a part of 

the interior decoration scheme). 

-_ 

Plastered walls of varied finish, papered walls and 

those which are wood panelled haifway or to the ceil- 

ing are all acceptable at the present time. Stucco walls 

of rough finish are very much in vogue in the houses 

that copy the Spanish and Italian Renaissance Periods, 

and an oil finish is given to many walls. The rough 

finish or trowelled effect is even very satisfactorily ob- 

tained by the use of wall paper! 

Stippled wall papers are popular for they produce 

the effect of rough finish plaster while giving a 

smoother surface preferred by many. Embossed wall 

papers are also very attractive and papers that empha- 

size texture and minimize pattern are fast finding 

favor. 

Block papers with a coating of silk or woolen 

powder furnish a pleasing background for many rooms 

and illustration (2) shows how a paper of one tone 

but of two different textures gives an interesting note 

to a.room. Other papers which emphasize texture are 

those which imitate leather, plaster, tile or stone and 

leather papers in rich and mellow tones are very har- 

Stucco Walls of Rough Finish Are Very Much in Vogue in Homes That Copy the Spanish and Italian Renais- 
sance Periods, and It Is the Well-Proportioned Room, ag Shown, Which Justifies the Heavy Beaming of the Ceiling. 
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Block Papers, i. e.. Those Patterned with Silk or Woolen Powder, Furnish a Pleasing Background In this room a 
paper of one tone but two different textures has been used. 

monious for use in a sing room or library. Oatmeal 

papers also offer a simple and quiet background and 

come in most of the plain colors, suitable for use in 

dining room, breakfast room, den and sunroom as well 

as in the living room. 

Tapestry papers provide more pictorial interest 

though texture is also a part of their charm. The pat- 

tern may tell a story of olden days with castles and 

forests or merely by a simulation of a woven back- 

ground give the soft colorings of the Flemish weavers’ 

art. 

And for those who like a soft blending of colors 

that may have a hint of gold there comes the Tiffany 

finish which is produced by the use of paper or paint 

and just at the present hour, Tiffany finish walls are 

found in many of the newer homes. 

Gaily patterned papers are not taboo, however, for 

they come in many delightful designs and color com- 

binations. And very often the gaily patterned paper 

is just the one to use to give a “happy touch” to the 

room that has a poor exposture. 

One of the most satisfying treatments where rest and 

repose are desired in the use of panelled wood. It fits 

very harmoniously into “the scheme of things” and 

books, paintings and rugs are made more beautiful in 

contrast to the simple but effective wall treatment. 

Dull polish or natural finish is equally popular where 

wood panelling is used. 

Elaborate panelling or simple wainscoting is a mat- 

ter of individual choice and the more simple the treat- 

ment, the more restful will be the result. 

Dining rooms are given a delightful character with 

wood panelled to within axfoot or so of the ceiling with 

a border of gay paper above or rough finish plaster in 

some contrasting hue. 

Colors play an important part in the selection of wall 

coverings and treatment and it is well to bear in mind 

that north rooms call for warm. tones while the sun- 

shiny rooms may make use of cool colors. Blues and 

grays are known as receding colors while yellows and 

tans are advancing colors that give warmth. 

The use of a room should largely determine the kind 

of wall treatment chosen both from the artistic and 

practical side. 

Rooms That Are D epended on to Give a Gay and Enliven- 
ing Note Should Seek the Bright Patterned Papers. 
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QO) upon a Time there was a Cock-Eyed 

promoter who Made Negotiations for some 

River Bottom land in our Vicinity for a 

Subdivision. Now one Might see this Land in the 

Fall of the year, when there Had been a Long Dry 

Spell, but in the Spring when the Freshets Came Down 

the River the place looked Like Noah’s Backyard after 

the Forty Days Rain. 

Howsomever, I took the Plans and went Over Them 

carefully, and in View of the Moist Condition of the 

Property I took Care to have As Many Sub-Bidders 

as I could. And When I ‘had received all the Figures 

of These I went to Them and Invited them to my 

House for Lutich, and Sitting Down we All Took 

Counsel Together. 

“Sit Dowri and Write for Figures to the Manufac- 

turers of Anchors,” asked the Mason Contractor, “for 

Surely no Boat Beating Against the Tide will have a 

Harder Time of It than These Houses When the 

Spring Comes.” And it was so noted and Done. 

“Waterproof all the Basements with Tinder Damp- 

Proofing, Even if It Add a Few Dollars to the Cost 

of Each House,” said’ another Cautious One. And 

it Being a Seemly Suggestion, that was so Done. 

“Make every House with an Umbrella Roof, and 

Suspend Weights from the Eaves to Give Each 

Bildad and Wife (Upper' Right) See Things’ About to Float 
Their Way. ; 

AMERICAN BUILDER (Covers the Entire Building Field) 

Parables of Bildad the Builder | 

VII ‘“‘Why Buy the Baby a Rattle When You Can Live In One of Our Houses 2”? 

Is Slogan He Coins for Competitor 

Dwelling More Specific Gravity,” suggested another 

Wise. Person. And that Was So Done. 

Now when we had figured on All these, and added 

our Figures Together, it Came to a Goodly Figure, 

God Wot. But when I had Taken my Estimate to 

. the Promoter he Answered me Thusly: “Dost Thou 

Figure on Retiring and Living on Thy Income, Thou 

Robber? Thou art, Not Bidding upon a Millionaire’s 

Mansion; Thou art Biddirig* Upon a Plain Man’s 

Home and Fireside. But stay; Thou need figure No 

More. I have figures here from Pull & Shave, the 

leading Builders of Rattletown, and as I am Operating 

on a Close Margin I have let them Land the Job.” 

As I wended my way Homewards to my Evening 

Dish of Beans and Lemon Cream Pie I thought sadly 

over the Lost Contract. Verily, the Figures were 

Appalling. And as for those Homes, they were not 

Houses for Plain People, I avowed, but Rather Roosts 

for Duck-Footed Simps. And I wondered how. J 

would Pay the Last Hat Bill of my Wife’s. ©. . 

Now After Many Days, all through the ‘Fall and 

Winter, the Houses began to arise upon'-their Pre- 

carious Foundations. Right Seemly they Looked, and 

the Editor of the Pimpletown Bugler pointed with 

Pride to the Leading Citizen who was Thus bene- 

facting the Town. And by a Process Known to 

stockraisers who Load their Cattle’s stomach 

with grain and then Lead them to Water 

before they Mount the Selling Scales, so did 

this Promoter Kid Along his prospects until 

They fought to Get their Names on the Dotted 

Line of the Mortgages and the Deeds. Nay, 

some there were that sold their Flivver 

Coaches and Radio Sets, proving How 

Strongly he had Hypnotized them. 

But lo and Behold, the Spring came in 

Due Course, and with it Rain. “And Far 

upstate the Rivers began to Foam at their 

Mouths, like a man Who has Waded Inte a 

Cream Puff. And the log jams Not Béing 

there to Hold the Water Back it Came Down 

Stream like Water from a Duck’s Back. 

And*the Town stopped all Business to Go 

to the Rescue, but alas, it was Too Late! 

The Houses: saw the Water Rising, and 

Rattled in their Fear—then” Ran with It, 

Leaving the Former Owners to salvage their 

Canned Goods and Bread Baskets as* ‘Best 

They Could. And when the Flood Subsided 

there were loud Cries of Desolation, but Ij 

as I stood by my Wife’s side, cried ‘Tears!of 

Joy within Me, ‘for I saw How the Tide 

would now Turn toward a ‘High Part of ‘Town, 

Whereon J held ‘an Option. in 

[February, 1924 
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BLUE RIBBON HOMES 

a 

A THOROUGHLY ADMIRABLE DWELLING. By 
a few discreet decorative touches this handsome dwell- 

ing becomes lifted from the commonplace; it is distinctive, 
and thoroughly admirable in every way. Of course the high 
lot helps, but it would nestle down anywhere and give 
pleasure to its fortunate possessors. The pergola “dresses 
up” the place: immensely; then there is the wide, welcoming 
porch, with its perfect balance of length and width and 
well chosen columns, with the living room opening on to 

it; the dining room with its terrace; the breakfast room, also 
looking on the terrace; the kitchen with its own little outside 
terrace, and the two bedrooms adj the bathroom. 
You might also note the snubbed off gable, and the arched 
louvre miniature dormers; don’t they set this structure off 
nicely? Little touches like these cost hardly anything, yet 
they give a place individuality. But in order to have Be 
taste it is best to have the planning done rightly. 
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Home Designs That Win — 

BLUE RIBBON HOMES 

HOMEY SORT OF HOUSE. Looks almost like a 
relation of the House of Seven Gables, doesn’t it? 

You would have to look to the east, too, for the idea which 
ave this design existence; it is typical of homes you will 

End in New England byways. A notable feature is the 
incorporation of the garage with the house proper, without 
destroying the well-balanced design of the whole structure. 
The snubbed off gables slope steeply to the shingled walls; 
to the cosy recessed porch at the left, and the severely 

quaint front entrance. This leads into a staircased hall, 
with closet at the end, and living room opening off at the 
left. The latter room and the dining room are nicely pro- 
portioned; one might make the fireplace double for the din- 
ing room. The kitchen has its own rear entry; the garage 
proper is well insulated from the house construction. Up- 
stairs are three bedrooms and a store room,.with the bath 
convenient to all the bedrooms across the hall. Over all 
dimensions are 53 feet by 23 feet. 
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BLUE RIBBON HOMES 

A HANDSOME NEW ENGLAND COLONIAL. Not 
all Colonial structures in New England are of frame; 

many of the best examples are of brick, and one might 
classify these better to’ the architect and builder by 
describing them as of the Georgian period. The distinctive 
feature of this dwelling is the high pitched, dormered roof, 
the spacious chimney, and the dignified pedimented en- 
trance, according-so well in its white paint with the sun 
porch and the window trim. We have a reception hall 

<a 

i erm . 4 

3 

beep ep —_ a Colonial pont a — on. the 
eft side into the magnificently proportion ving 
extending the depth of the house. On the’ t the hall 
leads = the dining room and oe pow Bn bres 
commodious pantry any woman would we. 
are one master’s ‘bedroom and: three other bedrooms, with 
two bathrooms. Naturally there is much attic space here, 
for playroom, billiard room, etc. Over all dimensions are 
52 feet 6 inches by 25 feet 8 inches. 
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Home Designs
 That Win 

RIBBON HOMES 

COMMENDABLE TYPE OF STUCCO HOUSE. 
Observe how sensibly this house fulfills its purpose; 

it places its rectangular floor plan on a comparatively nar- 
row lot, and proceeds to give the maximum of room, con- 
venience and light, while at the same time presenting an 
attractive appearance. The exterior is pebble dash stucco, 
giving a grayish brown effect, relieved by the white trim. 
he porch is very rooiiy aii inviting, and leads into a 

pleasant little hall, and thence into the living room. There 

is a fireplace at the end of this, with bookcases flanking 
it on either side. A double door divides it from the dining 
room—the latter is a well-lit room, with its three-window 
bay. The kitchen is small, compact, with a windowed 
pantry and a handy rear work porch. The two bedrooms 
and the adjoining bathroom are reached from the 
door just off the kitchen. One bedroom has a screened-in 
Pyne porch. Over all dimensions are 26 feet by 56 feet 
6 inches. 
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BLUE RIBBON 

T: HE STREAMLINE BUNGALOW. Very welcoming 
is the effect of the gro way wd used red brick ornamen- 

tation on the porch of this bungalow; the curving lines 
seem to ask one to drop in. The design gives an impres- 
sion of substantial, massive comfort, and it would be a 
good plan to consider a narrow lot where larger structures 
appear on either side. There is a very well arranged floor 
plan, and we have five rooms, with the bedrooms isolated 
from the rest of the house and reached through the dining 

room only. The Peer is almost square, has good 
light on two sides, an Bar remaining Hy" ers pre 
so as to give good pi an ture 
space. A French anor di divides it from the dining cae 
The latter has a small porch, and the French windows 
can be thrown open to give a pleasant dining place 
on summer evenings. The kitchen has a window-lit sink, a 
rear porch, and window-lit pantry. Over all dimensions are 
28 feet by 40 feet. 
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House That Will Need No Repairs 

By R. C. HUNTER & BRO., Architects, New York City 

well and permanently, that is, sound, substantial 
construction around an economical plan, so as to 

avoid the expense of repairs and also to make every foot of 

floor space count as usable room. 
The house herewith illustrated embodies these require- 

ments. ‘ 
The construction is of hollow tile stuccoed outside ,and 

plastered inside, the roof is slate. The only work ,which 
will require pa: ‘ing is.the small amount of wood trim. 

As to the oink arrangement, the architects have worked it 

out along lines of real economy. The entrance is. into a 

small vestibule with coat closet adjoining, thus the usual 
hall space is given over to the living room. 

W HEN building costs are high, one should. build 

WuiwG Livia ROOM 
PORCH 15£3%e 2216" 
H2~ 18!" 

13'S %x 1244" 

The stairs go up from the rear of the living room while 

also serving the kitchen, giving the advantage of a service 
stairway without extra cost. 

The refrigerator is located in a closet off the rear entry. 

On the second floor are three bedrooms, a bath and 

plenty of closets, all conveniently arranged about the small 

center hall. 

A stairway leads from the second floor hall to a ernerous 

attic. 

A small balcony over the front entrance chmsieetn to the 
two main bedrooms of the second floor, it is a convenience 

for these rooms as well as making an attractive feature on 
the exterior. 

A cellar extends under the entire house, except the living 

porch, and here is the laundry, heater and coal space. 

er iv. 8G! 
Photo and Floor Plans of Good House Designed Without “Gingerbread” Elements Which Usually Are Causes-of 

Early Repairs. Bete 
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The Second Mortéage and 

the Home 

By A. E. CORNELL 

Vice-President of the Plyrsouth Mortgage Bond Company, Cleveland, Ohio 

O problem the builder has to 

N meet is more harassing, more 

dificult, or more unsatisfac- 

tory than that of financing the home 

sold on a small down payment. 

In proportion to the amount of cap- 

ital the contractor or speculative — 

builder has invested in his business, 

few businesses offer such limited turn- 

over. His investment is usually an 

equity and his bank credit usually is 

limited to the loan directly secured. 

This seldom exceeds half his invest- 

ment and the result is his own cap- 

ital is frozen for five or six months 

before it is released for reinvestment 

in another contract. Two or possibly 

three turnovers annually is the best 

any building contractor attempting to 

finance his construction work can pos- 

sibly obtain. 

In the larger cities the majority of 

homes are purchased from the builder 

who purchases the land, builds the 

home and then goes into the market to sell his product. Among 

the smaller home owners are many who have purchased lots, 

which when paid for, are used as the down payment toward 

the final home. This is accomplished either by trading it to 

the building-owner for the house he has built and is offering 

to sell, or by contract which binds the contractor to erect 

a house of specified design and quality for which he shall 

receive his price in monthly or other periodical installments. 

There are many good reasons why the home-buyer cannot 

pay cash for his home, or finance it with his own funds and 

the proceeds of a bank or savings and loan association first 

mortgage. Usually the money for the home is the result of 

years of saving. Small amounts are accumulated and the 

fund grows slowly. Often the prospective home-owner is the 

owner of a prosperous and growing business that constantly 

requires additional capital, and it is impossible for him to 

withdraw the necessary money without impairing the business. 

It is, therefore, necessary that the buyer purchase on some 

deferred payment plan or continue to be a renter, which is 

both socially and economically unprofitable. 

On the other hand, no builder or contractor can go on 

indefinitely erecting properties. or contracting for homes for 

which he is paid in small deferred payments unless he has 

unlimited capital for investment. In such an event he would 

be Jess the builder and more the investor, and eventually 

would be forced to give up building to look after his 

investments. 

In the few states in which the regularly organized banking 

institutions may lend up to 80 per cent of the appraised value 

of a property the problem of financing deferred payments is 

readily solved. In those states in which financing of 50 to 

60 per cent of the appraised value is the limit to which the 

regularly organized banking institutions may lend, the problem 

becomes one of discount. The additional capital required is 

obtained either from some individual money lender or a. 

regularly organized mortgage discount company. In the last 

instances the mortgages are discounted. 

The individual lender of money seeks an unusual yield , 

A. E. Cornell. 

and the mortgage discount company 

is of necessity in much the same 

position as the individual lender. An 

unusual yield is necessary as the 

mortgage company must pay its stock- 

holders not less than 7 per cent in 

dividends each year, must pay taxes 

on each and every mortgage that it 

holds, must reckon with the income 

tax, maintain an expensive organiza- 

tion to purchase and collect the mort- 

gages and in the event of difficulty 

must stand the expense of a fore- 

closure suit on the mortgaged 

property. 

Unlike the savings and loan asso- 

ciations or banks the mortgage com- 

pany has no source of capital in the 

form of deposits. In few states is the 

second mortgage even acceptable in 

a limited way as collateral by the 

regularly organized banks. The only 

ways in which the mortgage company 

: can obtain funds with which to make 

or purchase mortgages are: from the sale of stock, corpo- 

rate notes and the mortgages themselves. The sale of notes 

has not been generally successful and many mortgage com- 

panies confine their efforts to the sale of the mortgages and 

the investment of corporate funds. . 

The investing public purchasing these mortgages, even 

though the mortgages are guaranteed both as to interest and 

principal and collections made by the guaranteeing company, 

do not care to invest in this type of security unless the yield 

is considerably in excess of that rate offered by high-grade 

bonds in the open market. 

Mortgages offered by the mortgage companies yield 8 to 

10 per cent according to the attitude of local investors in 

the community wherein the mortgage company operates. 

It is through the resale of mortgages that a great part 

of the funds are obtained by the mortgage companies. A 

mortgage running for 8% years and payable in 100 monthly 

installments with interest at the rate of 7 per cent is sold 

at a discount of 10 per cent from its face to yield the 

investor 10 per cent on his investment. The mortgage company 

is put to.an expense of 3 to 4 per cent for salesmen and 

advertising. It is customary to set aside for collections 2 to 3 

per cent of the face of the mortgage and no company can 

maintain and operate its organization on less than 5 per cent 

onthe money handled. This means a mortgage must be dis- 

counted approximately 20 per cent by the mortgage company. 
If\the mortgage company operates on its own capital and 

does ‘ merely an investment business, 20 per cent discount 

would hardly pay a profit warranting a 6 or 7 per cent dividend. 

In some communities the real estate builder attempts to 

discount mortgages representing the difference between the 
bank loan and the purchaser’s down payment, and the selling 

price of the property. To quote figures, a builder erects a 

house costing $5,500.00 on a lot worth $2,000.00 which property 

he will sell for $9,500.00 and receive $1,500.00 as down pay- 

ment, leaving him $8,000.00 to be financed on mortgages. A 

bank loan of $4,000.00 will leave him with another. $4,000.00 
to be discounted in a second mortgage. Such practices as 
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Financing the Home 135 

this has led to the downfall at more than one builder, the 

discount taking too much of his profit, as no mortgage com- 

.pany or investor would consider purchasing such a mortgage 

except at a discount that would leave the investment safe. 

Let us analyze the position of the builder. He has in- 

vested in money $7,500.00 in the lot- and building and has 

incurred interest, recording charges, abstract fees and similar 

expenses amounting to approximately $225.00, making a total 

cost of $7,725.00 to him. His actual investment upon the 

sale of this property is the difference between $7,725.00 and 

the amount received from his customer plus the money 

obtained by a first mortgage, namely $5,500.00, which leaves 

him with $2,225.00 to be obtained through the sale of a junior 

mortgage. 

Turning to the mortgage company’s appraisal we find the 

lot is worth $2,000.00. The building, which the contractor 

has erected at the expense of $5,500.00 for labor and material, 

is worth approximately $6,100.00, at which price a duplicate 

could be erected for cash by a competent contractor. These 

figures would be what the mortgage company or investor 

could consider the building worth for loan purposes. The 

value of the entire property would thus be $8,100.00 for loan 

purposes and the maximum loan a mortgage company would 

be entitled to make would be 80 per cent or $6,480.00 or 

$6,500.00. The property being already mortgaged for $4,000.00 

a-second mortgage of $2,500.00 would be a reasonable and 

safe loan. Allowing 20 per cent discount the builder could 

. sell this mortgage for $2,000.00 net, which would leave him © 

a $225.00 investment in cash. Tabulating the transaction 

as it now stands the property sells at $9,500.00: 

Tre Gia 6s... oo. cso Coke ce $1,500.00 

Pitet QaOTIMOe. 6. 5c oe ec ada’ 4,000.00 

Sepomd mortgage. ois scccsceecic cece 2,500.00 

Te I 8 8 55S oe ce cin cs 1,500.00. 

$9,500.00 

Tabulating the builder’s investment we have: 

PREP ES EES Sa $2,000.00 

pO EEE TSS RS REE 5,500,00 

Fi a idee es hess 225.00 

Mortgage discount........ Ey eacuesak 500.00 

$8,225.00 

The builder has received in cash from this transaction 

$4,000.00 in a first mortgage, $2,000.00 in a second mortgage 

and $1,500.00 on down payment, making a total of $7,500.00 

against which he has a cash investment of $7,725.00. The 

third mortgage held by himself in the sum of $1,500.00 repre- 

sents his profit and $225.00 in cash. It is poor practice for 

the builder to make a contract to sell unless he receives 

20 per cent, or more, of his selling price in cash. By doing 
this he will be able to borrow on first and second mortgages 

enough to-give him his working capital and his third mortgage 

will then represent only his profit. Some builders who have 

followed this program have considerable incomes from their 

third mortgages and are not worried by periods of depression 

or by the failure to obtain an estimate as large as they 

demand. 

The foregoing computations are based on a program of 
monthly payments covering a period of 8% years. Many 

builders discount mortgages for only two or three years. 

The monthly payments on mortgages of this character are 

usually 1 per cent per month on ‘the principal with interest 

extra at the rate of 7 per cent a year. Such financing does 

not make the third mortgage a secure investment, nor does 

it meet the requirements of most home owners. Homes sold 

on the monthly payment plan are purchased by people who 

usually make only one such investment in a lifetime. The 

homes must be paid for out of earnings subject to the con- 

ditions of the times and while the earnings of the home-owner 

may increase they cannot be expected, and very seldom do, 

increase to such an extent that short time mortgages can 

be met in full when due. The owner of the home then is 

forced to discount another mortgage, and it is usually neces- 

sary to increase the mortgage by the amount of discount 

charged for the loan. 

The third mortgage holder in the event the second mortgage 

cannot be arranged must step in and refinance the property 

or foreclose. Since mortgages, by their terms allow the 

holder of the mortgage to pay taxes, insurance and interest 

on prior loans and to collect such expenditures.as part of the 

mortgage principal, the third mortgage holder to be safe 

must have a long maturity second mortgage ahead of him as 

the expense of refinancing, namely discount, cannot be added 

to the principal of a junior mortgage. This hazard is one 

the second mortgagor does not have to meet as there are 

always facilities for obtaining first mortgage money from 

banks and savings and loan associations without any expense 

or discount. 

Home Owners Must Be Considered 

Aside from the difficulties into which the short time 

mortgage is likely tu lead the holder of the third mortgage, 

the investor and the -home-owner should be considered. The 

home-owner, if given ample time, will, by regular monthly 

payments, pay off the mortgages of all interests centered in 

the property. It is unfair’ to make the payments so large 

that they are a burden to the home-owner because when the 

payments required are in excess of the buyer’s ability to pay 

the property must suffer for want of repairs and in the 

event of a foreclosure there is bound to be a deficit which 

the third mortgage must stand. 

Too often the purchaser, in his enthusiasm to own a home, 

will undertake obligations he neither understands nor can 

possibly meet. It is not uncommon to find the buyer of a 

home has assumed a two or three-year second mortgage 

and is ignorant of the methods of financing by discount. 

Thus when the mortgage becomes due he is surprised to find 

the holder of a mortgage expects a fee to renew or extend 

the time of payment. If the buyer is in position to pay the 

fee he is at considerable more expense and his property 

costs him more than he bargained to pay for it. 

It is equally as dangerous for the builder to obtain on a 

second mortgage loan capital to operate his business. The 

builder is prone to be enthusiastic and to attempt more than 

he has capital to complete which results-in profits being spent 

in discount before they are made., To employ successfully 

money obtained at a high discount the builder: should know 

definitely what his properties are costing to build before he 

starts operations, but he should not depend on the second 

mortgage money to carry on all his operations. Money obtained 

at a discount should be used so far.as necessary to keep capital 

liquid and no farther. : 

The field of the second mortgage is long time financing 

for the owner who occupies the property as a home. As 

mentioned at the beginning of this article the contracting 

business is essentially based on cash transactions. Mortgage 

discount represents the sum paid for credit. It is like the 

difference in prices charged by the “cash and carry grocer” 

and the grocer who carries book accounts and delivers. It 

is proper for the builder to make this a part of the regular 

contract price because it is a charge for a service not regu- 

larly a part of the contracting business. 

Further, the buyer of a home financed by discounting 

mortgages does not lose by the amount charged: in discount. 

By the conversion of unoccupied land, raw materials and 

labor into a tenantable and useful property there is created 

a new product of higher utility “which has.a market or 

(Continued to page 188.) 
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Weatherstrips Cut Fuel Bills 

A Clean, Comfortable Interior Possible by Properly Weather- Stripping Doors and 

Windows—Some Ways and Means 

tical impossibility without weatherstripping. 

Buildings settle, even on the best foundations; 

doors:and windows adjust themselves; air passages 

appear, and drafts and heat waste result. Realizing 

this many inventive minds have developed weather 

A N ALL-WARM house in winter time is a prac- 

Two Popular Types of Metal Weatherstrip. The illus- 
trations show how they are installed in relation to the 
window sash. 

strips for doors and windows calculated to be practical 

and efficient, and last indefinitely, and some of the 

most popular of these are illustrated in this article. 

In the old days the weather strip was considered 

simply a cold weather advantage. Now, however, they 

have been found as necessary and effective in exclud- 

ing dust and dirt. Good weatherstripping of doors 

and windows protects rugs, drapes, wall paper, paint- 

ing and good furniture against soiling and deteriora- 

tion from the dust, smoke, 

soot and dirt sifting in from 

the outside. 

Let us consider the sci- 

entific basis of weather- 

stripping. It is a fact that 

burning fuel at full blast 

“spots” heat at certain 

points. These points are 

too hot, while exposed 

places near doors and win- 

dows and the areas fairly 

distant from the heating 

plant are cold. This is true 

even of new houses with 

fairly tight sash, while the 

problem is more serious in 

older houses where sash is 
‘The. Weatherstrip Is Also 
Tread in This Doorway. 

_ufacturer sent a 

sprung and warped. Few people know how much fuel 

they needlessly waste under these circumstances. The 

following tests are interesting: 

Leakage of Air Under Fan Pressures 

Through Windows 

2’x 4 ordinary Window 
window. equipped with 

Cubic feet of air per weatherstrip. 
Corresponding minute passing Cubic feet of 

Air wind velocity through sash air per minute 
pressure in miles per Clearance Clearance passing 
in inches hour 1/16” 1/32” through sash 

0.03 7.75 22 7.4 

0.05 10.78 ; 31 15.0 cay 

0.08 13.66 es rity 1.4 

0.1 15.11 43 24.7 « 2.8 

0.2 21.61 $7: 37.4 5.3 

0.3 26.48 71 47.4 8.4 

0.4 30.57 83 57.4 9.6 

0.5 34.18 99 65.1 10.7 

0.6 37:44 103 73.1 11.7 

0,7 40.45 112 80.7 12.4 
0.8 43.24 121 88.1 14.0 

0.9 45.86 130 95:0 15.6 

1.0 48.34 137 101.4 16.1 

1.3 55.19 160 124.5 20.7 

Some time ago a 

weatherstrip man- 

questionnaire to 

over one thousand 

users of his weath- 

er strip and follow- 

ing is a tabulated 

list of the answers. 

Note that a great 

many of those re- 

plying were not at 

all interested in the 

mere saving of 

coal. The ending 

of rattling win- 

dows, keeping out 

of dust, and easier 

sliding of windows 

were considered of prime importance. 

- Good Way of Weatherstripping 
the Casement Window. 

Why Building Owners Preferred Weatherstrips 

Reasons No. of Users 

Savide ia “coke. 3 eee 237 

Eliminates drafts ........60.5..... ska 232 

Stop rattling, windows...........5...6% 157 

Keep out dust....... Sab esee ate re wees ae 

Make enti WERR fos tae 144°~ 

Windows slide easier...:............-. -82' 

Keep out street noises........../..... 26 

Eliminate storm’ sash.>.........03..¢. sans (| 

ee | rh cin are Se ms ee 15 

Add comfort to home..............00% bet 
ait 
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Help poor heating plant.........:..... 

MM NE ToS gic sin Ou see es i ce Kees 

COMMBEIVEP NOMEN «6. 6.6 finds 2 os «eee ches 

Keep out snow........ tga tel ose times 

There are many varieties of 

weather stripping at present 

on the market. They range 

from simple wood rib or 

mould, plain or with felt 

piping, to the elaborate metal 

constructed types which are 

built in and become integral 

with the sash. Thanks to 

careful foresight in- 

stallation has become 

a very simple process, 

and many carpenters 

specialize in weather- 

stripping only, doing a business 

that yields an excellent return 

all the year round. For it is 

undeniable that the weather 

- strip ought to be considered as 

an integral part of the building 

structure; not thought of 

merely at the advent of cold 

weather. It should be figured 

on at the time other materials are figured, and provi- 

sion made for its installation while the regular con- 

struction of the building is proceeding. In this way 

most satisfactory re- 

sults are had, and the 

cost is less than in- 

stallation later would 

entail. 

For out and in- 

opening casement 

‘windows there are _ special 

weatherstrips which interlock 

along the sides and top, and 

leave a channel of either brass 

or zinc on the sill, providing a 

trough which is a barrier to 

wind and rain. 

Weatherstripping of doors is 

best accomplished by the use of 

interlocking types of weather 

strips made of metal or metal 

lined wood ribs. Special strips 

are designed for the lock plates. 

The door bottoms require 

special treatment, and many 

of the metal weatherstrips 

have special wide polished 

brass or bronze or copper 

thresholds for this purpose 
which add a finished touch that is very pleasing. 

Needless to say, the weatherstrip commends itself 

Senerally. Most building owners, and house owners, 

especially, are already “sold” upon the advisability of 

NN Ww 

A Skeleton View 
of a Typical Metal 
Weatherstrip Win- 

Not Much Chance for 
Wind, Rain or Dust to 
Get by This Weatherstrip. 

having their places weatherstripped for greater com- 

‘fort and to save on coal bills. It remains only for the 

architect and builder to see that an effective kind is 

specified, and for the carpenter to undertake the com- 

paratively simple work of proper installation. 

os 

Practical Pick-Ups 

By H. H. SIEGELE 

AIL-SETS and other small tools, when they drop 

between studdings or into other places where it 

is impossible to get to them, can be found and lifted 

out by lowering a magnet into.such places with a cord. 

Hand-axes and hammers can also be lifted, in the 

same way with a strong magnet. ie ar 

A simple way to get long stretches of siding on 

straight, is to strike a line for each board, similar to 

striking a line for shingling. 

Small holes in screens can be easily mended by cut- 

ting a piece of screen-wire into a square about 2 inches 

larger than the diameter of the hole.. Then remove 

the wires running parallel to the sides of: the square 

about one-half inch deep. The projecting: wires are 

then bent to a right angle, giving the mender a basket- 

like shape. The mender is then placed, over the hole 

in such a manner that the projecting ends of the wires 

will go through the meshes of the screen. Then the 

projecting ends can be twisted or bent over:ion the | 

other side, thus holding the mender in place. 

With a little practice it is possible to cut flooring, 

mouldings, 2x4s, etc., square or at a 45-degree angle 

by holding the saw in such a position that the reflec- 

tions of the material in the saw will be in exact align- 

ment with the material to be cut, for a square cut, but 

for a.45-degree cut the relations between the reflec- 

tions and the material must be at a right angle. This 

is not a new trick, yet the writer has met many car- 

penters who have never heard about it. 

In the same’ way the eye can be trained to measure 

the width of margins for door trim, hardware, etc., 

without using a gauge or rule. Until one is sure of 

his judgment, however, it is well to test out occasion- 

ally with a rule, in order to prevent going above or 

below the required width. 

The best tool for cutting off wood plugs flush with 

the wall is a wood chisel. Drive the plug in until it is 

tight, then with’ a chisel cut in on two sides—one blow 

with the hammer ‘on the chisel will usually make ‘the 

cut deep enough—then give the plug a side-blow and 

it will readily break off: If there are any splinters, 

smooth them down with the hammer. 

Scraps of ready roofing can be utilized by using 

them instead of tin shingles. Asphalt roofing also 

makes good flashing over windows, porches and. other - 

places where flashing is needed. seg 

“Southern Pine Barns and H How to Build Them,”'is a 

book issued by the Southern Pine Association, New Orleans, ~ 
La. It contains designs and detailed working plans of ten 

different types of barns and much information regarding 
barn construction. 
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INSTRUCTIONS IN 

| ROOF FRAMING 

LESSON TWO—By JOHN T. NEUFELD 

Epitor’s Note: The question of correct roof 

framing seems to be one of perennial interest among 

our readers, if we are to judge by the number of ques- 

tions and answers on that subject which are sent m 

- monthly for the Correspondence Department. AMERI- 

caAN BuILper therefore inaugurates this department 

for the benefit of its readers who may have roof fram- 

ing problems. Write in your problem and Mr. Neufeld 

will answer it, and some questions and answers will 

appear in this department of AMERICAN BUILDER for 

the benefit of others who may be interested. We want 

to make this department the place where YOU can 

solve all your roofing problems. 

Length of Rafters 

HE length of a rafter may be found by several 

different methods. It may be found by mathemat- 

ical calculations, by measuring on the square, or by tak- 

ing the length direct from tables. 

In actual practice we can use the shortest method — 

applicable. To become really efficient, we must know 

various methods and the reasoning that is followed in 

each. One method may be used as a check on the 

length obtained by a different method. Again, one way 

of figuring may be convenient and simple on one roof, 

while it may not be as simple on another. 

The Square Root Method 

From Figs. 4 and 5 we see that the run, rise and 

length of a rafter form a right triangle. The run and 

rise correspond to the base and altitude of the triangle 

as shown, and the length of the rafter corresponds to 

the hypotenuse. 

In arithmetic we have learned that we can find the 

length of the hypotenuse or long side of a right triangle, 

if we know the length of the other two sides. 

The square of the hypotenuse (long side) is equal to 

the sum of the squares of the other two sides. 

aX - y | © KES 
> A - iw a 

a oe a 
ise ia a 

= ee "penis -~ 

Fig. 4. Fig. 5. 

The Run, Rise and Length of a Rafter Form a Right 
Triangle. 

Assume the triangle shown in Fig. 6 to represent 

the run, rise and length of a rafter. 

The hypotenuse squared is equal to the sum of the 

squares of the other two sides and as ‘the hypotenuse 

represents the length of the rafter we have: 

(Length of rafter) squared is equal to 3? + 4? 

3 squared = 9; 4 squared = 16 

9+ 16 = 25 

Length of rafter squared equals 25 

The length of the rafter is the square root of 

25 = 5 ft. “hens 

8. The square root of a 
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Fig. 8. 

Methods That Are Used for Finding the Length of the — 
Hypotenuse of a Right Triangle May Also Be Used to 
Find the Length of a Rafter. 

number may. be obtained from tables in hand-books. 

This shortens this method considerably. 

The Steel Square and Rule Method 

The steel square, being constructed in the form of 

a right angle, does away with much of this figuring. 

If we let each inch on the square represent one foot, 

we may get the length of a rafter by measuring on ~ 

the steel square. We take the run in feet on one arm 

of the square and the rise in feet on the other arm, 

and measure across between the two points. In this 
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case the distance between the points 4 and 3 is found 

to be 5 inches, and as each inch on the square repre- 

sents one foot, we have 5 feet for the length of the 

rafter. This is shown in Fig. 7 and checks with our 

first calculations. 

In using this latter method it is best to use a rule 

and square that are graduated into twelfths of an inch, 

as one-twelfth of an inch on the square or rule will 
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The Run and Rise of the Common Rafter on an Uneven Pitched Roof. 

then correspond to one inch on the rafter. With this 

method we can easily find the length of any rafter, even 

though the roof may be ‘of uneven pitch. 

Special Problem 

To further illustrate this we will find the length of 

the longest rafter shown in Fig. 9. The type of roof 

shown is often used on farm buildings, such as hog 

houses, granaries, and poultry houses. 

This rafter has a run of 9 feet and a rise of 6 feet. 

Let 9 inches represent the run of 9 feet and 6 inches 

the rise of 6 feet, on the square. The distance meas- 

ured between the two points is 10 and 19/24 or nearly 

10/12 inches. Therefore the length of the rafter is 10 

feet and nearly 10 inches.. This is as close as can be 

obtained by measuring on the square. 

By the square root method we have: Length of 

rafter equals the. square root of the run squared plus 

the rise squared. 

Length of rafter == square root of 9? + 6? 

Length of rafter = square root of (81 + 36) *» 

Length of rafter = square root of 117 — 10.817 

10.817 feet = 10 feet and 9 13/16 inches. 

Comparing the Two Methods 

It will be noticed, from the above, that the square 

root method comes out more accurate than the method 

of measuring across the square. 

The square root method takes more time but can be 

used with accuracy on any difficult roof. Shorter meth- 

ods and roof framing tables are based on this method. 

The method of measuring on the steel square is 

accurate enough for common or gable roofs, where all 

Fig. 9. 

rafters are cut after one pattern. However, it may 

result in an error of from 14) to 34-inch in the length 

of the rafter and this would not be accurate enough for 

hip rafters. 

As each inch on the square stands for one foot on 

‘the rafter, it means that if an error of one-half of one- 

twelfth of an inch is made on the square it will be an 

error of one-half inch on the rafter. This method; 

however, is very good for a quick 

check on other methods, as any 

serious mistake can be found im- 

mediately. 

Other methods will be discussed 

in the next article. 

Problems for the Student 

(1) What advantage is there in 

knowing the square root 

method for finding the length 

of rafters? 

‘ (2) A carpenter finds the length 

vs of a rafter, with a run of 

6 feet and a rise of 5 feet, 

to be 7 feet and 10 inches, 

by measuring across the 

square. Check by the 

square root method to see if 

he was accurate. 

(3) What is the rise per foot run of each of the 

rafters shown in Fig, 9? 

Answers will be found on page 154. 

a 

Story Heights for Garages 

“W HAT is the minimum story height that will be satis- 

factory for a multi-story garage?” 

If you are one of the many who are pondering over this 

question you should find the following information of value: 

Garages may be erected to serve three purposes: for passen- 

ger car storage, truck storage, or as a service station. 

The minimum clear headroom necessary for the different 

types of garages is as follows: 

Feet 

1. Passenger car storage...............: 8 

&.- Eeuch: storage. : adi etenves Shee ee ey 13% 

5, : Salen : dnd. serbites bcc snk eds ine eb ss 12 

Allowing 2 feet in each case for the thickness of the floor, 

depth of the beams, and such features as steam pipes, sprinkler 

system, and lighting system, the figures for story heights, from 

finished floor to finished floor, become: 
: Feet 

1. Passenger car storage..............+. 10 

2. Truck storage ....... ak cust oe p46 see 15% 

Ki: Seles. aft MWe oo sics 6ckks sxc okow en 14 

In efficient modern multi-story garages which house’ either 

passenger cars or trucks, it is not necessary to provide more 

than the minimum clearance. Service stations, however, require 

more headroom because in some cases monorail hoist ms 

are specified and in others arrangements for suspending car 

bodies from the ceiling must be provided for. Allowing 12 feet 

in the clear should provide sufficient headroom for ‘these 

features. 
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Revising Building Code (Part 9} 

U. S. Government Recommends Minimum Requirement for Small Dwelling 

Construction with View Towards Simplifying Building Codes 

Epiror’s Nore: This is the ninth of a series of abstracts 

AMERICAN BUILDER is making from the Report of the Building 

Code Committee, Department of Commerce. Readers inter- 

ested in the full Report can secure it by sending 15 cents to 

the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, 

Washington, D. C., and asking for the Report by its mame, 

“Recommended Minimum Requirements for Small Dwelling 

Construction.” 

Appendix. Par. 44 

2. To prevent undue lateral expansion and contrac- 

tion of wood lath, which shears and loosens the plaster 

keys, such lath should not be over 11%4 by % inch in 

section and key spaces should not be less than three- 

eighths inch for lime plaster or one-fourth -inch for 

gypsum plaster. Wood lath should be thoroughly wet 

when plaster is applied. Lath should be attached to 

at least three supports, and good practice requires 

broken joints at least every eighth lath. 

3. Expanded metal lath, weighing 2.2 pounds per 

square yard, or No. 20 wire cloth, two and one-half 

meshes to the inch, are sufficiently rigid for plaster 

supports in small dwellings where timbers are spaced — 

not more than 16 inches for walls and 12 inches for 

ceilings. Longer spans demand heavier lath or special 

stiffeners. Ends of sheets should be joined over sup- 

ports and horizontal edges lapped and laced securely 

with wire. Continuous sheets bent around corners tend 

to prevent corner cracks in the plaster. It is recom- 

mended that all metal lath be either galvanized or 

painted. 

4. Gypsum plaster boards are essentially squares of 

gypsum plaster coated on both sides with paper, or, 

instead of paper, wood fiber or other vegetable fiber is 

Up Corner Post 

Watt Stuo PARTITION STuD 
Bacxinc For La 

Brace 
Sip 

Au 

mixed with the material of which the boards are made. 

They are usually about 32 by 36 inches and supplied 

in thickness from one-fourth inch up. For small 

dwellings, where the distance between supports is as 

given above, one-fourth inch board may be used. For 

greater spans a thicker board is required for rigidity, 

but in no case should the board be so thick that its face 

is not amply covered by the plaster in obtaining the 

required thickness. Each board should be fastened to 

at least three supports, and all joints perpendicular to 

supports should be broken. The surface of the board 

is finished so that plaster- adheres readily and should 

not be wetted when plaster is applied. 

Par. 45. Plaster Materials ° 

1. In a few localities plaster can be obtained mixed 

ready to spread on the wall. This practice permits 

more careful selection of the ingredients, better pro- 

portioning, and more thorough mixing than where the 

plaster is prepared on the job. The use of such plasters 

is therefore recommended wherever they can be 

obtained of good quality at reasonable cost. 

2. Lime will carry about twice as much sand as 

gypsum as ordinarily used, but the setting time of gyp- 

sum plasters can be more easily regulated.” Gypsum 

plaster has greater inherent strength than lime plaster, 

and its better fire-resistive qualities are important when 

fire barriers are to be constructed. Lime plaster can 

be brought to equal strength by tempering with port- 

land or Keene’s cement and is more resistant to mois- . 

ture than gypsum plaster. Selection of plasters should 

be made with reference to local practice, better work 

usually resulting from the use of familiar materials. - 

3. Gypsum wall board represents the nearest present 

Watt Stub 

Corner Stup 
PARTITION Stup 

a 

Illustrating Proper Methods of Securing Backing for Lath. Where partitions meet outside walls at or between 
wall studs, construction like this assures that firm backing is afforded for the ends of the lath and no lath extend 
through from room to room. 
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Methods of Installing Gypsum Wall Board. 

approach to manufacture of completed plaster at the 

factory, ready to be erected in place. It is supplied in 

sheets 4 feet wide, usually three-eighths inch thick, in 

lengths to fit the height of a room, and coated on both 

sides with paper. It should be erected with no end 

joints between wall boards and the side joints always 

over a support. Any openings in joints between boards 

should be filled with plastic material. For decorative 

effect they may. then be covered with wood or paper 

strips and the whole surface painted or papered, if 

desired. Wall board possesses the essential character- 

istics of rigidity, strength, and finished surface common 

Par. 46. Mixing and Application of Plaster 

1. Proportions of sand and lime or gypsum will vary - 

with each grade or-make of materials. Common prac- 

tice requires the scratch coat to be one part of hydrated 

lime, or well-slacked lime putty, to three and one-half 

parts of sand, or one part by weight of gypsum to two 

parts sand. Corresponding figures for the brown coat 

are one to four for lime and one to three for gypsum. 

For best results these proportions must often be intel- 

ligently varied, and the old custom of adding sand by 

guess until it “feels right to the plasterer” cannot be 

too strongly condemned. 

2. The finish coat may be of straight gypsum or of 

lime. If lime is used, a very plastic lime prepared as 

putty is required, and in the case of slacked lime putty, — 

aged for about two weeks, after which it is mixed 

with about half its volume of gypsum or tempered 

with plaster of Paris, applied to the wall and troweled 

to a smooth, hard finish. Much skill and care is needed 

for success. For best. method of making lime putty 

see A. S. T. M. Standard C-5-21-T. 

Par. 47. Number and Thickness of Plaster Coats 

Necessary | 

1. The exposed aggregate method of making colored 

concrete is equally applicable to plaster, and requires 

merely a little care in the selection of the sand. ‘Wood 

fibers used in the brown coat may be dyed and exposed 

141 

by. washing the plaster after it has set 

| .to give effects in color and texture. The 

- ordinary brown coat may be rubbed down 

to a sand-float finish, which is satisfactory 

for some purposes, and may be improved 

by painting. 

2. If the finish coat is omitted and a 

strong (rich) plaster used, the thickness for 

plaster can safely be reduced to five-eighths 

inch. This would result in economy with 

slight sacrifice of desirable qualities. Where 

rigidity is not important, two coats are 

sufficient, whether scratch and brown or 

scratch and finish. Masonry walls and ceil- 

ings are plastered almost entirely for decora- 

tive reasons, and one coat, properly selected, 

is entirely sufficient if the surface is not too 

uneven. Under unfavorable conditions, two 

coats, totaling five-eighths inch thickness, 

are all that should be required. 

Par. 48. Furring 

The committee is of the opinion that a requirement 

that all plaster surfaces be furred out from masonry 

walls is not within the scope of a building code. The 

advisability of this measure is plainly shown, however, 

by the following summary of experience reported from 

all parts of the country: 

1. In regions subject to low temperature, high winds, 

heavy rains, or extreme humidity of considerable dura- 

tion, furring of solid masonry exterior walls is prac- 

tically a necessity to avoid unwholesome living condi- 

tions caused by damp walls, also the danger of ruining 

wall decorations. 

2. In arid localities, where low temperatures are 

infrequent, furring may be. omitted without serious 

results, but. should be used wherever economy in con- 

struction cost is a secondary consideration. 

3.‘ Waterproofing paints or compounds applied to 

the interior of solid masonry walls help considerably 

to prevent moisture penetration, but have little effect 

in preventing condensation, and make it difficult to 

bond plaster directly to such treated walls. 

4. Furring is somewhat less necessary on masonry 

exterior walls of hollow units, since the inclosed air 

cells help to. check transmission of heat and moisture. 

However, mortar joints running through the wall are 

found to conduct moisture /eadily when poorly or 

incompletely made, and. walls-having such continuous 

joints require furring. 3 he ; 

5. Furring a masonry. wall lessens ‘its heat conduc- 

tivity, thus saving fuel, which saving, of course, con- . 

tinues _— the life of the structure and may 

repay many times over the increased cost of furring. 

6. Since hollow walls are good heat insulators, it has 

been found in many places that furring may be omitted 

and plaster. applied directly to the interiors of walls 

which are built with a continuous hollow space, or in 

which the mortar joints extend but part way through 

the wall. ‘ i 
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Six Lessons from the Japanese 

Earthquake and Fire 

By R. F. MOSS 

“fire of September 1, in which the loss of life and 

property destruction was greater than has occurred 

from any similar cause during recorded human histc-y, after 

e@ living have been cared for and the dead disposed of, it 
is incumbent on all thinking men--particularly those quali- 

fied by professional training and experience—to give careful 

thought to ways and means of minimizing such . losses 
should an earthquake and conflagration of equa! magnitude 

be repeated. 
Having been responsible for the design of several hun- 

dred structures in the earthquake zone, it is natural that I 
should take advantage of this unprecedented opportunity to 

study the effect of the quake and fire on various types of 

building construction, and I desire to set forth my view of 

the lessons to be learned from the behavior of various types 

of construction during the earthquake and fire, not as being 
in any sense final but rather for the purpose of forming the 

basis of further discussion, by which means alone we may 
derive the maximum of benefit and acquire the maximum 

of knowledge regarding the proper design of structures to 

be erected in an earthquake zone. 

In the first place, I desire to state that my observations 

lead me to believe that, aside from causing settlement in the 

cases of buildings built on soft ground with insufficient 
foundations, very little damage was done by the vertical 

movement of earth during the quake, but that the greater 

part of the damage was done by the horizontal movement. 
The action of the horizontal movement in destroying or 

damaging buildings may be stated in non-technical words 

as follows: A violent and sudden horizontal movement 

occurs in the earth and is transmitted to the foundation of 
the building, the extent to which the movement of the earth 

is transmitted to the foundation depending on the type of 
foundation, which I shall discuss later. The inertia of the 

upper portion of the buildings tends to make it stay in its 
original position, and the walls, columns and partitions are 

suddenly called upon for the strength necessary to overcome 

this inertia and move the building in the direction of the 
quake. Successive shocks follow, each moving the founda- 

tion horizontally forward and backward, the walls, columns 

and partitions having to perform the work of moving the 

part of the building that is above them with each horizontal 
movement of the earth. As the walls, columns and parti- 

tions of each floor have only to do the work of moving 

that part of the building which is above them, it follows 

O N the occasion of a disaster like the earthquake and . that the walls, columns and partitions of the first floor will 

be called upon to resist forces greater than those which 

must be resisted by the walls, columns and partitions of the 

second floor and that the forces to be resisted by the walls, 
columns and partitions of the second floor will be greater 

than those of the third, etc., these forces decreasing from a 

maximum at the foundation to nothing at the roof. It also 

follows that the greater the weight of the floors and roof, 

the greater will be the work to be done by the walls, col- 

umns and partitions. If the combined strength of the walls, 
columns and partitions at any floor level is great enough 
to resist the forces to which it is subjected they will stand; 

if not, they will fail, either wholly or partially. 

In Marunouchi the greatest damage is usually found 
between the second and third floors, and the question natu- 

rally arises as to why the greatest damage is not in the first 

floor, if that is where the greatest forces are to be resisted. 

The answer is that the walls of first floor are usually made 

of well-laid stone and are strong enough to do the work 
that they are called upon to do; that is, to move the part of 

the building above them. But the walls of the second and 

higher floors, being made of brick or terra cotta, which are 

much weaker materials, are in some cases not strong 

enough to move the part of the building above them. In 

such cases the maximum damage 's usually observed just 

above the junction of the stronger and the weaker wall 

material. 

If the foregoing reasoning is correct, two impertant les- 

sons follow: 

- Lesson 1. Floors and roofs should be made as light as it 

is possible to make them, without sacrificing other equally 

important qualities, such as fire-prooiness, permanence, etc. 
The reason for this is, of course, that if floors and roofs 

are light the walls and columns will have less work to do in 

moving them. 

Lesson 2. Walls and columns should be made strong 

enough to do the work which they will some day be called 

upon to do that is, to move the weight of the whole con- 

struction above them. 
This should be a matter of design and not simply a ques- 

tion of proportioning columns to carry the vertical weight 

of the structure and then filling in between columns with 

brick and glass. , 
Referring to Lesson 1, of the jobs that I have investi- 

gated, no building of the reinforced concrete hollow joist 

(Continued to page 174.) 

Buildings Which Withstood the Earthquake of Sept. 1, 1923, at Yokohama. 1, Kotobuki Primary p-roaa| bh a 
hama Koshin Bank; 3, Nozawaya Department Store; 4, Coal Dealer Association; 5, Yoshida Bridge; 6, Watan: Bank; 
7, Yokohama City Hall; 8, Kawasaki Bank; 9, Yokohama Specie Bank; 10, Y. M. C. A. Building; 11, Mogi Building 
(The Fifteenth Bank); 12, American Trading Company; 13, Yokohama Memorial Hall; 14, Mitsui Bussan Kabushiki 
Kaisha; 15, Yuwai Building; 16, Telephone Office; 17, Russo Asiatic Bank; 18, Site of Grant Hotel, entirely demolished. 
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HNSON 2s 

_ Johnson’s Floor Varnish dries dust- 

free in two hours and hard over 
night. It imparts a beautiful, high 

lustre—has good body—is easy work- 

ing—will give long wear—is abso- 

lutely water-proof—and will stand 
all reasonable tests. 

Johnson’s Floor Varnish is tough, elastic and 

durable. It will not chip, check, mar, blister or 

scratch white. Is very pale in color so can be 

used on the lightest floors and linoleum. Splendid 

for furniture, woodwork and trim of all kinds. 
May be rubbed if desired. 

FREE TRIAL OFFER 

We will gladly send you a pint of Johnson’s Floor Varnish, all charges 
prepaid, if you will test it in comparison with the brand you are at 

present using. Write us on your business letterhead—there is no obliga- 

tion whatever attached to this offer: 

FREE---This Book on Wood Finishing 

This book is full of $s. Cc. JOHNSON & SON 
peiag sare aig 8 Dept. AB2 Racine, Wis- 
on hing new floors 
and trim and refinish. Please send me, free and postpaid, your book 
ing old work of this on Interior Wood Finishing. 

perts— profusely illus- 
trated contains color Address..........6-seececsseecevceccees 
charts—gives covering eee capacities, etc. Fill out Clty MANO 6 os 6s CK et eee aS 

andfmailfthis coupon, I Buy Varnish from...............++. | 
Se eS Oe eS SE RE ae A a a eR A ee 

Pree eee teem eee eee eases seeeeneeeeeeeee 
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A Good Type of Modern Brick Residence, Given a Cheerful Note by the Use of Colored Glazed Tile Roof, and the 
Contrasting White of Stone Ornamentation and Cornice and Window Trim. 

A Modern Brick Residence 

HE proper relieving of a brick residence with 

white stone trim, and with painting at the windows 

and eaves, brightens up the whole exterior. Here the 

stone detail is used to good effect on the porch walls, 

for the window box rests, and for decorative insets 

on porch and roof gable ends. A fine textured Bed- 

ford buff stone, or cast stone, would-be suitable. The 

Detail of Entrance, Showing Roomy Porch and Fine Side- 
Lighted Doorway. 

[February, 1924 
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brick itself is a rough design in old brown. It is 

an eight-room house, with a bedroom and toilet on 

the first floor supplementing the three. on the second 

floor. With its dull glazed green tile roof. this resi- 

dence has a very pretentious and attractive appearance, 

and should wear well. 
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Sixty Fine Brick Homes 

Photographs and floor 
lans of 60 unusual brick 
er. coleulad from 
thousands for beauty and 
interior arrangement. 
Every one has been ac- 
ye deny’ and lived in. ° 
A™fiouse for every taste 
and purse. Complete 
working drawings at 
nominal cost. 

Valuable tables of mate- 
rial and labor costs. Iilus- 

\ trations and data on 
\ » money-saving 

uses of com brick— 
including the Ideal Hol- 

\ low Wall. Thousands of 
these books are in use by 
architects and builders. 
Send 25¢ for it today. 

Send 35c— Get Both Books 

Pic (kets od ee ee 
The Common Brick Manufacturers’ 
Association of America | 
2131 Cleveland Discount Bldg. | 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Enclosed find_____cents. Please send me the | 
books marked below. 
‘Your Next Home” (10 cents) { 
Brick—How to Build and Estimate” (25 cents) | 

j 
Name 
Address 

In Material Alone You 

Save 7c per square foot 

12-in. Ideal Hollow Wall, using nine brick to 

the square foot, costs 15 cents per square foot 

for material. 

A 12-in. hollow tile backup using two 8 x + x 12-in. 

tile per square foot costs 22 cents. : 

This saving is in material alone. Even-when labor 

and other mason materials are included there is a 

substantial saving. 

Any experienced mason can lay Ideal Wall at less 

cost than any other type. He racks his brick just as 

easily as on a solid wall. Also, the small unit is easy 

to handle—has always been preferred. | 

Plaster Right on the Brick 

Youcan lay plaster directly on the wall surface, saving 

furring and lathing, when you build the Ideal Wall. 

And, despite the low cost you’ll have a walk just as 

strong and dry as any good construction. Contrac- 

tors, everywhere, are realizing the economies of the 

Ideal Hollow Wall made of Common Brick. 

Common Brick has so reduced first cost and elimi- 

nated the third mortgage of upkeep that now they 

are using this ancient material for homes, schools, 

factories, apartments and commercial structures of 

all kinds. Demand isincreasing by leaps and bounds. 

Send for list of members. Let us show you how you ~ 

can cash in on demand for Common Brick. 

The Common Brick Manufacturers’ Association of America 

2131 CLEVELAND DISCOUNT BUILDING 

Cleveland, Ohio 

The Ideal Brick Hollow Wall 

“Made of standard brick—cuts the cost one-third 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER 
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THE introduction of this new Type “A” De- 
Vilbiss Spray Gun gives to every present and 

prospective user of the spray-painting system the 
biggest single development ever brought out for 

painting the modern, improved way. 

Type“A” DeVilbiss Spray Gun has many new, THE 
exclusive and unparalleled features. It em- tem—| 

bodies the best points of all the spray guns we will be 

have made during the past fourteen years—in- latest | 

cluding dozens of different experimental types. ; An 
pray | Thorough and severe laboratory testing and | DeVill 

months of actual use by others, in many differ- ’ 

ent fields, PROVE that a wider range of work 

can be done ahd far greater results achieved 

with this perfected Spray Gun. 

Type “A” is a DeVilbiss quality product 
Delilbiss Ph 

\ 
Spray-painting System XY 
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THE new Type “‘A” DeVilbiss Spray Gun provides 

for the most advantageous application of any paint 

or varnish material on any kind of surface—serving 

in full measure both the industrial finishing room and 

the portable painting field.... This DeVilbiss Spray Gun 

Type A” 

embraces an improvement and a mechanical perfection 

in design and construction that insure the simplest 

possible spray gun operation, cleaning and care. 

Here are 17 of the leading features and advantages 

of Type “A” DeVilbiss Spray Gun: 

— All nozzle parts SELF-CENTERING, with fluid ve and air cap being held 
0 in positive concentricity at all times—impossible 

alignment even when parts are interch 

— Quick detachable spray head. 

r nozzle to get out of 

. — Simplicity of design, with fewest number of parts and wearing pointe—with 
only | pivot bearing—without yokes, links, pins or push rods. 

— moving parts enclosed and protected. 

— Rugged, durable, non-complicated, all metal construction. 

— Fluid tip made of nickel alloy steel—hardened, heat treated and ground. 

— Body and other parts made of special high strength, heat treated alloy alumi- 
_ num drop forgings—material is as strong as steel and less than half the weight. 

— Lightest weight—101{ ozs. complete 

— All parts interchangeable. 

— Revolving air cap, producing a wide fan spray when placed in horizontal or 
vertical position, and a round, concentrated spray when placed in any inter- 
mediate position. 

— Produces perfectly atomized, uniform spray under all conditions, with lowest 
\ possible combination of air and fluid pressures without “‘splitting’”’ of spray 
or “heavy center.” 

seh Quick fluid needle adjustment—instantaneous, accurate trigger control. 

— Positive fluid cut-off at nozzle orifice—no dripping of material from nozzle. 

— Shortest possible, unobstructed fluid passage. Only 3 parts—bore of 
head, fluid tip and needle—come in contact with fluid. natin 

disassembled in less than 15 seconds—cleaned in | minute—reassembled in 
Me — Parts requiring cleaning, all confined to quick detachable spray head—can be 

. 20 seconds. 

B- — Gun rests easily in the hand due to design of handle and perfect balance, 
d which combined with extremely light weight and free trigger action make for 
e easy, non-tiring operation. 

vr — One model for all purposes, including a variety of nozzle sizes for applying 
materials of all kinds on all classes of work. 

’; THE thousands of users of the DeVilbiss Spray-painting Sys- 
tem—knowing as they do DeVilbiss product and it’s quality— 
will be quick to recognize the full importance and value of this 

test DeVilbiss development. 

And to this sizable group, in its purchase of the Type “A” 
Spray Gun, it is a pleasure to make available the benefit of the 
DeVilbiss Special Exchange Offer. 

—Showing Quick Detachable Spray Head Feature. 

The Type “A” Spray Gun is but one unit of the complete 
DeVilbiss industrial finishing room and portable painting equip- 
ments. To those not acquainted with the advantages and econo- 
mies made possible by use of the DeVilbiss Spray-painting Sys- 
tem, we shall be glad to mail the interesting details. Address— 

THE DEVILBISS MFG. CO. 
238 Phillips Ave. TOLEDO, OHIO 

HD 

DeVilbiss 

Spray-painting System 
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Trade Association Work Helps 

To-the Editor: Chicago, Ill. 
I thought first’of attempting to write a story on the en- 

closed information but as it is so basic and so interesting 

to the readers of papers in the building field, I thought it 

would be better to make a few generalizations and leave 

for you the matter of further interpreting the very interest- 
ing relationship between the developments of the materials 

plotted.:: 

I feel this.is one of the most interesting studies that has 

ever, been made of the trend of building materials, in that 

it involves many hints as to how one may profit by the 

success of others. 
It is obvious that the use of building materials must 

increase with the increased consumption, but the- statistics 

show that some materials are having a more rapid increase 

than others. The accompanying graph provides a com- 
parison on which conclusions as to. the reasons therefore 

can be made. In the graph we have taken the year-.1919 as : 
the basis for calculation, this being the first year of domes- 

tic consumption after the war. Using this as 100 per cent 

for all material the best available statistics haye. been ana- 

lyzed and the increase or decrease in the use of the various. 
materials have all been plotted. _ i 

These curves reflect very eloquently two adantesh 

points: (1) The increase in appreciation of quality prod- 
ucts such as bathroom tile and expanded metal lath; (2) The 

effectiveness of general trade association activity in promot- 

ing the various products. Relative to the latter point, one 

of the most important comments is found in the fact that 

bathroom tile and face brick weré’the only ‘two materials® 
that were not definitely affected by the 1921 slump. In 

other words, the continuous advertising of these two prod- 

ucts not only prevented a decrease-in sales; but actually 
* 

Percentages,. 1919- 100per cent 

ele’ wee 

toe dT Production Resulting from Better Quality 
Through Trade Association Activity. 

Questions Answered —Ideas Exchanged _ 

-3 by 5 fir gutter which 

made a considerable increase. In fact, Portland ae 

which is also well advertised, as an industry, shows but 

yslight falling off during 1921 but being a commodity was 

naturally more affected by general depression than other 

materials which could be classed as specialties. It is no 

wonder that these three industries continue to appropriate 

large sums of money for carrying on their advertising cam- 

paigns. Each of them probably realizes that theiif industry 

has been favorably affected -by their advertising, but it is 

doubtful if even their boards of directors haye seen. the 

mute evidence of the wisdom of their policy as related to 

other materials...-Much good research and prémotional 
work, other than advertising has been done by-dt. the 4sso- 

ciations and this is very effective. 

The astonishing increase in the use of metal lath without 

a definite advertising program is due very largely to the 

better appreciation of the crack and fire prevention features 
and the more intiniate knowledge of this material gained 

through the research and inside-the-industry work of its 

trade association. “ The increase in the use of common 
brick is more complimentary to the effect of its trade asso- 

ciation than is observed in the graph because common brick 

was on’a “slippery toboggan” for the 15 years previous to 

+1919 when the association took hold: In fact, the average 

shipments sincé’the organization of the association are al- 

ready greater thar the siaenecos five years’ average. 

* Wuarton Ctray, 
Commissioner, Associated Metal‘Lath Manufacturers. 

i 

Long-Lived Fir..Gutter 

To the Editor: Palisades Park, N. J. 

We are mailing to you under separate cover a section of 

was used ‘on our office, 

having been installed 

in March, 1909. As 

we are making alter- 

ations to our .building 

at present, this gutter 

was torn down. 

From all appear- ’ 

ances, the fourteen: 

years of service. have 

had no affect on this 
gutter and it ‘was .on. 

the east side of the 

building. Zi 

This gutter was originally installed by thé Steenlasid Con- 

struction Company of Palisades Park, N. J., and the same 

* “Fourteen: Years: of Exposure to 
This Fir omer 

mao ae " STEENLAND Consraucsson Co., 
’ Peter M. Steenland. 

wails s | ie “f % 5 Ps i ; 

Mixer Trade-in Values Established © 

To the Editor: Chicago, il. 

Last summer a series of meetings, sponsored by a joint 

committee of manufacturers and contractors and whose chair- 

[February, 1024 
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Keep the Money Rolling In 
- During the Winter Months 

The progressive contractor and builder has 

found a way to increase his yearly income by 

keeping busy all the year ’round. When build- 

ing is at a standstill and there are no profits 

coming in, he makes. $25.00 to $50.00 a day re- 

surfacing old floors with the “American Uni- 

versal” electrically 

driven floor surfac- 

ing machine. It does 

the work of six 

AMERICAN BUILDER (Covers the Entire Building Field) 149 

Mak
e $35.

2 a Da
: 

Re-Surfacing Floors “The American Universal” Way 

men. in fact every old floor represents a job for you. 

Work Easy to Get $134.35 in 74 Hours! 
The beautiful, smooth, uniform work which the {Since 1, have been my 

“American Universal” floor surfacing machine turns se Oe aa ee 
out puts the most expert hand scraper’s best efforts a, = caouat 7 * 
to shame. There’s absolutely no comparison. You'll | men—and do it well. 
find it easy to land big jobs at fancy prices—and it me at 
requires absolutely no experience to turn out first versal’ floor surfacing machine 
class work with the “American Universal.” ~ wet aie is Gen tai toll oe 

Who Stands a Better Chance Than You? can Universal’ seven 

You know the owners of the buildings and homes 
where the floors require re-surfacing. You are neit two weels that wil: diene Sey 

i i i is wi i for th chine. 1, could acquainted in your community, and this will make it for, the mecine. 12 not do. 
still more easy for you to land the contracts for carfecing Ba i — 
re-surfacing the great number of old floors in your F. N. CRAWFORD, Colorado. 
locality which are in need of it (and badly so) Makes $400 on One Job! ° 

i “I have. tested out the ‘Ameritan 

mene: Worth $5 Universe nd am very well pleated am wor! An Investment Worth $5,000 with it, 1 am working the machine 

a Year to You $3:000 on teh re a Fam 
; An ke ney pew tne a se ~_ ob at least four bun dred due 
acing machine 1s always a good invest- “The owners are well pleased 
ment. It will replace six men on your ‘American “Universal? pore A ney Sd 
payroll during the building season— out.” 5 -C: IVORY, “Pealaleena. | 
and turn loss into big profits during _— a 
the dull season. $75.00 in 12 Hours! 

rfecing ‘mecine. isa great, lanet su 4 f 
One fair sized job pays for fearing” to ‘operate it T made $75.00. 

the machine nN NORWOOD, Arkansas. 
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Big Demand for This Class of Work 

_ The demand for re-surfacing floors is the great- 

est during the coldest months of the year—dur- 

ing the time when you are not busy building. 

Think of the great number of public buildings 

where the floors require re-surfacing.. Your pros- 

pects consist of residences, schools, colleges, 

clubs, hospitals, churches, apartment buildings, 

office buildings, stores, dance halls, auditoriums, 

roller rinks, bowling alleys, factory buildings— 

rooms. 
“Have actually used the ‘Ameri- 

ity-four hours, 
ond it has paid me $134.35 in that 

e. 
“Have three big jobs to do in’ the 

American Floor Surfacing Machine Co. 

515 South St. Clair St., Toledo, Ohio 

Please send me full information on your “American Uni- 
' versal” floor surfacing machine. (This puts me — 

under absolutely no obligation to you whatever.) ~ 

eedwiwetetenencudd Sore eee wee eee eee eee ‘ 
ones, 

The following informa-: 
tion will assist you in) | 
answeting my inquiry’ * 
intelligently. Use (X). 
( ) I am a contractot 

; and want to use théma- . 
chine on my own work, - 
( ) lam abd 4: 

e 

apie 

surfacing floors 
American Universal 
Way” as a business, 

Lewes 
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man was Mr. C. E. Bement, of the Novo Engine Company, 

was held in Chicago to consider the standardization of con- 

crete mixers. 

Preliminary to one of these meetings, a little group was 

discussing various matters in the anteroom of the engineers’ 

rooms. One of the men in this group was Mr. R. C. Marshall, 

Jr., general manager of the Associated General Contractors of 

America. He outlined the need of establishing in some way a 

value on used contractors’ equipment. The problem was 

discussed briefly by those present and it was apparent not only 

that there was a need for such a move, but that there were 

many obstacles to be overcome. Of course no decision was 

reached. Since that iime, however, the Marsh-Capron Com- 

pany has taken this problem under consideration with the 

results outlined below. 

On all mixers shipped after January 1, 1924, the Marsh- 

Capron Company is issuing a Certificate of Guarantee. These 

certificates contain the usual guarantee against defective mate- 

rials or workmanship for one year and the guarantee that is 

implied by our participation in the standardization proceedings. 

In addition to these there is a guarantee to the effect that any 

drum wearing out within five continuous years of service, 

from normal usage, will be replaced free of cost. The big 

feature, however, is the fact that a definite minimum value 

is established on any used Marsh-Capron mixer over a period 

'. of three years, definite rebuilding costs are established on 

the small and lighter machines over a period of five years, 

and on the larger and heavier machines over a period of ten 

years. The details of these guarantees you will find on the 

reverse side of our Certificate of Guarantee. 

We have presented these facts and figures personally to 

nearly 200 contractors throughout the country and without 

exception their opinion was that this is a step in the right 

direction and that the guarantees are as liberal as any business 

man could be expected to make, R. C. WELLER, 

President, The Marsh-Capron Company. 

h 

A Modern Georgia Mansion 

To the Editor: Griffin, Ga. 

I am enclosing photographs of “Hill Grove,” the country 

home of Burton Slade, Sr., near Griffin, Ga. The house is 

Dutch Colonial, and built of tan colored-blend brick. The 

approximate cost was $12,000. 

BurRTON SLADE, JR. 

[February, 1924 

Urges Study of Mathematics 

To the Editor: Novato, Calif. 

In answer to Mr. Eloms and Mr. Spurling. How shall I say 

it?—I hope all carpenters who read this will look up the Law 

of Pythagoras. Then take up the study of decimals and evolu- 

tion sufficient to enable them to extract the square root. Then 

most of their problems would appear in a new light. 

Now, if the gentlemen will treat the problem as they would 

any ordinary roof the solution is simple, as they will very likely 

n. G 

Run=6% 
Q- 16.9705 += (70N Brape a 

A V WwW Vv vV 

Solution by Mathematics of Rafter Problem. 

see, and by using 8% or 17 on blade and 4 or 8 on tongue, 

the tongue will give the cut at meeting point. 

‘In other words, the whole problem resolves itself into a 

building 17 feet wide with a 4-foot rise in the roof. And 

I feel Mr. Eloms will now understand why 4 and 12 does 

not give a fit and 8% and 24 only a partial one. 

I also recommend as a time saver, and a good companion, 

one of A. W. Woods’ “Key to the Steel Square.” 

H. W. WarRINGTON. 

i 

Store Windows Frosting Over 

To the Editor: Moose Jaw, Sask., Can. 

I would like to know how to prevent store windows from 

freezing over—say, two windows in the same store facing 

same way, both closed in at the back same way, as air tight 

as possible. Holes bored at top and, bottom of glass to 

outside for ventilation, one window will frost over and the 

other will not. “ 

Another store has windows backed, but not near air tight, 

but has ventilation same as the other with holes bored top 

and bottom of glass to outside. These windows never frost 

over. Only when back is open to have window dressed, then 

when back is closed up frost goes off the glass. Both stores 

are steam ‘heated. Anyone who knows of a remedy for same 

I would like to see it published in the AMERICAN BUILDER, as 

windows frosting over in Saskatchewan is quite a problem. 

Jack Quicc. 

Two Views of a Modern Georgia Mansion Built of Tan Colored 
Blend Brick. 
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SENT FREE 

Mail the Coupon for These Two Books and Blue Print Plans 

can expect to be a first rate foreman If you are in any building trade, we want to send you these 

2 books and blue prints at our expense. One of these books con- 

tains a lesson in Plan Reading prepared by the Chicago Tech. 

experts; the other explains the Chicago Tech. method of train- 

ing men by mail in the building trades for the jobs that pay the 

most money or for businesses of their own. All you have to do 

to get them is to mail the coupon. Don’t send a penny. 

Get the Knowledge That Will 

Make You Worth More Money 

You may be as good a man as there 
is in the use of tools but as long as 
you remain a workman you won’t earn 
more than the wage scale. It isn‘t 
manual skill that puts a man in big 
pay class—it’s the ability to use his 
head that brings the fat pay check or 
enables him to “go in for himself.” 
That has been proved over and over 
again by. workmen who took the 
Chicago Tech. training in the higher 
branches of building and are now fore- 
men, superintendents and contractors. 

J. B. Woodside of Oklahoma was a 
carpenter working for $6 a day when 
he took a course in training by mail at 
Chicago Technical College and was 
advanced to a foremanship in 2 
months, became a superintendent 5 
months later and then went into con- 
tracting. 

Carl Testroat of Iowa is another 
man who got into a successful con- 
tractin gbusiness through his training, 
as did J. G. Hart of West Virginia, 
and C. W. Busch of Kansas. 

Not only workmen have got ahead 
through this instruction but also con- 
tractors who. were taking on small 
jobs because their experience was lim- 
ited. Chicago Tech. has taught them 
how to handle the big jobs that pay 
the most money. 

Train by Mail 

Never before have there been such 
opportunities as there are right now 
for men with expert knowledge of 
building. You can get ready for these 
big opportunities if you will use some> 
of your spare time to study at home 
under the direction of the Chicago 

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 

Dept. 236, Chicago Tech. Building, 118 East 26th Street, Chicago, III. 

or superintendent until he knows what 
every line on a plan means and how 
to lay out and direct work from the 
architect’s plans. 
Tech. Method you quickly learn to 
read any plan as easily as you read 
these words. 

Estimating. Of course a‘man who 
wants to be a contractor or to hold a 
big job in a contracting organization 
must know how to figure costs of 
labor, material, and everything else 
that goes into any kind of building. 
The Chicago Tech. course covers 
every detail of this important branch 
—shows you just how it is done from 
actual blue print plans. 

Superintending. How to hire and 
direct men, how to keep track of every 
detail of construction as it goes on, 
how to get the work done in the least 
time at the lowest cost is also fully 
covered in the Chicago Tech. Builders’ 
Course. 

Also special courses in Architectural 
Drafting for builders, taught by prac- 
tical men. These explained in Special 
Catalog “D” sent on request. 

Mail This Coupon—Today : 

Tech. experts. No time taken from ' 
your present work. All this will be H 
explained when we send you the free , 
books and blue prints. ' 

e e | 
Become a Building Expert ! 

Plan Reading. Every man who has H 
got very far ahead in any building 1&8 
trade can read blue prints. Noman § 

: 
a 
a 
' 
4 

Se | 

By the Chicago 

CHICAS TECHNICAL COLLEGE, 
D 236, cago - 
118 Bast 26th Street, ; 
Chicago, Ill. 
Please send me your Free Books and Blue 
Prints for men in the Building Trades. Send 
postpaid to my address below. 

(Write or print name plainly.) 

Name « oie 0 0c sdie-cps:e os 00s bps 00 0b waeeniee ge 

yt Serre ee reer ey ry ares rere ey I 

Post OMiee. sic ceive chevcuvedeseecedis 

Shildon ies piuccsewe F 

Occupation ..eseescecevens veseeepecsecees 
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A Quick Constructed Window Frame 

To the Editor: Emporia, Kan. 

A quick and inexpensive window frame construction, for 

temporary or cheap buildings, such as are often erected during 

mushroom booms, is shown by the accompanying illustrations. 

The upper section of Fig. 1 shows how the head of the frame - 

is put together. The 2 by 4-inch header forms the head-jamb. The 

blind-stop, ground and a half parting bead are nailed to it 

as indicated in this figure. 

casings complete the head construction. The dotted lines 

on the outside head-casing show how a cap can be put on very 

easily, if desired. The lower section of Fig. 1 shows the 

sill construction. The sill is made of a 2 by 8-inch timber, 

which at the same time answers for the header. The stool and 

apron and the cove under the sill on 

the outside make this construction 
complete. 

Fig. 2 shows the side jamb, which 

is practically a duplicate of the head 

construction. The illustrations show 

stucco on the outside and plaster on 

the inside, but any other kind of mate- 

rial may be used with as good results. 
The stucco is reinforced with hail 

screen—this is indicated by the irreg- 

ular lines. Fig. 3 shows the frame 
completed. The 2 by 4’s that form the 

jambs are indicated in this figure by 

the dotted lines. The casings; how- 
ever, should not be put on until after 

\ 

\ 

Le 
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x 

Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. Quick Window Construction for Temporary 
Buildings. 

The inside and the outside head-. 

[February, 1924 

the stucco, or whatever is used on the outside, and the plaster 

on the inside, is on. The outside head-casing should be flashed 

io make the job water-tight. By putting in sash-pulleys, and 

equipping the window with weights, this layout will give excel- 

lent-service. The appearance, too, if the work is done in a 

workmanlike manner, will be good. H. H. Stece.e, 

so 

How to Lay Out Partitions at Right 

Angles to Walls Quickly and 

Accurately 

To the Editor: Wolf Creek, Mont. 

This applies not only to placing partitions at right angles 

to walls, but also to any similar proposition where it is desired 

to erect a right angle in large measurements. 

Take stick any length suitable, but preferably about three- 

fourths of the length of partition, though less, or more, will 

| 

ae An Easy and Accurate Method in 
hy Ap Partition Construction. 

do. Point one end so you can hold it firmly against shoe 

plate and swing it easily. Drive a nail through for scriber 

near other end. 

Make two marks, A, any convenient distance from mark, S, 

which indicates where center of partition is to come against 

the wall. Each mark, A, must be the same distance from S. 

Take stick and with -point at A, describe a short arc, C, 
on floor with nail about where your eye tells you the partition 

ought to come. Then shift pointed end over to other mark, A, 

and repeat, making two arcs, C, crossing each other. 

Then with straight edge or chalk line, make line from. S 

through intersection of arcs, C, at H and as tong as ‘you 

want it. 

This line, P, will be at right angles to wall. 

A. J. Harstap. 
ole 4 

Who Has the Answer? 

To the Editor: Auberry, Cal. 

I gave a number of copies of the AMERICAN BUILDER to a 

painter and now I find I want some of the information which 

was in one of them, namely, “How to Clean Paint Brushes 

Which Have Dried Hard.” 

Could I ask you for this? You know when one pays $5.00 
and up for a paint brusii 2nd someone sets it in water 

while full of paint and forgets to add water now and then, 
the brush will likely need a doctor before azyone can use it 

except as a hammer. 
It seems to me that there are no brushes in this culany 

-which are not in this oxidized linseed oil painted condition. 

The AMERICAN Burtover is such a help I just had to add this 

to your work. Epwarp F, MEGILL. 
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A 

Beautiful 

Roof and 

a Lasting 

Roof.... 

? 

We are the pioneers in the manufacturing of metal 

shingles, and our experience gained in over 40 years of 

specializing in this one line enables us to make a better | 
shingle of greater wearing qualities than other less expe- 

rienced manufacturers. We began with honest material 

and workmanship, and courteous treatment of our cus- 

tomers. We have kept up this policy and will continue 
to do so. The thousands who have used our goods since 
1882 can and do testify to this. The Walter’s and 

Cooper’s Shingles are known the world over as “The 

Shingles That Last.” | 

SALES AND COOPER’S METAL SHINGLES 

The most complete line of designs made 
in painted tin, Genuine Re-dipped Gal- 

p os Can be put on vanized tin, Sheet Zinc and Copper. Sold ’ 

at the right price. over old shin- 

May we send you full-size samples and gle roofs - - - 

prices? 

NATIONAL SHEET METAL ROOFING CO. 
339-345 Grand Street Jersey City,'N. J. 

, 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER 
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°, NEWS OF THE FIELD .° 

Lewis Is Now Truscon Advertising 

: Manager . 

M® PEIRCE LEWIS has been appointed advertising and 

sales promotion manager of the Truscon Steel Company, 

and will have complete charge of this department which is 

now located at the home office and plant in Youngstown, 

Ohio. Mr. Lewis has had a wide experience in advertising 

and sales work, having been connected with Kawneer Manu fac- 

turing Company, the Detroit Steel Products Company and as 

assistant advertising manager of the Truscon Steel Company. 

ke 

Standard Sanitary Builds Chicago 

Warehouse 

5 Breg Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Company, one of 

the largest manufacturers of plumbing fixtures in the 

world, is building a new warehouse in the Central Manufac- 

turing District, Chicago, at a cost of $500,000. The new build- 

ing will be five stories and basement, with facing of pressed 

brick, trimmed with terra cotta. 

fe 

E. E: Helm New Detroit District Manager 

for Bridgeport Brass Company 

§ haw Bridgeport Brass Company announces the appointment 

~ of E. E. Helm as district manager at Detroit. Mr. Helm 

comes from Akron, Ohio, where he was manager of the 

Industrial Bureau of the Akron Chamber of Commerce. 

{February, 1924 

Milwaukee Corrugating Starts 

La Crosse Branch 

Eae purchase of three of the buildings of the Gund 

Brewing Company, La Crosse, Wis., and the establish- 
ment in them of a branch plant marks another important 
advance in the progress of the Milwaukee Corrugating 

‘Company, manufacturers of Milcor Sheet Metal Products. 

The strategic position of these new Milcor factories will 
be an important factor in maintaining the company’s policy 

of “same day” shipments on all its standard lines. 

fe 

Answers to Roof Framing Problems on Page 139 

(1) The square root method is accurate and can 

be used on any. odd shaped or uneven pitched 

roof. It can also be used evenings at the fire- 

side when the square is in the tool box. This 

is often convenient for checking up on different 

problems or for figuring bills of material. 

Other methods and tables are based on this 

method. ; 

(2) The length of rafter by the square root 

method is: 

Square root of (6? + 5?) = 7.81 feet = 7 feet 

934 inches. 

7 feet 10 inches would make the rafter 14! inch 

too long. 

(3) The long rafter has a rise of 8 inches per foot 

tun. The short rafter has a rise of 16 inches 

per foot run. 

Alexander Sand, Jr., Son of Chief Engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Has Built a Group of Straub Cinder Block 
Houses in the Aristocratic Narberth Section of the Philadelphia Suburbs. The house in the foreground was designed by 
the brilliant young architect, Walter K. Durham, inspired by a visit to Washington’s Headquarters at Valley Forge. 
Those familiar with the old building will readily see the source of the inspiration. These houses are shown in this photo- 
graph. Mr. Sands’ home is the house shown in the foreground. Ege 
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‘The Variety of Color Combinations 

of Rochond gives the builder a wider 

range of possibilities 

—and there are so many places where Rocbond can be used to advantage. 

Rocbond Stucco is the heralder for better construction. It has an exclusive charm 

and attractiveness which will lend distinctiveness to any type of building. 

Rocbond affords economical advantages of low first cost and permanent construc- 

tion—free from repairs. 

Rocbond Stucco is a fixed uni- 
form quality, and is delivered on 

the job ready for use. 

We have sample panels showing 

combinations and color schemes 

which will actually sell the job. 

This is the strongest Selling 

Line a Dealer can handle— 

and our Dealer Service is 

most complete. 

Write our nearest plant 

°The Rocbond Company 

Three Plants | 

Van Wert,O. Cedar Rapids. la. 

Harrisburg, Pa. 
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Eprtor’s Norte: The AMERICAN BUILDER does not accept 
payment in any form for what appears in our reading pages. 
In order to avoid any appearance of doing so, we omit the 
name’ of the maker or seller of any article we describe. This 
information is, however, kept on file and will be mailed to 
anyone interested; address AMERICAN. BuILpeR Information 
Exchange, 1827 Prairie Ave., Chicago. 

Pipe Fixture for Radio Aerial 

UV Its everyone radio-mad, an aerial mast pipe fixture 

like the one illustrated should meet with general favor 

among architects and builders, since it can be put on when 
the house is in course of con- 

struction, and help the sale of 

the house. 

This set of fixtures consists 

of a cap with a 2-inch sheave 

pulley and lugs for guy wires, 

a collar with lugs, and a uni- 

versal mast head with loop for 

securing aerial cable. These 

fittings use standard 1l-inch 

in 15 to 30 minutes. Installa- 

tion may be made on any kind 

of roof—pitch or flat—and is 

done .without damage to the 

roofing in any way. 

No one can deny the superi- 

ority of this to the unsightly, 

poorly installed wooden pole 

usually used for aerial supports. 

A well made, substantial aerial 

insures the enjoyable, success- 
ful operation of the radio receiving set, and the low price of 

this ought to make it appeal to everyone. The time it will save 

more than pays for its cost; and it is a handsome and sub- 

stantial installation which does not detract from the building 
on which it is used. 

of 

An Air Filter That Is Like the 

Human Nostril 

fico necessity of air, free from dust and impurities, for 

the use of human beings, as well as its value in numberless 

manufacturing operations is today very generally appreciated. 

The ever-expanding effects of industry, together with the 

increasing use of soft coal and rather general contamination 

of the air by.objectionable and injurious gases, have made 

it clearly evident that outdoor air is not necessarily clean. 

Illustrated is one of the most practical methods of removing 

these impurities. It solves many of the problems involving 

the elimination of dirt and dust. 

It operates on the same principle as the human nostril—air 

in passing through the steel framed filter impinges on a 

filter medium saturated with simple chemicals, the dirt and 

Neat Roof Support for 
Aerial. 

pipe, and an aerial can be erected ° 

[February, 1924 

dust are leached out and deposited on the filter body. As the 

successive layers of dirt: are deposited and bound on the 

filtering medium additional adhesive fluid is supplied by capil- 

lary action; being withdrawn from the minute droplets or 

reservoirs of the liquid held at the intersections of the media, 

_and in this way binding and keeping the entire system moist 

It will be noted that even if the’ 

individual fibres of the filter media collect a very thick deposit | 
of dirt, the relative space between the fibres will not be; 

for considerable periods. 

appreciably decreased and the resistance will still remain very 

low. 

It is used for general ventilation work in schools, clubs, 

restaurants, stores, varnishing, enameling and painting rooms, ' 

i oa Pe 

The Light Steel Frame Containing the Filtering Medium 
Is Supplied with HandJes Which Enables It to Be Re- 
moved and Easily Cieaned as a Uniit. * 

manu facturing plants. It is used in manufacturing pr@cesses, 

such as drying of milk, gelatin, sensitized paper, butt, eggs, 
fruit, starch, lauhdry work, glue, paper, wool, yarn,\sugar, 

chemicals, cotton, etc. It is used in hospitals, for bacteria 

control, and in manufacturing plants for the recovery of valu- 

able dusts and control of injurious dusts and gases. 

© 

National Lumber Manufacturers’ fh 

Association Moves ~ -- is 

HE National Lumber Manufacturers’ Association an- 
nounces the removal of its offices from 904, the Inter- 

national Building, to Rooms 402-413, the Transportation 

Building, 17th and H Streets, Northwest, Washington, D. C. 

seemed = ea Boe 
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| ” 30. Cu. Yds. in 9 Hours 

Hi-Way Trailer 

and 

4-Wheel Mixers 

98 

NY 

Big Pentiiiaieis— Son Price 

The REPUBLIC “Four’’ Tilter is a ‘‘Big-Little” machine, 
light to move, always ready, built for speedy operation, and 
second to none in quality. Read what Mr. Mack of Cayuga, 
Ind., says: 

‘The mixer is far b@ond my expectations for a small machine. 
Have turned out $9,000.00 worth of work and have not spent a 
dime for repairs, nor had a minute’s delay on accouné-of engine. 
HAVE PUT THRU 30 CU. YDS: IN 9 HOURS WITH IT. 

I cannot say enough for it.’ 

TWO OR FOUR WHEEL TYPE 
AS DESIRED. Trailer mixer has 
regular auto wheels, Timken Bear- 
ings. 30x34 Firestone. Tires, and 
Standard Tread. 

Republic Iron. Works 

Tecumseh, Mich. 

REPUBLIC “Ten” 
—A_ Light Weight, Sack Size 

Mixer, equipped peouge Fe a 
Power ee or- Low C 
Platform. uipped oar the 
famous Midd atent which -dis- 
charges the load in half the time. 
oa ES LOWEST YOU week 

Fl 
SACK SIZE MACHINES. 

REPUBLIC “Six’ 
—The strongest built, medium 
size mixer on the market. Com- 
ares in many respects with ten ° - 

t hi: hort t trucks, self 
ie oe oe a oe eee Delivery 
struction, fine durable engine, etc. Any 
attachments fou may want. Get the facts From All Large 
about this splendid machine. 

Towns 

Teva To Suit REPUBLIC Dealers 
are located in all prin- 

You can buy REPUBLIC Mixers cipal cities and A aca 

on satisfactory terms. No extra stock for’ immediate 
delivery. Write or charge for time accounts except 2 
wire for name of near- the usual interest. 
est dealer. 

= | Republic Iron Works Box 25 Tecumseh, Mich. 

Mail the Coupon _. | __ Please send information REPUBLIC 4—¢—10 

| Mixer to 

Learn more about these fine, well built, 

durable and practical mixers. You’ll*be | ™*™° | 
surprised at the: reasonable price. : | Adddiess CH esi tio amelaiet <0 Me hee Uk Une ROO Oe ei ee eee 

Coes Fev eeseeseere*® ceeet Fee eeesessesesesesseeeesese 

o wae alt ote ite 
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Safety Treads Reduce Slipping and 

Tripping Hazard 

we of industrial plants are now keenly alive to 

the loss entailed by preventable accidents and are co- 

operating more and more with the safety organizations by 

establishing saicty committees in their own plants and keeping 

accurate records of all such accidents, their causes and the 

resultant loss therefrom. This has been brought about in no 

small degree by the allowances made in insurance rates on 

account of safe practices employed. 

Style “O” Requires No 
Sub-Tread. 

sevte ua» with Metal Anchors 
for Concrete Steps. 

“Style “A” with Bevelled Back for Hatch Surface. 
Repairing Worn or Slippery Treads. — 

4 40GF, Gost te ED UU Gig Wile le We teu sccs te CRG UW, igh eta dd 
fe 

Whitt tL ihe AE eis ye ith 

Cr es 

Style “R” Treads, No Angles or 
Sub-Tread Required. Bolt direct to 
stringers. pif; Surface. 

The statistics regarding accidents are now becoming very 

valuable and indicate clearly where the greatest loss occurs. 

Not only in industrial plants but in every structure erected, 

the architect and builder are called upon to exercise the 

greatest care in providing the most effective and approved 

safety devices, otherwise the owner may be called upon later 

to install the same at greatly increased expense and perhaps 

after having ‘had a costly experience. 

The most recent statistics on industrial accidents come from 

the Industrial Commission of Wisconsin for the year 1922: 

. Lost time Medical 
Injuries Deaths days Indemnity aid 

All causes ...... 16,705 180 2,642,422 $2, pity 529 $726,429 
Machinery ...... 2,908 12 637,476 3,148 128,153 
Falls of persons.. 2,200 34 384,833 308°880 110,507 
Handling objects. 3,925 6 228,639 274,002 141, 513 

From the above it will be seen that next to accidents due 

to machinery the lost time is greatest in accidents due to 

falls of persons and the fatalities are three times as great 

in the latter class. The obvious remedy for such a condition 

is to make the walkways safe and prevent as far as possible 

the slipping and tripping hazard. 

Safety treads for walkway surfaces are now largely in 

demand in new structures and also in repair work and are 

doing much to. materially reduce accidents of this class, but 

at the same time increases the life of stairs and floors and 

effectively reduce the fire hazard when made of cast iron with 

an abrasive grit embedded in the surface. 

Treads, door saddles and plates are made in many forms, 

styles and weights to fit all conditions and also for manhole, 

coal hole and trench covers. 

ry 

‘A New and Better Gable Final 

A* TER all it is detail that really gives.a home that dis- 

tinctive, finished appearance. Beautiful flowers, trees 

and hedges all lend their help, but if the necessary trimming 

details on the home itself are lacking, much of the beauty 

association of house and grounds is lost. 

What’s New? 
(February, 1924 

Too often the all- 

important gable ends 

of houses are left bare 

and unfinished and are 

out of harmony with 

the surroundings. 

Proper gable finials 

will set off the gables 

in bold relief and im- - 

part a detailed, fin- 

ished appearance, in 

keeping with the 

premises. 

A leading manufacturer of sheet metal building products 

has designed a new gable block finial which is practically a 

one piece finial, and is formed by a special process from the 

best copper-bearing terne plate. The seams are carefully 

lapped, thus giving it unusual strength and rigidity. It is 

galvanized both inside and out after formation, so as‘ to 

give it the longest possible life, and has the additional advan- 

tage in that it can be used with any size round ridge roll. 

Prominent among the many characteristics of the finial 

are beauty and distinctiveness. The details are carefully 

formed and the design carries deep and is very pronounced. 

h 

This Fireplace Hot Blasts Air Back 

Into Room 

[LustRATED is a fireplace with which, by the action of 

a heat chamber, the cold air of a room is drawn off through 

a floor or base register, re-heated and repeatedly sent out— 

hot blast in return: j 

The firebox is composed of corrugated cast iron walls, of 

lifetime durability. The heat chamber is a four-inch air space, 

enclosed within the stone or brick, entirely surrounding the 

iron walls. An under-floor conduit, leading to this. chamber, 

conducts the cold air from the floor register. The air passages, 

indicated by the arrows at the side, afford an outlet through 

the mantle brick: into the room. It is equipped with its own 

damper, easily operated, by which the draft is completely con- 

trolled. When other than wood fuel is used specially designed 

briquette grate will hold the fuel in close contact with the 

back wall—insuring a maximum conductivity. The peculiar 

construction oi the firebox walls gives an increased efficiency 

over the usua! fireplace, of from 25 to 50 per cent. The 

vacuum actior. of the heat chamber and conduit system draws 

the cold air from any room on the floor, enlarging the 

fireplace’s capacity indefinitely. 

Artistic Galvanized Finial. 

\ 

Arcows Indicate Warm Air Thrown Out Into Room. 
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Receivers— — Package 
Receivers — Metal 

Bown Winder TO YOU WHO ARE PLANNING Fire-place Dampers— 

AG A HOME OF YOUR OWN 

Sold b 000 If you are planning to build a home of your own, see that a 

O00 Majestic Coal Window is included in your specifications. 

Building Majestic leads the world in coal windows and sets the stand- 

ay ard of quality. Made of Certified Malleable Iron and Keystone 

Copper Steel, Guaranteed Break-proof—Superior in quality, 

design and workmanship at no additional cost. 

TO REALTORS AND ALL WHO 

BUILD HOMES TO SELL 

If you are building homes to sell, the Majestic Coal Window 

is a selling feature you can’t afford toomit. The Majestic is 

known everywhere as the best—the coal window that is 

self-locking and burglar-proof; protects the entire opening 

and side walls when the coal is delivered; increases property 

value; lessens depreciation and saves money. 

The Majestic is Guaranteed Break-Proof 

There are eight different styles of Majestic 
Coal Windows and Coal Chutes—styles and 
sizes for homes, stores, business buildings, 
apartments. Write for catalog and prices. 

THE MAJESTIC COMPANY, HUNTINGTON, INDIANA 

Branches and Warebouses, 406 Scarritt Arcade Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.—6024 Grove Ave., Chicago, Il. 
816 Security Bldg., Minneapolis—Westlake Ave. and John St., Seattle—3227 Larimer St., Denver 

Canadian Faétory THE GALT STOVE & FURNACE COMPANY, Ltd., Galt, Ont. 

oan ‘You No More to Have the Best 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER 
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No Hook or Chain for This Window 

HE special feature of this new style of basement window 

is method of hanging the portion that opens which is 

known as the ventilator, the frame portion being built in the 

wall. By means of special attachments at the top of the venti- 
lator is held in the open position as shown, thus eliminating 

the use of chain or hook to fasten the ceiling above. 

These special attachments allow for the easy removal of 

the ventilator from the frame as shown in the other cut. This 

Will Stay Open. Without Hook or Chain. 

basement sash is a step forward. In case of any breakage of 

glass or it is desired to remove thé ventilator there are no 

hinges to take apart or hinge pins to remove. 

however, can only be removed from the inside of the building. 

They are made up in three standard. sizes. 

These ventilators and frames are made complete with hard- 

ware attached at the factory and when shipped are a complete 

unit ready for installation, so that no further work is to be 

done on them after installation of the sash as fitting and 

applying hardware. Another special feature of this basement 

window is its smooth and architecturally correct’ exterior 

surface. The steel members forming this sash have a flat 

exterior, thus eliminating all shadows and giving the most 

pleasing and attractive appearance. 

efe 

Level Saves the Builder’s Time 

* Yeoman instrument is essentially a high grade level. Its use 

as a transit is only recommended for short distances in 

‘ turning angles. However, it is used for reconnaissance work 

by some of the highway departments. It is absolutely accurate 

What's New? | 

‘plumb of a building or 

-ing plants, mines, vil- 

* 

This ventilator,” 

acting cylinder, 

(February, 1924 

for projecting a perfectly 

straight line over. the 

ground or .testing the 

setting columns, stay brac- 

ing, etc. The reason that 

it is not recommended for 

turning angles other than 

on building construction 

is that the vernier reads 

to five minutes, which 

would not be close 
enough for surveying. 

The instrument embodies all of the features necessary on 

construction work and omits unnecessary features in this 

connection, which otherwise would unduly increase its cost. 

With this instrument, which costs less than either the transit 

or level bought separately, there is no excuse for a builder 

wasting time or risking his reputation by using slow and uncer- 

tain level boards and awkward methods of “squaring up.” 

“fe 

Self-Oiling, Deep Well Working Head 

K eos self-oiling working head, with 18-inch stroke, is stated 

by the manufacturer to be able to run continuously 24 

hours a day without 

attention. It oils it- 

self. It ‘meets the 

needs-of manufactur- 

Pays for Itself on the Job. 

lage waterworks, 

apartment houses, ho- 

tels, etc., where water 

is required from deep 

wells. 

The 18-inch stroke 

is constructed on the 

walking beam princi- 

ple, and with a view 

to securing safety in 

—— “ on i . Deep Well Working Head. 

working parts are fully enclosed and run in oil. The main 

frame which carries all the bearings, forms the oil reservoir. 

From this reservoir the oil is distributed to all moving parts. 

The cross-head sleeve is extra heavy, and babbitted full 

length. On down stroke it dips into oil, carrying the oil up 

the post to the top of the cross head. Oil distribution is 

assisted by a simple pump. The bearing shafts are high grade 

machinery’ steel; bearings and working parts aré removable; 

gears and pinions are machine cut. The pinions and shaft 

are cut integral from a solid steel shaft. 

The. pipe head, car- 

rying the packing 

gland, is supported on 

a flanged projection 

on the pump head, is 

accurately machined, 

and is held with heavy 

bolts, insuring perfect 

alignment. The piston 

rod is recessed. and 

clamped solid to the 

cross head, and the 

plunger can be with- 

drawn without dis- 
turbing the suction or 

discharge pipe. This . 

head is well adapted 

for operating a double Cover Cut Away to Show Inner 
Workings. — 
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This attractive 
booklet on win- 
dow casemenis 
will be sent you 
free. Write for 
a copy. 

Truscon Copper Steel Base- 

ment Windows give double the 
light of wooden windows for 

the same size opening. 

Truscon Basement Windows 

cannot split or break. They 

never warp, stick, leak or need 
repairs, Their actual cost is 

as little as wood. 

“ The window that adds 

‘charm to the home a 

‘THE charm of the casement window 

appeals to lovers of the artistic. 

Builders with a view to beauty, 
permanency and economy should not overlook 
just what the casement. window means as an 
aid to beauty and utility of the home. 

Truscon Copper Steel Casements 
are widely used, first‘ because of their artistic 
appearance and second, because they allow 
100 per cent ventilation, 

Truscon Copper Steel Casements 
are designed by practical builders who realize 
that beauty and utility go hand in hand, As 
a result Truscon Casements not only look well 
but are practical in operation. ey open 
and close easily under all .conditions,. never 
sticking, warping or getting out of line. They 
have continuous double weathering on a 
sides, and ate constructed with copper steel, 
the metal that resists corrosion and requires 
no expense for repairs or upkeep. 

Through our improved manuiactur- 
ing facilities and enlarged scale of standard- 
ized production, Truscon offers a steel case- 
ment which is exceptionally high in quality 
and low in price. 

For sale by lumber, hardware and 
building supply dealers 

, 

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY, 

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 

USCON 
COPPER STEEL 

. “ss 
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A Portable Saw Table and Band Saw 

HE is an excellent portable saw rig for the job or shop, 
the rig furnished with a standard 3 horsepower motor 

which operates the band saw (shown guarded) by means of 
an intermediate countershaft. 

It rip saws, cross cuts, bores, joints, 

tenons, sands, mortises, band saws, 

rabbets, dadoes, grinds and mitres; in 

fact, is an all-around tool for the 

shop. It does away with the neces- 

sity of handsawing on job work, and 

leaves expensive hand labor free to 

perform thz tasl.s impossible for ac- 

complishment on any machine. Around 

a lumber yard it is extremely valu- 

able, being a complete mill in itself, 

Poctalile Saw Table and Band Saw. “ 

and the dealer can furnish the builder with finished stock 

that otherwise,would have to be sent to the mill to be worked. 

On the single operation of trimming and edging broken and 

low grade stock it will save its cost in a surprisingly short time. 

The frame of the saw rig is made of best kiln dried rock 

maple, is very rigid, and stands 36 inches high. The frame 

table can be raised or lowered by means of a heavy screw, 

and is hinged to give access to arbor, engine, etc., for cleaning 

and making adjustments. Besides the motor, the saw rig comes 

equipped with gasoline engine, countershaft for separate power, 

or no power. The one illustrated weighs about 1,400 pounds, 

and is reasonably priced. 

th 

Unalloyed Copper Wire Makes Ideal 

Insect Screen 

Fok insect screen cloth a standard material to use is unalloyed 

copper. This is more durable than the ordinary cloth made 

of steel or iron 

wire, which neither 

paint nor a metal 

coating can long 

protect against 

rust. 

Illustrated is a 

screen made of 99.8 

per cent pure cop- 

per wire that is 

much stiffer than 

unalloyed coppet 

wire, and compares 

favorably with 

steel in strength 

and resiliency. 

Every wire used Close-Up of Copper Screen. 

What’s New? (February, 1924 - 

is of a standard high quality, and the whole is woven on 

automatic power looms that turn out a symmetrical fabric, 

with selvage edges, free from defect, and of uniform mesh. 

It is made to meet all requirements: in 16 mesh heavy grade, 

14, 16, 18, 24 mesh regular grade. Stock widths include cloth 

18 inches to 60 inches, but as wide as 72 inches can be made 
to order. It has been found that cloth with large openings 

will not intercept mosquitoes, and the United States 

Public Health Service does not approve.of the use of 

wire cloth coarser than 16 mesh. It is interesting to 

note that this cloth—16 mesh, .015-inch wire—has been 

adopted by the Government for use in the Panama Canal 

Zone, after tests extending over a period of three years. 

The price is reasonable, varying no more than 25 to 50 

cents a window, and the screen cloth comes in bright or 

dark finish, as desired. 

of 

Puttying in Steel Sash 

By N. A. HARRIS 

6 Berm are many construction jobs being erected 

which require only a few units of steel sash. 

In such cases, the builder may find it more profitable to install 

and glaze the sash himself than to turn the job over to an 

erection company. Since the method of glazing this type of 

sash is similar to that of steel basement windows, a few sug- 

gestions on the subject may prove helpful to contractors or 

builders who handle this kind of work. 

Steel sash units are always shipped from the factory 

without glass and should be glazed from the inside after 

they have been installed, hardware attached and the sill and 

jambs grouted in. ‘ 

When ordering .glass for sidewall jobs from your local 

glass house, be sure to have the lights of inside ventila- 

tor cut to proper 

dimensions. In the 

accompanying de- 

tail of a steel sash 

unit, it will be 

noted that the two 

center ventilator 

lights are 14 by 19 

inches, while those 

on either side are 

13 by 19 inches. 

The invariable rule 

is all glass lights 

in the ventilator 

which abut on the 

tup, sides or bot-° 

tom of the venti- 

lator should be; 

trimmed one inch, 

along the abutting 

side. 

One 14 by 20- 

inch glass light will 

require approxi- 

mately one pound 

of putty for bed 

and face-puttying. 

Although ordinary putty may be used if it is mixed 
with drier, it is much preferable to use special steel putty. 
The former takes longer to dry because the steel does not 

absorb the oils. In case you cannot secure steel sash putty from 

your local glass house, it can be obtained from any steel sash 

manufacturer in 25-pound, 50-pound, or 100-pound tubs. 

Remember that all steel sash should be bed-puttied before 

the glass is put in. When this is done, press the glass firmly 

in place and scrape off the bed-putty that squeezes out on 

All Glass. Lights in the Ventilator 
Which Abut on the Top, Sides or 
Bottom of the Ventilator Should Be 
Trimmed One Inch Along the Abut- 
ting Side. 
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Ballroom of 
Blackstone Hotel, 

Omaha, Neb. 
W. V. Kernan, Architect 

Permanently 

Attractive Interiors 

The lasting impression of a fine interior goes a 

long way towards enhancing the reputation of its 

designer. A building to be a success from both an 

architectural and owner’s standpoint must be per- 

manently attractive. ‘ 

Where Truscon Hy-Rib Metal Lath is used, 
there is an assurance of a permanent, fire-resisting, 

economical structure. The elimination of plaster 

cracks and the effective use of ornamental plaster 

’ work for cornices, balconies, columns, arches and 
Exterior Blackstone Hotel, Omaha, Neb. ceilings are some of the reasons why Truscon Metal 

Soundproof qualities of partitions are essential to the successful ao widely ment Tec eteeekenee ae Gree tie 
operation of the modern hotel. Truscon Hy-Rib Metal Lath . : 
assures a soundproof, fireproof, crackproof Sai There is genu- The Truscon Metal Lath Data Book is brimful 
ine economy and satisfaction in its use. of useful and interesting information. May we send 

you a copy? 

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY 

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 

Sales Offices and Warehouses from Pacific to Atlantic 
For addresses see phone books of principal cities 
Canada: Walkerville, Ont. Export Division: New York 
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: plus strength. The web and barrels are made much heavier the outside of the glass. This can be used over again. 

When the glass is in place, insert the glazing clips, which 

come with the cam handles and other hardware. These clips 

consist of small springy wires shaped like the letter “U” 

that are used to hold the glass securely in place. 

Imbed the “wiggly” side of the clip in the putty at the 

edge of the glass. Hold the straight side of the clip against 

the steel bar and spring down its end until it snaps inte the 

hole in the bar provided for it. Two ciips should be used 

in each side of each light. When glazing the vend.ator 

lights, insert a clip at the top and bottom in addition to those 

used at the side. Turn the clips upside down when inserting 

them on the left side 

of the glass light. Just 

remember that the 

“wiggly” side embeds 

in the putty, next to 

the glass. Notice the 

illustration showing 

the’ glass, bed putty 

and the glazing clip in 

place. 

Then apply enough 

face putty to cover the 

clips and make a nice, 

workmanlike finish. 

Remember not to un- 

lock the window until 

the putty has thor- 

oughly dried, which 

takes longer for steel 

sash than wood. Wood 

absorbs the putty oils 

and allows it to dry, 

while steel sash must 

dry by evaporation. 

Steel sash are given 

a dip coat of red paint 

before they leave the 

factory. This is only 

intended as a protec- 

tion to the windows 

while in transit. Rough handling in cars and on trucks 

very often scrape away the paint and leaves the steel 

exposed. It is recommended that all windows be painted 

after they are installed in the building. This may seem like 

a. useless expense at the time, but it pays for itself in the 

protection it provides. This painting is usually done after 

the sash is up and before glazing. 

The glazing clips for basement windows will be found in 

a little sack tied to one of the muntin bars of the sash. 

They are exactly like those used on sidewall units and are 

inserted in the same way. Bed-putty must also be applied 

before setting the glass. 

Some builders have other vntilators glazed by the dealer 

and delivered on the job with other sash. It is a simple 

matter to remove the unglazed ventilators and insert the 

glazed units. In this way much of the chance of breakage 

is eliminated that might result if the ventilators were glazed 

on the job. 

“f 

The Latest in Spring Hinges 

A VERY noticeable improvement has been made in 

double action three-leaf type spring-butt hinges. The 

. illustrations herewith show the finished hinge itself and the 

details for hanging. In this double action spring hinge the 

barrels and their connecting-plate are integral and made of 

a thick, solid, strong plate of metal of full and even thick- 

ness throughout, formed into a contour giving great sur- 

Notice How the “Wiggly” Side 
of the Clip Imbeds in the Putty 
at the Edge of the Glass While the 
End of the Straight Side Sits in a 
Hole Provided for It in the Bar. 

(February, 1924 

than heretofore and the barrel itself is much longer. The 

old type hinge was formerly made of several pieces and a 

weakness sometimes developed where the barrel joined the 

web. This has been definitely overcome. 
The springs are of large diameter and unusual length, 

made.of the best ‘oil tempered steel wire, have great resili- 

ence and power and never go lame. The raised edges of 

the flanges serve to indicate the depth of the mortise, and 

because they have a door- 

aligning mark on he upper 

and lower edges of each 

flange, these hinges save 

considerable time for build- 

ers, especially when double 

acting doors are hung. With 

these hinges the door can be The Barrele and Thelx Gen: 

opened all the way and fast- pecting Plate Are Integral and 
ened back to the wall. Made of Strong Metal. . 

Spring Hinge of Jmproved Pattern. 

New Roofing Nail Has Large Head 

A. NNOUNCEMENT has been made by an IIlindis nail firm 

“that it has added another special roofing nail to its list. It 

is a nail for roll roofing, roofing paper, etc., with an extra large 

head and a small shank. Heads run from % to %@ inch; 

shanks with numbers 10, 11 and 12 gauge wire; and all lengths 

up to 3 inches. 

It is claimed that the small shank allows quicker 

work on the roof, eliminates the danger of split 

roof boards and at the same time makes such a 

small hole that the job becomes more weather 

proof. The extra large head does much to cor- 

rect the evils of too flexible roofing. The count 

per pound is considerably more than that of ordi- 

nary large head nails with heavy shanks. This 

nail is being made in three erode genet, 

galvanized and zinc coated. 
[CO] 
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Detroit Steel Products Coe, 
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than wood. 
Fenestra windows 

He Le Kiager Per 265 Cheltenham Drive 

Low First Cost 

Low Installation Cost 

Builders familiar with the re- 

markable advantages of Fenestra 

Basement Windows are always 

surprised on learning their low 

cost. In spite of the fact that 
they are made of solid steel, that 

they admit 80% more light, that 
they are fire-resistant’ and that 

they last as long as the building, 

Fenestra Basement Windows cost 

little if any more than old-fash- 
ioned wood windows. 

The first cost of Fenestra win- 

dows ranges (depending on the 
locality) from a little less to a 

trifle more than wood windows. 

The installation cost is always 

much less, because a Fenestra 

window can be quickly installed 

by one man—a mason—while a 

wood window requires the time 

(and the wages) of a mason, a 

carpenter and a painter. 

Fenestra Basement Windows add to 
the value and improve the salability of 
any house in which they are used, with- 
out adding to the cost. Hundreds of 
builders have found this to be true from 
actual experience. Why not let them help 
you sell the houses you build? 

DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, B-2260 E. Grand Boulevard, DETROIT, MICH. 

BASEMENT WINDOWS 
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166 | What’s New? 

No Mortising for This Lock 

5 Boe outstanding feature of a new tubular lock recently 

placed on the American market is tubular construction that 

eliminates the necessity of mortising and gouging to fit, as is 

the case with the ordinary lock. With this tubular lock, 

and latch, only four holes need be bored—the lock and latch 

can then be instantly set. A very ordinary mechanic can install 

four of these tubular locks per hour. 

Due to its ease and rapidity of installation, tremendous 

savings in time and labor result from their use. Heretofore, 

setting locks has been a slow, painstaking job calling for 

No Mortising Needed for This Lock. 

the best mechanics—with the tubular lock, perfect fitting can 

be done by ordinary mechanics in a fraction of the time 

formerly required. 

An examination of this tubular lock reveals extreme sim- 

plicity and unusual cleverness of design. There are but few 

parts, designed and fitted to insure freedom from trouble. 

Both latch bolt and knob have positive acting compression 

springs which are practically, indestructible. This gives a 

much better action than any flat spring possibly could. Latch 

bolts and hubs of cast brass. The latch 

bolt is longer than that used in the ordi- 

nary lock. A _ slight shrinkage of door 

and the old style latch will fail to hold, 

whereas this latch bolt provides for a rea- 

sonable amount of shrinkage. 

tb 

An Easily Installed, Efficient 

and Accurate Sash Weight 

H ERE is an easily installed, efficient 

and accurate sash weight, the use of 

which enables a quick and accurate balance 

of any window with the use of two weights 

in place of four of the old style. The placing 

of %-lb. or 1-lb. counterbalancing units on 

each weight as may be necessary means that 

the sizes of the larger units, plus these, are 

all that contractors need to buy for resi- 

dence windows. These units are 3% ib., 

7 Ib., 10% Ib., 14 lb. and 17% Ib., and larger 

units than these for office building installa- 

tion, etc., can be obtainable as required on 

the same plan of assembly. 
Method of 

Installing New 
Sash Weight. 

e 

(Pebraary, 1924 

Windows Are Locked, Yet Can Ventilate 

by Use of This Device 

ERE is a lock contrivance which is attached to the window 

sash to hold the windows open in any desired position. 

It cannot be forced from the outside, and it removes one 

prime cause of worry in many localities, where one may wish 

P “Gee/ OUTALUCK 
Sn! THIS WINDOW | 

oS HAS A 
ena), VENTLOCK’. 4 PD iAli ventrocns.s/ V 

LM 

This Window Lock ' 
Foils the Thief and the 
Prowler. 

to leave the windows open at night, and yet be secure against 

night prowlers. 

The illustration shows how the device bolt pin locks the 

window. Obviously, if one wishes a window open just a 

little and fixed so that burglar could not worm his way in 

from the outside, -this would hold the window against any 

forcing short of actually breaking in the glass. 

In addition to its advantages on the score of security, it 

clamps the window against rattling, and is out of the way when 

the windows need cleaning. 

tl 

New Folding Rule Has Unusual 

Strength 

HIS folding concealed-joint rule is, because of its unique 

construction, probably the strongest and most durable fold- 

ing rule. It is made of selected, seasoned, flexible hard wood. 

In the special joint the wooden sections are not weakened by 

boring at the ends to fit on clamps—a strong point in favor 

of these folding rules. 

The solid brass patented jomt makes this folding con- 

cealed-joint rule superior. Each joint consists of two parts 

only, made of solid spring brass. Each part 

has strong prongs, pressed into wood, mak- 

ing it doubly secure. Through the use of 

solid spring brass, grinding is absolutely 

eliminated. There are no springs to rust 

or break—nothing to get out of order. 

These rules come in all sizes from 3 feet 

and up and are marked in yellow or in 

white as desired. 

Detail of Joint. 

Notice that one Over 50 per cent of the labor in- 
weight and one _sstallation is saved, about three 

cord serves feet less cord on each window 

tg ee is required, and the pulley ar- 

pound balan- ‘tangement through which the 
cing units may cords pass assures longer cord 

be used with jife and better balance for both 
weight as nec- : 
essary to ad- sashes than can be obtained 

just different otherwise. 
sashes. 

Folding Rule of Great Strength and Long Life. 
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Massillon Bar Joists in 
position on Garage Job 
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Use Bar Joists for Garage Floors and Roof 

Garages often house property valued at 

half a million ‘dollars. Along with this 

valuable property are stored hundreds of 

gallons of highly inflammable fuels and 

oils. Consequently fire safety is of utmost 

importance in garage design. 

For garage floor construction specify 

Massillon Bar Joists. You will be impressed 

with their scientific bridge-like design and 

the fact that from 20 standard sizes you. 

can select joists to meet every span re- 

quirement. No cutting is necessary except 

where joists extend into outside walls far 

® BAR 

Ne 

enough to interfere with face brick: 

Unequalled opportunity is afforded for the 

efficient, economical installation of piping 

and conduits. The joists are light in weight, 

rugged, easily handled and sustain’ the 

imposed loads with absolute certainty. 

Massillon Bar Joists are sold by thoroughly 

reliable concerns located in all principal 

centers. Write us for complete informa- 

tion and safe loading tables. 

The Massillon Steel Joist Company 

Massillon, Ohio 

MAS SILL 

PATENTS PENDING. 

JOISTS 

Lumber Yards and Hardware Stores 
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MOTOR TRUCKS 

Replacing Motor Truck Tires 

POLICY of motor truck use that has a most 

important bearing upon costs where vehicles are 

equipped with solid tires is that of replacing these 

tires with new ones when they have been worn to 

a certain point. Just where or when this point is 

reached, however, depends entirely upon the tire in 

question and the treatment it receives at the hands 

of the driver. The economy of replacement is due to 

the fact that much damage is caused to the entire 

truck when it is run upon tires with insufficient body 

or resiliency. Any builder who has ever run a motor 

truck for any length of time with thinly worn solid tires 

knows that such truck parts as the springs, axle 

centers, spindles, steering arm and rear axle shafts 

are seriously affected in this way. Unnecessary and 

very destructive strains are inflicted, which, in turn, 

tend to shorten the life of the entire truck, if the 

operator fails to replace his tires when their life is 

gone. It is generally recommended that a truck which 

is operated on cobblestones or rough pavements should 

have its tires replaced when they have worn down the 

rubber to within one inch of the steel base. Under 

Special Bodies and Quick Unloading Devices Are Used st Ree Dealers 
and Contractors. 

& AILERS 

the best conditions of smooth surfaced roads, most 

authorities agree that a width of 34 inch is the 

minimum required for proper cushioning. The condi- 

tion of the rubber, of course, has much to do with 

determining the point at which a solid tire should be 

replaced, since, if abused, a tire may be valueless 

from a standpoint of service,“even though it may be 

two.or three inches in thickness. It is a genuine 

temptation to keep the truck running on solid tires 

that are worn too thin to-be useful, but it only takes 

one such experience as a rule to convince an oper- 

ator that it is merely “Robbing Peter to pay Paul.” 

k 

Why Overloading Does Not Pay 

VERY authority on motor truck operation agrees 

that the most short-sighted economy in which the 

builder can engage is that of saving in today’s hauling 

costs by overloading his trucks. 

Most builders who overload their trucks do so more 

through a lack of understanding as to its effect on 

operating economy than they do through a desire to get 

“something for nothing.” In other words, there are 

few truck purchasers who deliber- 

ately buy a truck with the idea of 

overloading than there are those 

who buy, say, a two-ton truck, haul 

two-ton loads with it for awhile, 

then, when a rush season comes 

along, put on an extra ton or two 

and not noticing any preceptible 

difference in the truck’s perform- 

ance, make the practice a perma- 

nent policy. Where loads are more 

weighty than they are bulky, as 

in the building business, it is only 

natural that the operator should 

, feel that carrying capacity is being 

& . wasted if the load is confined to the 

- truck’s rated capacity. 

comet The effects of overloading as a 

deliberate policy may be summed 

[February, 1924 

. 



There are thousands 
of Building Supply 
concerns that have 
found in the Ford 
Worm Drive One Ton 
Truck a haulage unit 
that meets their 
every need. 
Because of the light 
vet sturdy construc- 
tion of a Ford One 
Ton Truck, the 
operation and up- 
keep costs ate sur- 
prisingly low. 
Another point to 
keep in mind is the 
fact Ford Service is 
tobehadeverywhere. 

AMERICAN BUILDER (Covers the Entire. Building Field) 

Fordized Building Supply Delivery 

at 6 Cents a Mile 

Here is why the Columbus Consumers 

Supply Company, dealers in building 

supplies in Columbus, Ohio, prefer Ford 

One-Ton Trucks for delivery work. 

Their Ford One-Ton Trucks run 250 

days a year, each averaging 11,250 

miles, hauling 2,500 tons in 2,000 round 

trips at an average operating cost of 

slightly. over 6 cents a mile, which is 

remarkably low for this work. 

The price of a two-ton truck operated 

by this concern will pay tor seven one* 

ton Ford trucks. Because of greater 

speed and mobility each Ford will de- 

liver as much tonnage as the larger unit, 

and at half the cost. 

Standardized prices of building supplies 

have made competition in this field a 

matter of rapid and economical de- 

livery. For this reason Ford Trucks 

yield greater returns for the capital in- 

vested than any other haulage unit. 

See Authorized Ford Dealers for further facts 
about this and other examples of Ford operation. 

To Fordize is to Economize 

FO
RA
. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER 
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The Motor Truck Has Proved Its Case in Many a Lumbering Camp. 

up as follows: (1) The constant strain on the 

truck’s motor in excess of its rated capacity causes 

premature wear on the various parts and_ short- 

ens the life of the motor as a whole. (2) Both body 

and chassis are stressed beyond their natural limits of 

durability. (3) The effectiveness of brakes and other 

safety factors is reduced, thereby involving risk. of 

accident and endangering public lives. 

are overstressed, tending to cause them to settle and 

lose resiliency. (5) Tires are compressed beyond their 

elastic limits, lose their resiliency and deteriorate 

rapidly. 

In using trucks for the first time owners may be 

(4) Springs . 

[February, 1924 

d excused in falling into the error 

of overloading. They have been 

used to horses. Serious overloads 

in horse hauling are automatically 

prevented. A _ willing horse will 

haul just so much, then flesh and 

bone rebel. But a motor truck is 

inarticulate. It does not protest, 

and for a iime may be made to 

carry considerably more than its 

rated load. Then after a year or 

two, when the truck, if properly 

used, should be at its best, it 

suddenly begins to disintegrate. 

Strained beyond its _ resistance 

power by constant overloading, it 

goes to pieces like the historic 

“one-horse_ shay,” repair bills 

mount, and days out of service 

cut into profits. The accumulated 

earnings shrink, then disappear, 

and one day the unwise truck 

owner awakens to the fact that he 

has neither truck nor money. 

A good example of the effect of overloading is the 

case of a builder who operates a 314-ton dump truck. 

In this instance overloading resulted in the loss of 

one-half gallon of oil per day from the oil pump that 

drives the hoist. It was proved that the trouble was 

due to gross overloading because when a new hoist 

was installed and only capacity loads were carried no 

further trouble was experienced. 

A more serious case, caused by overloading, was that 

of a contractor owning two 5-ton dump trucks of a 

well-known make. The owner of the trucks thought 

he could make more money hauling eight tons per trip. 

This Portable Power Operated Scraper Busy on Excavating Job in Chicago. 
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Deliver Heavy Awkward Loads 

Of Lumber Quickly 

The Garford shown above is one of two operated 

by the Heywood Lumber Company in delivering 

lumber about Alameda County, California. 

It is equipped with a 4-roller 

lumber. body with four binders 

and head board. JLoading is 

simple, and varying lengths 

which are awkward to handle 

are quickly and easily transport- 

ed. Similar equipment has 

proved the satisfactory, econom- 

ical means of lumber distribu- 

tion for many concerns. Garfords 

have plenty of power for unusual 

ordeals, and the steady, depend- 

ability of operation to keep the 

truck in constant service month 

after month, with minimum up- 

keep cost. 

Garford Engineers can recom- 

mend and provide units designed 

and equipped for. your specific 

haulage conditions. Periodical 

inspections by Garford Service 

Inspectors insure long, satis- 

factory performance on the low- 

cost ton-mile basis. Write for 

particulars. 

The Garford Motor Truck Company, Lima, Ohio 

Manufacturers of Motor Trucks 1 to'7!4, Tons 
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Special Chain Hoist Mounted on Truck for Handling 

While one of the trucks was descending a hill with an 

eight ton load, something broke and the truck ran into 

a large boulder, was almost completely wrecked, and 

the driver was severely injured. The truck then 

caught fire and burned. The owner was forced to go 

out of business because of the accident and he’ 

acknowledged that overloading caused it all, not 

poor material or workmanship. The truck was not 

built to withstand such abuse. ' 

“ke 

Heavy Duty Truck Uses Tractor 

Engine 

HEEL tractors equipped with 

heavy rubber tires have come 

into general use among building con- 

tractors and material dealers for haul- 

ing. Contractors also are using ‘the 

crawler type tractors on excavation 

work. The engines of these machines 

are built to give a maximum of power 

and usually are run at slow speeds. 

With the idea in mind that the trac- 

tor engine may serve a double purpose 

there has been placed on the market a 

truck chassis that employs the Fordson 

tractor power plant. Thus the owner 

of this type of tractor has the tractor 

and when it is not in use may utilize 

the engine in a motor truck, thus sav- 

ing the cost of an engine. 

Shown in the illustration is a dump 

body truck with a 2!2-ton rating and 

a 3!4-ton capacity. This truck uses 

the tractor motor, ignition system, lu- 

brication system, clutch, radiator, car- 

buretor and fuel tank. The transmis- 

sion and rear axle assembly are built 

into the truck -chassis. The truck 

develops a speed of from 20 to 22 

miles an hour. 

The chassis is constructed of heavy 

channel steel, with strong springs 

and the artillery type wheels. The 

tires are of the solid pressed type, 

36 by 4 inches in front and 36 by 8 

inches in the rear. The wheel base is 

144 inches and the chassis weighs 

5,100 pounds. 

With this combination—the truck 

chassis and the Fordson power plant 

—the owner is provided with. a 

speedy, strong truck at a considerable 

saving. The work of transferring 

the power plant from the tractor to 

the truck requires only a short time 

by the aid of a block and tackle. Ex- 

perts have accomplished the change 

in 17 minutes. The bed for the power plant on the 

truck is so designed that the power plant fits into it 

snugly and is easily fastened in place. The transfer- 

ence of the engine back to the tractor requires only the 

same length of time. oe 

Curfew Wakes ’Em Up 

E heesesd ring the curfew at Harrah, Oklahoma, every night at 

9 o'clock, but it wakes too many people up, so they will 

probably have to stop it. A body of citizens protesting against 

it have registered a complaint with the county attorney. They 

say that every night, after the village has settled down for a 

good rest and the lights are turned out, the clanging of the 

curfew rouses the citizenry from its slumbers and the situa- 

tion is becoming well-nigh unbearable. 

Heavy Units. 

This Truck Is Powered by All of a Fordson Tractor Except the Wheels. 
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“GMC Trucks Are Seven Steps Ahead” 

i 

The perfect suitability of “x*MC trucks to the transporta- 

tion needs of mill workers «nd manufacturers of Builders’ 

supplies is clearly demons‘: ed by this K-16 one ton model, 

owned by Wm. H. Schmidt & Sons Company. Strong and 

powerful beyond its capz_ity requirements, GMC has as 

well a high road speed and it operates at a remarkably low 

cost. Complete passenger car equipment increases the 

Reliable Delivery Service At Low Cost 

efficiency of the truck and adds materially to the satisfac- 
tion of the driver. 

Full information on GMC trucks with detailed explanation 
of exclusive GMC features and what they mean to owners 
is given in an illustrated booklet “Seven Steps Ahead’’. 
Send for one of these books and see how GMC can make 
and save more money for you. Just fill and send in this 
coupon and your copy will be mailed immediately. 

GENERAL MOTORS TRUCK COMPANY 
Division of General Motors Corporation 

PONTIAC, MICHIGAN 

General Motors ~~~ 

i i 
' | 
a 4 
a 4 
: General Motors Truck Co., : 
\ Dept. 9. ae 5 
st Pontiac, Michigan a 

: Please send me literature on GMC trucks in- ; 
g cluding your booklets “‘Seven Steps Ahead’’. a 

: RAMU Sis. . paiceiees cdatiivinty Gace. deen ; 

@ > RR eRe. Osawa see eee iees mi 

ee ere eee oe in wares hee 

: eg Seer ee ly whee ache STATE i...) 3940805 H 

S. .cacetatibne anand amibelbmtiniat 
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Six Lessons from the Japanese Earth- 

quake and Fire 

(Continued from page 142.) 

construction has failed, the most serious damage that I have 

observed being in the case of the seven-story Hoshi Drug 
Co. Building, where the long span concrete girder over the 
main show window, as well as some of the interior columns, 

are cracked. The design of this building, however, violates 

Lesson 2 in that the front, up to the second floor level, is 

nearly all glass and has not sufficient strength to properly 
transmit the horizontal forces above referred to. There are 

two exceptional circumstances connected with the design 

of the Hoshi building which no doubt contributed to its 
partial failure. First, the building was originally built four 

stories high and, several years later, raised to seven. It 

was built in three separate sections, not strongly connected 

together below the fourth floor, and in spite of all this, the 

building successfully resisted the earthquake shock and the — 

subsequent fire and can be repaired and put back into use 

at a comparatively small expenditure. I understand that 

the building is to be destroyed. In my opinion, this is 

justifiable only because it is in the way of the city planning 
scheme and not because the building is unsafe. 

In Tokyo, the six-story Okawa Tanaka Building, the 

five-story Kuhara Mining Co. Building, the four-story 

Seiyukai Building and the six-story 

What the Earthquake Taught 
[February, 1924 

by direct steel bracing and by strengthening the columns. 
The effect of this was to reduce the large floor areas into 

small units, each supported as to horizontal movement by 

strong partitions. This process so greatly strengthened 
the building that the damage was less during the 1923 

earthquake than was caused by the much smaller earth- 
quake of 1922. 

The wrecked buildings of the Nippon Electric Co., the 
Tokyo Electric Co. and the Yokohama Rubber Co. all 

come under this category. All of these buildings had large 

expanses of heavy floors and roofs, with only columns to 

move all of this weight horizontally during an earthquake. 
In future, owners of such factories will have to arrange 

their manufacturing processes so as to allow their floor 

space to be cut up into smaller units by strong partitions. 
In this way only can safety be assured. 

In the case of steel frame buildings, my observations lead 

me to believe that, for the purpose of resisting horizontal 

shocks, the design of the steel columns is of secondary 
importance and that, regardless of whether the steel col- 

umns are strong or weak, practically the whole of the work 

of resisting the horizontal shock (that is, of moving the 

upper portion of the building when the foundation moves) 

must necessarily be done by the masonry walls and not by 
the steel columns. The following reasoning supports these 

observations: Steel columns, no matter how strong, always 

have a certain amount of elasticity, 

Toa Milling Co. Building, as well as 

many others, all successfully with- 

stood the«shock with no apparent 

damage. In Yokahama, the five- 
story Y. M. C. A. Building; the four- 

story Russia Asiatic Bank, the four- 

story Iwai & Co. Building, the three- 

story Kotobuki School Building and 
several others successfully with- 

stood the shock, the only damage 

being from fire. The floors of all 

these buildings were of hollow joist 

construction, the average dead 

weight of which is about sixty 
pounds per square foot. The build- that it did. 

Reinforced concrete - walls, 

well executed, came through with prac- 

tically no damage, as witnessed by the 

fact that in Yokohama, of all the build- 

ings that now remain standing, at least 

75 per cent are of reinforced concrete. 

When we consider that the practice 

_ of measuring cement by loose volume 

has been the rule rather than the ex- 

ception in Japan, we marvel that rein- 

forced concrete came through the re- 

cent ordeal with the remarkable record 

and when a (vertical) column is 

suddenly called upon to resist a vio- 
lent horizontal movement, it must 
necessarily deflect more or less, the 

amount of the deflection depending 

on the stiffness of the column. Now, 

no matter how small this deflection 

is (if there is any deflection at all), 

the work of resisting the shock— 
that is, of moving the upper portion 
of the building, must necessarily be 

at once taken up by the masonry 

walls because the masonry walls 
are in intimate contact with the 

steel columns on all sides and are 

always, necessarily, stiffer than the 

where 

ings of the Nippon Electric Co. and 
the Tokyo Electric Co., as well as 
the Nagai Building, all of which failed, violated the princi- 

ples of both Lessons 1 and 2, in that the floors were heavy, 
averaging perhaps one hundred and twenty pounds per 

square foot in weight, while the walls were either of glass 

or soft brick work. 
Following the reasoning above outlined, and keeping in 

mind the method by which buildings are destroyed or dam- 

aged by an earthquake, from observations of the buildings 

that stood as well as those that failed: 
Lesson 3. Large open floor spaces unsupported by walls 

and yartitions should be avoided wherever possible and, 
whe necessary, special precautions should be observed in 

the design of the walls and columns. 
The reason for this is that when floor spaces are large it 

is difficult to provide sufficient wall strength to move the 

weight of the floors during an earthquake. The behavior 

of the Marunouchi Building during the earthquakes of 1922 
and 1923 admirably illustrates this principle. In 1922 the 

building was under construction and all of the interior parti- 

iions that had been built were made of hollow tile, which 

may be considered almost worthless for the purpose of 
resisting earthquake shocks. Practically the whole work 

of moving the weight of the vast expanse of floors had 
therefore to be done by the steel columns and the outside 

walls, which were not strong enough for this work, and 

considerable damage resulted. The building was subse- 

quentiy sirengthened by removing the hollow tile partitions 

and substituting partitions of concrete and cement plaster, | 

columns. Once more, observation 

supports theory. The Nippon Oil Co. and the Nippon 
Yusen Kaisha buildings have columns as strong as any I 
have ever seen, having been specially designed to resist 

earthquakes, but the walls of these buildings suffered more 
damage than did the walls of the Tokyo Marine Insurance 

Co. Building, the Marunouchi Building and others in the 

same vicinity which were designed and detailed in a much 
lighter manner. The extent of the damage seems to 
depend entirely on the strength of the walls and not on the 

design of the structural steel. 

Observation on the behavior of different kinds of wall 

material seems to show that well laid stone suffered very 

little—witness the Mitsubishi Bank, the Industrial Bank and 

the first floor of the Marunouchi and Nippon Oil buildings. 

The behavior of brick walls seems to depend entirely on 

the workmanship and quality of the brick and mortar, and 
it is significant that old brick work stood much better than 

new, showing how the quality of workmanship has deteri- 
orated in recent years. In Yokohama practically every brick 
structure came down, and large numbers of people were 

killed as they collapsed. In Tokyo, where the shock was 

less severe, brick buildings generally stood if of first-class 

workmanship. Terra cotta suffered severely, as did hollow 

tile in partitions. 
In my opinion, architects should: design walls to secure 

the maximum of strength with the minimum of weight, 
always bearing in mind that every pound of weight must 

be moved by the strength of the structure with every earth- 
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INSURE . 

Heating Economy 

For the Buyers of Your Houses 

Attractive designing and convenient arrangement in any 

house you build doesn’t count for much if the heating is 

inefficient and costly. Comfort during the cold winter 

months is the most important single item you can sell with 

the houses you build. 

With Sunbeam installation in your houses, you can assure 

the owner that he will get all the heat he pays for and that 

his coal bills will be reduced to the minimum. And there are 

two prime reasons for this result. 
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(1) Sunbeam Furnaces are built for greater efficiency. They I 

will extract the greatest possible volume of heat from the fuel. De 

They are built only of quality materials, and will deliver ‘e) 

uniformly good service for many years. 

(2) Sunbeam Warm-Air Heating is direct heating. There’s Cc 

nothing to heat but the air. The moment a fire is started, '@) 
fresh, warm air is directly, quickly carried to the rooms above. a 

There is no complicated equipment to heat before the rooms ‘e) 

are heated. 
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Possibly you do not realize how Sunbeam volume production 

has reduced the first cost of Sunbeam Furnaces. Or how 

quickly you can have a Sunbeam System installed. We will 

gladly give you this information, together with other vital 

facts about Sunbeam Furnaces, upon request. 

THE FOX FURNACE COMPANY, ELYRIA, OHIO. 

There is an authorized Sunbeam Dealer near you whocan give 
you quick and efficient service. Let us send you his name. 

UNBEAM 

WARM: TING 
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.some weak column or wall, thus 

176 What the Earthquake Taught. 

quake shock. “Reinforced concrete seems to be the material 

best adapted to this exacting condition, whether used in 
wall bearing or skeleton construction, but it must be prop- 

erly designed and honestly executed. 
While on this subject a word on the method of specifying 

concrete mixtures may not be out of place. The usual 

method is to specify by volume of contents, for example, 

one part of cement, two parts of sand and four parts of 

gravel or crushed stone. If measured as packed by the 

manufacturer, a cubic foot of cement weighs about 95 

English pounds. If the same cement is emptied into a 

box and turned over once or twice with a spade, a cubic 

foot may not weigh over 75 pounds. A 1-2-4 mixture 

with 95 pounds per cubic foot of cement .will make good 
concrete but a 1-2-4 mixture with 75 pounds of cement 

per cubic foot is very much weaker and will produce a 

concrete which is practically worthless in reinforced con- 

crete structures. 
Architects should always specify cement in concrete by 

weight and should see that the cement is measured in 

this way on the job. This involves the employment of 

honest, reliable contractors and it involves a rigid sys- 

tem of inspection by trained inspectors who cannot be 

bought on every construction job. To secure this kind 
of inspection it will be necessary to employ hibher grade 
men and to pay higher salaries than has been customary 
in the past. To do this it may be 
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used, the building should be designed to receive the full 

earthquake motion. We thus arrive at: 

Lesson 6. All parts of the foundation of every building 
should be connected together with connections strong 

enough to make the various parts act and move together. 

The partial failure of the Fifteenth Bank Building in 

Yokohama may be laid to this cause. All of the center 

columns were not connected to the outside walls and the 

horizontal displacement of the foundations was not uniform 
An exception to this rule is the one-story factory build- 

ing for foundries and machine shops where wide spans are 

required for craneways, etc. To connect foundations across 

such wide spans is impracticable; besides connecting beams 

would interfere with light roofs which, if properly designed, 

will successfully resist an earthquake shock equal in intens- 

ity to the shock of September Ist: 

The last lesson to which I desire to invite attention 

refers to the behavior of common roofing tile (Kawara). 

A great deal of this fell down, killing and injuring large 
numbers of people. The greatest injury occurred, how- 

ever, because the tile was not in place when it was needed 
to resist fire and the rapid spread of the fire was due to 

sparks which fell on wood roofs, either partly or wholly 

exposed through slipping of roof tiles. The loss of life 

and property by fire was unquestionably many times as 

great as it would have been had every roof tile remained 
in place, and the lesson here is very 

necessary for architects to increase 
their scale fees. If this is found to 

be the case the fees should be in- 
creased fearlessly for only by so do- 
ing will the true interest of the 

building owner and the public be 

I believe that many buildings 
which otherwise would have stood 

were wrecked because poor work- 

man ship allowed failure to start at 

throwing additional strain on the 
adjacent parts and allowing failure 
to proceed progressively until the 

whole came down. 
be forgotten. 

In the immediate future, in the study 

of methods of design and in the draft- 
ing of revised building codes, attention 

is very apt to be concentrated on earth- 
quake resisting qualities to the exclu- 

served. sion of other equally, if not more, im- 

portant features, such as fireproofness, 
permanence and cost. - 

earthquakes are rare visitors, but fire, 
rust and decay and the necessity of 

making every commercial structure pay 
for itself are things that are always 
with us and they should by no means 

obvious. 
Lesson 6. Every roof tile should 

be individually secured in place so 
that it cannot slip during an earth- 

quake. 
The ordinary roof tile failed ut- 

terly and roof construction for 
dwelling houses, etc., should be re- 

vised by law to prohibit the use of 

the small wooden shingles that are 

commonly used under roof tile. 
Here, too, Lesson 1 should not be 
forgotten. Many buildings collapsed 
which would have stood had the 
roof construction not been loaded 

down with great weights of dried 

. Destructive 

All this might be summarized as: 

Lesson 4. Honest, first class workmanship is of supreme 
importance and it is the duty of every architect, contractor 

and building owner to see that he gets it. 

With regard to foundations, the evidence seems to indi- 
cate that buildings on strong pile foundations received 

more horizontal shock than did buildings on the so-called 

floating type of foundation but greater vertical settlement 

is observed in the case of foundations of the latter type. 

In the case of buildings on floating foundations there is 

probably a considerable amount of slipping between the 

foundation and the earth directly beneath it, which would 

reduce the amount of horizontal motion in the building 

foundation. The crushing of sidewalks around buildings 

is evidence of this slipping. If this is correct, it would nat- 

urally follow that all foundations in the same building 

should be connected together with connections strong 

enough to make all parts of the foundation act and move 

together. This means that no buildings should be designed 

with isolated column foundations. 

Keeping in mind the violence of the horizontal shocks, 

prudence would dictate that no spliced piles, that is, piles 

driven one above the other and connected together with 

dowel pins or wood splice plates, should be allowed. 

Generally I would be inclined to favor the floating types 

of foundation whenever the character of the soil is such 

that this type can be used without danger of serious set- 

tlement. If the soil is not good enough for this, piles 
should unquestionably be used. Regardless of the type 

mud and heavy tile. To resist earth- 
quakes and fire, asbestos tile and slate are infinitely superior 
to clay tile. 

With regard to the question of the maximum height of 

buildings to be allowed in future, there is already a great 

deal of talk about limiting height to two or three stories. 

I regard this as unreasonable for the simple reason that 

buildings of all heights up to eight stories successfully 
withstood the earthquake forces. Many buildings only one 

and two stories high failed. Height, within the reasonable 

limit of one hundred feet already established by the building 

code, apparently had nothing to do with it. The proper 
procedure is: first, to recognize the forces to be resisted; 

second, to design all structure to resist these forces, and, 
last but not least, to see that the workmanship is of the 

quality planned and specified by the architect. We should 

recognize walls as being an integral part of the structure— 
not simply an ornamental dress to be hung on after the 

structural part is finished and make our designs accor- 

dingly. We should aim to make our structure as nearly 
monolithic as possible, remembering that where different 

kinds of material join we usually have a plane of weak- 
ness and therefore of danger. Witness the facing tiles 

dislodged from walls all over the city, bricks separated 

from the steel framing of the Palace Hotel, etc., and com- 

pare these to the monolithic Okawa-Tanaka and Kuhara 

Mining Company buildings. If we follow this procedure 

I see no reason why we should not continue to erect build- 

(Continued to page 188.) 
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| ASBESTONE 

EVERLASTING STUCCO 

yeu success in your own field is 

dependent upon the quality of 

| materials that you chcose—arid the 

service you get, as well as upon your 

supervised workmanship. 

In the use of ASBESTONE 

—___Exterior Stucco 

—__Interior Plaster 

You have the double assurance 

of an unexcelled record for 

Se Quality ad Service 

Standardized If you seek the reasons for the acknowledged 

in Quality — quality of ASBESTONE, you will find them in the 

y care used in selection of each ingredient and the 

daily laboratory control of every lot shipped out of our plant. You 

will find reasons in the service we have maintained during our 17 

years of manufacturing; and in the long record of successes; in the 

satisfaction that thousands of contractors have found in the use of 

ASBESTONE. 

MAGNESIA MAKES | {SBESTONE MAGNESIA STUCCO, ASBE EMA CO, 

SUPERIOR STUCCO because of the constant Laboratory 

supervision. It has tensile strength 3 to 4 times greater than Port- 

land Cement; and its elastic properties overcome cracking due to 

settlement strain. ASBESTONE is unsurpassed in covering power 

‘and easy handling. Our Stone Dashes are unusually select in color- 

ings, and are triple-screened for clean-ness and uniformity. 

PUT ASBESTONE TO THE TEST 

Please make enquiry of your Building Supply deal- 
q er. If there is no dealer in your district, write us 

direct for full particulars, samples and prices. 

FRANKLYN R. MULLER, Inc. 

Manufacturers of Magnesia Stucco and Flooring 

208 Madison St. Waukegan, Illinois | 
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ELECTRIFY ALL BULDIN 

A Department of Uplodale Informatio 

Gx all 
who 

Dln 
and 

Build 

Our Home Electrical No. 11 

Smart Foreign Design Lends Itself Admirably to the Very American Idea of 

Complete Electrification for Convenience and Utility 

Epitor’s Note: The Electrical Section of the AMERICAN 

BUILDER is written and edited by the experts of the Joint 

Committee for Business Development, an institution which 

comprises representatives of contractors, dealers, jobbers, 

manufacturers and central station organizations. It functions 

through an Executive Committee and a Headquarters staff, 
office 29 West Thirty-ninth street, New York, H. A. Lane, 

Director. 

, \HIS month we are showing an attractive French 

chateau style of architecture. It is a two-story 

dwelling exactly square and when fitted up in 

the most modern electrical fashion should make a most 

attractive home. The first floor contains three rooms 

and a small porch in the rear while four bedrooms and 

one bath are located on the second floor. 

On either side of the doorway of the main entrance 

there have been indicated two lighting fixtures con- 

trolled by a wall switch located inside the door. Placed 

right next to the switch operating the porch lights is a 

3-way switch which controls the light in the lower hall, 

and its other station is at the head of the stairs on the 

second floor. This arrangement of control should 

always be included in an electrical installation where it 

Placing the Socket in an Accessible Position. 

will be most convenient to operate a lighting unit from 

two different locations. In this particular case the hall 

light may be lighted and extinguished from the lower 

hall and from the upper one. The reason for this is 

obvious. A person about to ascend the stairs should 

be provided with light, but to come down again to 

put out the light in the lower hall is an unnecessary 

trip, and this can be avoided by the introduction of 

this arrangemerit. The same thing applies to the light 

in the upper hall. This can be controlled either from 

the lower or upper hall. In other words a person 

ascending the stairs, or descending, can have light on 

both upper and lower floors and can control the units 

in both places without taking any unnecessary steps. 

The dining room is also equipped with this 3-way 

switch arrangement for the ceiling lighting fixture. 

In this instance, too, the introduction of this conveni- 

ence is almost a necessity, certainly a splendid addition 

to the equipment of the room. This arrangement 

makes it possible to operate the lighting fixture either 

from the main door entering from the reception hall 

or from the entrance to the pantry. How many times 

have housewives been forced to grope their way across 

a darkened room to get to the other side and flash on 

the light. With the 3-switch, however, she can turn 

it on from either doorway and eliminate the necessity 

of crossing the room at all. 

The dining’ room is also well equipped from the 

standpoint of convenience outlets, those little devices 

which make possible the handy use of electricity. 

Three duplex outlets have been provided on three 

sides of the room where it is most likely that furni- 

ture will be placed. It is almost impossible to indicate 

with any degree of accuracy just where these outlets 

should go until the location of the furniture has been 

made known. With the arrangement specified, how- 

ever, sufficient means will be available for the use of 

electrical appliances. In the floor, too, there is an out- 



Electrify All Buildings 

G-E Motors drive air compressors used in exca- 
Fens ior the Equitable Society Building, New 

or’ 

The Power of Progress 

Modern business efficiency demands skyscrapers— 

modern construction efficiency utilizes G-E Motors to 

the utmost. 

From the start of the first pneumatic drill eating 

into the living rock at the beginning of the excavating 

until the completion of the finished building, G-E 

Motors aid the builder. 

They drive the compressors which furnish air for 

drills and riveters. 

They operate pumps for draining excavations—der- 

ricks used at every stage of the job, from clearing the 

excavated material from where the foundation rests, 

to lifting the final structural girder on which some 

proud worker plants the flag—hoists for furnishing 

lumber, brick, concrete, tile and plaster—mixers, 

conveyors, and elevators. 

And when the job is done, they are easily moved on 

to the next job. 

Ask G-E engineers to help you select electrical equip- 

ment for your construction plant. You can reach 

them at G-E Sales Offices in all large cities. 

G-E Motor drives hoist used in a the Home 
Insurance Building, New York City 

3 2 
GE Motor drives elevator used in constructing the General Electric Company 

r ; 0. i ‘ Schenecta e Guarantee us ng at Jamaica dy, N. Y. 
Long Island. 
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SYMBOLS 

Of CeIWING OUTLET 

IO} pracner coricr 

O-| CONVENIENCE OUTLET 

FLOOR RECEPTACLE 

‘| @ SPECIAL OUTLET - 

S| Switen 

Photo and Plans of Our Home Electrical the Eleventh. 
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let, this one being designed for use with 

appliances which are generally used on the 

dining table, the foaster, grill or some other 

appliance. It is evident that this is a far 

simpler and more convenient method than 

attaching them to the lighting fixture above 

the table, with the resultant dangling cord, 

inconvenience of attaching, etc. It should 

be noted that in every instance with one or 

two exceptions duplex convenience outlets 

have been indicated. The reason for this 

is that these cost but a few cents more 

than the single variety, and for this addi- 

tional expenditure of a few cents the occu- 
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For the Kitchen Cabinet 

—a Duplex Outlet 

Waist high—within arm’s reach—close beside 

the kitchen cabinet. Here is one place where a 

woman client likes to find a Hubbell Duplex 

Convenience Outlet—providing connections for 

waffle iron, mixer, grill, or other electric kitchen 

appliances. | 

Hubbell Duplex Convenience Outlets take any 

standard plug cap, whether the blades be parallel 

or tandem. Made with shallow bodies for thin 

partitions. 

—_—I] Our fullest co-operation with regard to the most 

@ favorable location of convenience.outlets in any 

@ B- class of building is gladly extended to builders. 

HARVEY HUBBELL* 

Hubbell Convenience Outlets ELECTRICAL NG Bevices 
2441,U 

Romember its the Te Slots, that make outlets"Convenient” 
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How ten pins help 

you choose flooring 

Have you ever heard the crash and felt the 

shock of the ball as it strikes the ten pins, 
when you were passing a bowling alley? 

That ball goes charging down a polished floor 

and hits the pins with a tremendous impact. 

Think what destructive treatment those 
pins have to resist. Ihe ball knocks them— 
they knock each other—they fly-in. every 

direction, only to be set up and struck again. 

It takes a remarkable wood to withstand 
suchtreatment. It must be hard to split, hardto 

splinter, hard even to dent by blow on blow. 
That’s why ten pins as well as the floors 

of bowling alleys are made of Maple. This 

tough fibred, heavy, close-knit wood is found 

wherever brutal treatment demands the best. 

Maple, Beech and Birch floorings are 

distinguished by the same characteristics— 

close, compact graining; freedom from 

splinters; resistance to wear; cleanliness; 
and the ability to polish with use. 

This is the added advantage which you 
get in Maple, Beech and Birch when you 

use them for residence floors. Their resis- 
tance to wear is a safeguard, making it more 

dificult for hard uses to mar their beauty. 

WRITE ToDAY forthe book ‘‘Color Har- 

mony in Floors’’ showing decorative possi- 

bilities which appeal to all who build, rent 

or buy these homes you build. 

MapLe FiLoorinG MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 
1053 Stock Exchange Building, Chicago 

Guaranteed Floorings 
The letters MFMA on Maple, grading rules which econom- 
Beechor Birch flooring signi- ically conserve every parti- 
fy that the flooring isstand- cle of these remarkable 
ardized and guaranteed by woods.Thistrade-mark is for 
the Maple Fiooring Manufac- your protection. Look for it 
turers Association, whose on the flooring you buy. 

here to manufacturing and 

members must attain and 
maintain the highest stand- a 
ards of manufacture and ad- x 

— 

Beech or Birch 

aple 
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pant of the house has what amounts to two outlets. 

Then, too, he never knows when he will be desirous 

of using the extra outlet and if the duplex type is 

installed he always has it at his disposal. In addition 

to this there may be a portable lamp attached to one 

side of the outlet and a vacuum cleaner or some other 

appliance can be used on the other side without the job 

of disconnecting the lamp. With the duplex outlet a 

lamp and an appliance can be used at the same time. 

Kitchen Well Equipped 

The kitchen is equipped with two duplex outlets for 

appliances, a single outlet for a ventilating fan, a power 

outlet for an electric range and two lighting outlets. 

The duplex convenience outlets are placed over the 

workboard of the sink and about where the kitchen 

table will be placed. These should be about 36 inches — 

from the floor and thus permit of their being used 

without stooping for attaching and detaching, and this 

height will bring them slightly above the tops of the 

workboard and the table. The main lighting unit in 

the kitchen is in the center of the ceiling and is con- 

trolled by a switch located near the door. In addition 

theré is an individually operated unit placed over the 

sink to assist the housewife or servant in her work 

there. In almost every kitchen it will be found that 

a person standing at the sink will cast a shadow on her 

work, and the introduction of this bracket fixture there 

will eliminate this and be of great assistance ‘to her in 

her work. 

No Ceiling Chandelier in 

Living Room 

A unique lighting arrangement has been specified 

for the living room, it being illuminated from a series 

of eight wall brackets and no main ceiling unit. These 

are all controlled from a single switch located at the 

main entrance to the room and can be arranged with 

individual controls which will permit of their being 

turned off. In this way if it is not desired to have 

the whole number lighted, any not wanted can be 

turned off at will. There are four duplex convenience 

outlets placed around the room and one in the center 

of the floor. It has become a practice lately to use 

portable lamps to a great extent in lighting the living 

room, and this arrangement of outlets will permit of 

their use. The extra side is again available to attach- 

ing an appliance when desired without detaching the 

lamp. Generally several comparatively small rugs 

are sometimes used on the floor of the living room in 

place of a large rug covering almost the entire floor, 

and in this case the floor outlet will be found espe- 

cially handy in lighting a bridge lamp behind a divan 

placed in front of the fireplace. Even if a large rug 

is used, it is possible to run the wires between the 
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How Many Store Fronts in Your Town Can Equal This One For 

MAXIMUM WINDOW DISPLAY 

Z ~ 

WILLE ELLE! Li 

HE new Brasco Portfolio of- Store Front Designs 

will enable you to render merchants in your city a 

valuable service by showing them how to get maximum 
window display in limited space. Bigger window display 

space will enable the merchant to increase his business. 

Installing Brasco windows, like the one pictured above, 
will pay you a handsome profit. 

Select ten merchants in your town and show them ihe 

Brasco Portfolio of Designs. Out of the ten it is conserv- 

ative to say that you will get at least one or two con- 

tracts. Our service department will gladly aid you in 

drawing up special designs. Send for the Brasco Port- 

folio today. 

5029 South Wabash Avenue 7 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS _,,¢ ‘, 
?e % * 

Contractors in other localities are using the ? A.B.2 24 * 
Brasco Portfolio to get new jobs. ot BRASCO 

You can do the same. oe” Mfg. Company 
o 5029 S. Wabash Ave. 

oe Chicago, Hlinois 

os Portfolio of Designs. 
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BRASCO MFG. COMPANY 

* 
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eo” Your suggestion for closing % 
eo” _ profitable jobs of Brasco instal- 

¢ lations interests me. Please send, 
¢ without obligating me, your new Brasco 
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Magicoal Gives More 

Pleasure 

than any other open fire 

heat so desired — but without the 

1: gives the beautiful firelight glow and 

smoke, dust and work of coal or wood. 

A turn of a switch and the coals glow and 

flicker as in a brightly burning coal fire. 

And because it is free from the draw- 

backs of a real fire, a Magicoal-equipped 

fireplace will be used constantly. It will 

thus give you the “‘firelight happiness” 

you had in mind when you planned it. 

In designing any fireplace plan for Magi- 

coal and save the expense of a flue. Just 

provide for an outlet on the lighting cir- 

cuit in the rear of the fireplace. If heat 

is desired, have a heavier wire run from 

the meter. 

Send for complete data regarding installa- 

tion, heating capacities, styles of grates to 

harmonize with mantels of any design or 

period. 

Mayer Bros. & Bramley, Inc. 

413 West 28th Street, New York 

Sole Distributors for U. S. A. 
H. H. Berry, World Patents 

MAGICOAL 

RES. U. S. PAT. OFF. 

ELECTRIC FIRE 

“‘Firelight Happiness’’ at the turn of a switch 
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seams or weave them through in such a way as not to 

injure the rug. 

The bedrooms are also well equipped with conve- 

nience outlets and in this case again it is difficult to 

specify a location accurately until the layout of the fur- 

niture in the room is known. It is generally possible, 

however, to approximate the location of the bed or 

beds and locate the outlets accordingly. One outlet 

should be placed near where the head of the bed will be 

placed in order to supply power for a reading lamp 

and appliances of various kinds. T:wo of the bedrooms 

are lighted with ceiling units which are controlled by 

switches near the door. The other rooms have wall 

brackets and these are placed right at the opening side 

of the door where it becomes a simple matter to turn 

them on. 

The bathroom is equipped with two wall brackets on 

either side of the mirror over the basin, and these are 

operated by a switch located near the door. In addition 

there are two duplex convenience outlets, one near the 

basin for use with an electric shaving mug, vibrator 

or some other appliance, and the other is installed 

beside the tub at about two feet from the floor. This 

is primarily for-use with an electric glow heater which 

is used ‘to take the chill off the room in the morning 

before the furnace has had a chance to warm up the 

house. 

The Lighting Installation 

Selection of the lighting fixtures for the home 

should be done with care, both where the ultimate 

occupant is erecting the house and where it is built 

for speculation. The lighting fixture occupies a prom- 

inent place in the layout of each room and is sure to 

strike the eye of a person entering. The furniture may 

be most appropriate and the rugs and hangings most 

attractive, but if the lighting fixture is not in keeping, 

the effect of the room is marred. 

There are lighting fixtures on the market which are 

designed for various rooms in the house and should be 

purchased with the idea of using them in the room for 

which they were intended. The dining room, for 

instance, may be illuminated by a variety of fixtures, 

each of which has its individual claims. There may 

be a dome over the dining table, there may be a 

candle-type fixture, there may be several other types. 

Then again the height at which a fixture is hung must 

be taken into consideration, and each type should be 

suspended from the ceiling at its proper height. Care 

must be taken to see that the unshaded filament of 

the lamps are not exposed to the view of those sitting 

at the table, and this condition should be avoided in 

the other rooms of the house too. 

The development of the lighting art has worked 

wonders in the illumination of the kitchen, sometimes 

called “the workshop of the home.” There are now 

on the market lighting units for this room which are 

‘most efficient and at the same time inexpensive. The 
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_Studding 
Self- 

Furring 

For 

Duarability 

and Economy 

HE rigid, substantial support of RID-GID 

Metal Lath given to all plaster work is well 

illustrated by the universal demand for it in 

large buildings of the highest type. 

RID-GID has 30% extra strength—with no 

added weight. It is the best assurance of perma- 

nent perfection in plaster work; of protection for 

the builder and for the building. 

This extra strength permits wider spacing of 

studding—an economy that is obvious in buildings 

of every size. And RID-GID is a Self-Furring 

Lath, too. 

Its strength and ready adaptability make RID- 

GID particularly suited for suspended ceilings, 

where great rigidity is always essential. Weighs 

no more, costs no more than ordinary metal lath. 

Saves most, pays you best. 

Furnished in standard sizes and 

standard bundles. Sold by lead- 

- ing building supply dealers. 

Send for bulletin on RID-GID Metal Lath 

‘‘Steelcrete’’ Channels and Corner Beads 

In fireproof construction, and for convenience and 
durability, use these handy accessories on every Metal 
Lath job. 

The Consolidated 

Expanded Metal Companies 

BRADDOCK, PA. 

PHILADELPHIA: 1075 Germantown Ave. PITTSBURGH: Oliver Bidg. 
CHICAGO: 1234 W. Washington Blvd. NEW YORK: 537 W. 35th St. 

The superiority of china 

for bathroom fixtures 

AIRFACTS FIXTURES 

are made of snow-white 

china. They should be put in 

the walls at the time the house 
is built or remodeled. The man 

to do this work is the contractor 

who also installs tile sidewalls 

and floors. 

Soap Holder 
with Safety A tiled bath with china fix- 

Wall Grio tures is not only beautiful but as 

durable as the house itself. The 

perfect harmony that exists be- 
tween the toilet, tub and the 
glistening whiteness of FAIR- 

FACTS CHINA FIXTURES 
lends itself to any color combin- 

ation or tint of tile and sidewalls 
that the owner may desire. 

FAIRFACTS FIXTURES are 

made of china because it is the 

only material that will not be- 

come stained, checked or dingy. 
They may be cleaned simply 

by wiping with a damp cloth. 

There is a wide variety to meet 

every need—soap holders, towel 
bars, shelves, safety wall grips, 

sponge holder, paper holders and 

tooth brush holders, tumbler 
holders, electric radiators and 

combinations of wide variety. 

For the convenience of tile contract- 
ors, all FAIRFACTS CHINA FIX- 
TURES where possible bear standard 
bases and may be installed in tile side- 
walls without interruption of the tile 
pattern and with a minimum of cutting. 

THE FAIRFACTS COMPANY, INC. 
Manufacturers 

Dept. 7 
234-236 West 14th Street 

New York City 

Tumbler Holder 

Soap Holder 

Look for this Trade Mark 

‘Jairla 
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Making $30.00 and 

$35.00 a Day 

Re-Surfacing Floors 

OU probably 
Y noticed the 

article in the 
January issue of 
the AMERICAN 
Bumper telling 
about thetwo floor 
surfacing con- 
tractors who were 
cleaning up $25.00 
to $40.00 a day 
during the winter 
months __ re-sur- 
facing old floors 
with the “Amer- 
ican Universal” 
electrically driven 
floor surfacing 
machine. Here 
you see photo- 

more progressive 
fellows who are 
making big 
money re-surfac- 
ing floors dur- 
ing the dull 
months. 

There’s money in this game for you. The work is easy 
to get. The “American Universal” machine does the work 
of six men—it earns one man six men’s pay. On his own 
work, the contractor saves the wages of five men by using 
this modern machine—and what’s just as important to him, 
he gets much better results. 

Mr. Waynick sends in a photograph of himself and the 
painter right on the job where he is using his “American 
Universal” floor surfacing machine. (Mr. Waynick is on 
the right, holding the handle of the machine.) 

Here’s a letter from him: 

“‘“My customers are very well pleased with the work I turn 
out since buying my ‘American Universal,’ and I get all the 
work in this town. I have made $30.00 in eight hours with 
my ‘American Universal’ floor surfacing machine so you can see 
T am well pleased with my investment. 

“(Signed) R. E. Waynick.”’ 

raham, Texas 
I: (On right) 

R. E. Waynick, G 

Mr. Grimes is 
a former carpen- 
ter. He’s finding 
floor surfacing 
very profitable. 

He has estab- 
lished himself in 
a nice business 
in Manistee. 
He’s sure enthu- 
siastic about sur- 
facing floors 
“The American 
Universal Way.” 
Here’s his 
letter: ene — 

J. M. Grimes, Manistee, Mich. 
“IT am now making $35.00 a day in the’ floor surfacing 

business. 
“A short time ago I was working at the trade making $8.00 

a day (when there was work to do). Last winter when I was 
out of work, I happened to notice an advertisement in the Car- 

mter’s Journal, telling of the big money to be made in the 
oor surfacing business with the ‘American Universal’ floor sur- 

facing machine, which does the work of six men. 
“T investigated the matter, sent in an order for an ‘American 

Universal,’ and began making big money right from the start. 
“In winter months while the carpenter is doing nothing, I am 

kept busy surfacing old floors at fancy prices.” 

There’s some more interesting things about the “Ameri- 
can Universal” method of surfacing floors on page 149 of | 
this issue. The machine is manufactured by the Ameri- 
can Floor Surfacing Machine Company, 515 South St. Clair 
Street, Toledo, Ohio. Write to them. They’ll be glad to 
furnish you with full particulars. 

graphs of two | 
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inclusion of one of these will be greatly appreciated 

by the housewife or servant, and it will prove of great 

assistance to her in her work. 

“fe 

Celotex in New Location 

‘Feet Celotex Company has leased the property at 645 North 

Michigan Avenue, Chicago, which is located on the north- 

east corner of North Michigan and Erie, from the Poole 

Estate, a five-year lease being negotiated by the Bowes Realty 

Company. They moved their general offices from their present 

location, 111 West Washington Street, to their new quarters 
January Ist. 

Phenomenal development and expansion of the Celotex Com- 

pany has necessitated this move. Realizing the possibilities of 

North Michigan Avenue development, they are going to con- 

vert this residence into their general offices and-will later build 

a bungalow on the vacant half of the property which. will 

exhibit its product—Celotex insulating lumber. ; 

+ 

Fechheimer Heads Agency 

H. FECHHEIMER, connected with the Truscon Steel 

* Company practically since its inception twenty years ago 

and for the past fifteen years publicity manager in charge of all 

phases of their extensive advertising, has opened an advertising 

agency to specialize in. the advertising and industrial and build- 

ing products. The name will be the Industrial Advertising 

Company, 615 Wayne Street, Detroit, Mich. 

Install 

Fresh Air 

Pantries, kitchens and bath. 
rooms are made more livable 
and comfortable. The cost of 
installation is now surprisingly 
low. 

_ Easily installed. Send for our 
7 bulletin. Engineering advice if 
“7 ~—sénneeded. Write us today. 

The Emerson Electric Mfg.Co. 
2018 Washington Avenue 

50 Church Street . 

EMERSON 

Residence Ventilators 
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“AM STARRETT Combination Square—31 years 

in the haraess and still doing business at the 

same old stand—” 

Isn’t that the kind of a tool you want—a tool 
that will be good for a lifetime’s work? 

That’s what you get in a Starrett Tool—long, 
lasting accuracy. Take this Starrett Combi- 
nation Square No. 94 for instance. Notice how 

well it’s designed and put together—how smooth- 

ly the Head slides along the Blade—how clean-cut 

and deeply ma:ked the Lines and Figures are— 

they'll always be easy to read. 

And useful! Give a Carpenter a saw, a ham- 

mer and his Starrett Combination Square and he’s 
ready to tackle any job. You can use this handy 

tool as a Rule, a Marking Gage, a Square, a Miter, 
a Height Gage, a Depth Gage, a Levelanda Plumb! 

All in a single tool that takes up but little room 

on the work bench or in the tool chest. 

Made in two sizes—12 inch ($1.50) and 9 inch 

($1.35—made especially for inside finishing etc.) 

You can get it at any good hardware store. Also 
Starrett. Tapes, Dividers, Leveling Instruments, 

Stair Gages etc. 

Write for Catalog No. 22 ‘‘6°* and the Supplement 
describing the new Starrett Tools. 

The L. S. STARRETT CO. 

The World’s Greatest Toolmakers 
Manufacturers of Hacksaws Unexcelled 

ATHOL, MASS. 

STARRETT COMBINATION SQUARE 

One of the many attractive WeatHersest Stained S led 
homes erected by the Long Beach Realty Company of Michigan 
City, Ind., along the southern shores of Lake Michigan. Cream 
colored WEATHERBEST 24” stained shingles for the sidewalls and 
WEATHERBEST vareuaeed green (16” length) for the roof make up 
the artistic color combination of this inviting home. 

Reasons for WEATHERBEST 

Sidewalls and Roof 

LOW COST. Weartsersest Stained Shingle sidewalls cost 
from $150 to $250 less per house than clapboard siding. 
WeaTHeRBest Roofs last for 50 years and cost less per year 
of service than other materials. 

APPEARANCE. There is an attractive home-like atmosphere 
about Weatuersest Stained Shingle sidewalls that other 
sidings do not have. 

UPKEEP. Every prospective home-owner likes to know that 
he won’t have a repainting bill on his hands every two or 
three years as is the case with clapboards. WsaTHeRBesT 
Stained Shingles need only a brush coat once every 5 or 6 
years to restore their original attractiveness. 

WEATHERBEST Stained Shingles afford endless 
variety of both color and poten. Send for color 
sam and folder showing cost of Weatherbest 
Stained Shingles. 

WEATHERBEST STAINED SHINGLE CO., INC. 

Formerly Transfer Stained Shingle Co., Inc. 

North Tonawanda, N. Y. 

Western Plant, Minnésota Transfer, Minn. 

Manufacturers of 

Wealherbest 

STA\NED-SHINGLES 

Wearuerszst STainep SHINGLE Co., Inc. 

143 Main Street, North Tonawanda, N. Y. 

Please send me folder of comparative costs and color samples 
of WEATHERBEsT Stained Shingles. 
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is a wood you like to 

workwith; first, because 

you can do a job with 

it which means reputa- 

tion instead of kicks; second, 

because at its comparatively 

very reasonable price you 

can make yourself a good 
profit; third, because we will 

supply you free with our 
handsome and convincing 

“Beautiful birch” book. 

Will send the book to a 

few of your best prospects 
and mention your name, if 

you ask us. Do it. It’s 

‘good business.”’ 

THE BIRCH MANUFACTURERS 
201 ¢. R. A. Building Oshkosh, Wis. 

Beant 1 Birch 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE 

is, unfortunately, not the case. With billions often in. 

The Second Mortage and the Home 

(Continued from page 135.) 

utility value in excess of the cost of the several elements that 

were used to produce it. 

Whether the property so erected is paid for in cash or by 

' discounting mortgages the real value of the property as a 

utility includes compensation for the use of money to be 

saved in the future or for effort put forth or deprivations 

endured during the earlier period of accumulating the money. 

The mortgage company must also be chary in extending 

credit. Not all purchasers of homes are in financial position 

to undertake the regular monthly payments and are therefore 

a poor moral hazard. The builder, if he feels he has un- 

limited second mortgage funds at his command, is in danger 

of over-extending his operations, especially if he has obtained 

a construction loan. When the builder becomes over- 

extended the result is the mortgage companies must finish 

| his properties and take over the business to protect them- 

selves. The judicious use of second mortgage money can be 

made an asset of great value, while the injudicious use of 

second mortgage money, like any other credit, can become 

an equally great liability. 

“fe 

Lessons from the Japanese Earthquake 

(Continued from page 176.) 

ings to the present limit of one hundred feet in height. 

If all owners could afford to building structures like 

the Mitsubishi Bank, the problem would be easy, but this 

property value destroyed, the necessity for economy will 

_ be more pressing in future than in past and will demand 

strict attention in every design. 

Fortunately the lessons of the earthquake do not rule 

out the economically designed structure but rather to the 

contrary. They tell us, for instance, to avoid all unnec- 

essary ornamentation because it is dangerous when it 

breaks off and falls down and also because it loads the 

structures with additional weight which the walls and 

columns must move. They tell us to avoid all attempts 

at massive effects but to make our structures light and 

strong which will also make for economy. 

I do not believe that architects will continue to design 

large steel frame structures in Tokyo. They resist earth- 

| quakes very well when the walls are properly designed 

and built as an integral part of the structure but many 

steel frame buildings which came through the earthquake 

intact were so damaged by the fire that they will have 

to come down. Unless such structures are properly fire- 

proofed with concrete, and I do not believe that. any other 

system of fireproofing stood both the earthquake and the 
fire, they will very probably fail. If fireproofed with con- 

crete they are uneconomical when compared with the 

straight reinforced concrete design. The field for struc- 

tural steel in Japan will be limited to buildings which do 

not require fireproofing and this field will necessarily be 

comparatively narrow. 
These are some of the lessons as I see them and are 

submitted to all who are interested, not as being conclusive 

but for whatever they may be worth. 

Southern Pine Association Has Most 

Satisfactory Year 

INETEEN TWENTY-THREE has proved one of the 

most generally satisfattory years for the Southern Pine 

| industry in its history, according to information contained in a 

statistical and economic review of the last twelve months, made 

public by H. C. Berckes, secretary-manager of the Southern 

| Pine Association. 
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There is a Difference 

in Oak Flooring 

OO many uninformed people are ready to 

say, “Oh, the various brands of Oak Floor- 

ing are all about the same,” or, “Well, 

Oak Flooring is Oak Flooring, no matter who 

makes it.” "Bat there is a difference which those 

who. know realize is not mere accident. 

There is fine grained — from Appala- 

ehian Mountain Oak. ere is coarser 

grained flooring from lowland oak. 

Fine Grain, Mild Texture and 

Uniform Color 

Ritter Flooring, manufactured from oak 

grown in the best producing area of the 
Appalachian Region, is characteristically of 

fine rain, mild texture and uniform color. 

For this reason, as well as the unusual accu- 

racy and painstaking care observed in its manu- 
facture, Ritter Flooring may be easily laid, 

nailed and finished and presents a most beau- 
tiful result in the completed floor. 

Let us send you our Oak Flooring Booklet 
(B-1) which explains in detail why you may 

be certain of the results you desire by writing 

Ritter Appalachian Oak Flooring into your 

specifications. 

W. M. RITTER LUMBER COMPANY 

America’s Largest Producer of Hardwoods 

GENERAL OFFICES—115 E. Rich St., COLUMBUS, OHIO 

Branch Offices 
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, New York, London and Liverpool 

RITTER 

PPALACHIAN@®OAK 

FLOORING 

Center Ladder Shows Old Way and Outside Ladders 
Show New Way of Painting 

Patented 

PREVENT LADDER 

ACCIDENTS 

Y USING the new SEAMAN SAFETY 

LADDER BRACKETS you can keep lad- 

ders from sliding, rolling or being blown over 

_ by the wind and thus absolutely do away with 

the common dangers of ladder use. 

Because they span windows, overcome the difficulties 
of wide cornices by holding the ladder out 14 inches, 

make a 20 foot ladder equal to 24 foot by allowing 

the user to stand on the top rung, make a safe, handy 

place for hanging paint and fire pots and can be used 
to hook over the ridge leaving the ladder lying flat 

on the roof for work in valleys, at chimneys and 

189 

around dormers, Seaman Safety Ladder Brackets 

actually SAVE TWO HOURS PER DAY PER MAM. 

They are made of malleable iron, weight 7 pounds a 

pair, fit any ladder and are put on and taken off in 
a jiffy. 

$5.00 a set. All hardware, paint and 

ladder dealers carry them. Ask your 

dealer to show them to you. 

SEAMAN SAFETY BRACKET CORP. 

15 PARSELLS AVE., ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

Canadian Distributors, McFarland Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont. 
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The 1924 Calendar Crop 

“From Forest to Home Panorama” is the latest offering 

of William A. Radford, Chicago, publisher of the AMERI- 

cAN Burtper and Farm Mechanics, and head of the Rad- 
ford Poster Calendar Advertising and Architectural Service 

for retail lumber dealers. The Radford calendars have been 

famous during the past five years for their striking beauty 
and practical utility. These calendars are well-known to 

many of our readers, as each year they are distributed by 

the one best lumber dealer in each community. For several 

years past the Radford calendar has been in the form of a 

panorama, a very novel idea on which Mr: Radford holds 

the exclusive patent. Each of the 12 sheets in addition to 

being a perfect pictorial unit by itself, combines with the 
other sheets when arranged side by side to form a continu- 

ous scene of modern building improvements that is very 
inspiring. 

The 1924 “From Forest to Home Panorama” is a double 

panorama calendar. The pictorial effect across the lower 

part of the large 17x23-inch sheets, illustrates the forest to 

home idea—showing the progress of the lumber from the 

tree to the logging camp, to the saw mill, to the.retail lum- 

ber yard, and finally onto the construction job, and ending 

with the completed building. The upper half of these 

sheets features a selection of beautiful bungalows and other 

types of home, also some popular farm buildings, garages, 
poultry houses, etc. These designs are all architecturally 

correct, and are worked out in great detail so as to be both 
an inspiration and a real guide to the prospective builder. 

Mr. Radford is ar. enthusiast on the promotion of more 
and better building. His work through the millions of 

copies of these beautiful home and farm building posters, dis- 

tributed by the retail lumber dealers, supplementing the 

constructive and educational work which the AMERICAN 

AMERICAN BUILDER (Covers the Entire Building Field) (February, 1924 

Buitper and Farm Mechanics magazines are doing, have 
-won for the Radford organization a dominant place in the 

building industry. Manufacturers of building materials and 

supplies, and the retail dealers of all lines going into build- 
ing, recognize the value of this constructive and educational 

work. 

The Forest to Home 1924 calendar sheets are given extra 

value by the hundred or more illustrations in black and 

white appearing on the backs of the 12 sheets. These illus- 

trate an additional assortment of bungalows and other 

types of homes, together with farm buildings, ornamental 

fences, garages, home interiors, bird houses, gateways, etc. 

Ask your retail lumber dealer to show you this Forest to 

Home Panorama calendar, and get a copy for you. Lumber 

dealers and manufacturers should address William A. Rad- 
ford, 1827 Prairie Avenue, Chicago, IIl. 

“The Paine Miracle Door Calendar” has been distributed 

by the Paine Lumber Company, Oshkosh, Wis. It illus- 

trates in giant size the well-known Paine “Miracle” door. 

In the foreground attractively arrayed are examples of the 

different kinds of buildings in which these doors are being 

used, and the contrast between the size of these: buildings 

and the illustration of the door in the background is very 

striking. This calendar is lithographed in colors on card- 

board, measuring 9x25 inches. The calendar pad is stapled 

on at the bottom. 

“Universal Cement” is the title of a 12-sheet poster calen- 

dar distributed by the Universal Portland Cement Company, 

Chicago, Pittsburgh, Duluth, Minneapolis and New York. - 

The 1924 edition follows the style of recent years featuring 

a large date section with prominent figures on each sheet. 

Part of the preceding, and part of the month following are 

given in shaded figures. A pointed and timely slogan per- 
taining to concrete construction matters makes a footing 

” 

To Use Cameo 

is to discover an ease of application, a covering 

capacity and a perfection of finish you otherwise 

would not believe possible. 

We want you to try it for yourself. 

Just pin $3.00 to the attached coupon and mail it 

today for one quart each of Cameo White Flat 

and Cameo White Enamel, Gloss or Matte, as 

you specify. (Sales price, $3.55.) 

White Enamels 

and White Flat 

‘Specifications in Sweet’s 

DENNY, HILBORN & ROSENBACH 

Chicago, PHILADELPHIA, New York. 

Fill out and mail this coupon today. 
fo 2 ee er en ee es 
Danze Hilborn & Rosenbach, 
318 W. Washington St., Chicago 

Attached is $3.00 for which please send me one quart h ‘of 
Cameo White Flat and Came’ White Eaamel (Gloss) a Matte) 

PR MORIOE B TIOMID in 5c cswss cue os wdbwcee ne ech aexemeieaecs 

RIGHT NOW 

WE ARE LOOKING 

FOR A CONTRACTOR 

or any man in the building field to take care of 

the weatherstrip business in your locality. 

Are you the man to take advan- 

tage of this rare opportunity? . 

Allmetal Weatherstrip 

is.easy to sell, and easy to install. 
Never gets out of order or needs 

SX\ repair. 
SSV Every new and old build- 

ing owner is a prospect. 
You make a double profit, one on 

the sale and one on the installation. 
Others are making big money, so 

can you. 
Write at once for details of our 

agency offer. 

ALLMETAL 

WEATHERSTRIP 

COMPANY 

231 W. Illinois St., Chicago, III. 
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= BESSLER 

The Guaranteed 

Movable Stairway 

You can recommend and install the Bessler Mov- 

able Stairway with the full assurance that it will 

give complete satisfaction. We guarantee that it 

will prove satisfactory in every respect or money 

will be refunded with freight charges both ways. 

Easy of Operation 

The Bessler is scientifically 
designed and accurately built, 
and _ barrels on each side 
of the stairhorse, together 
with proper counterbalancing 
make it exceedingly easy of 
operation. A child can operate 
it with greatest ease. 

Easy to Install 

Any carpenter can install a 
a Teaser in a new building, 
where the ceiling has been pre- 
pared, in one hour. In build- 
ings where the ceiling must be 
cut out and opening cased up, 
not more than 6 or 8 hours’ 
work is necessary. This is how the Bessler folds up 

into the attic when not in use. ; 

This panel in 
ceilin con- e 
ceale the k&he Bessler Movable Stairway Co. 

Bessler when —_ 1901 E. Market Street New York Officee 
re Akron, Ohio 103 Park Ave. 

Ask your Lumber Dealer or send 

for booklet 

on 

Save $2.00 a Day 

All Your 1924 Contracts 

Eundreds of contractors and builders, progressive men 

in every state, use the Beckmann instrument daily for 

excavating, laying out angles, leveling all surfaces, and 

for scores of other jobs. 

A Beckmann instrument of the most modern type — that saves 

hours of time on every measuring and leveling job— costs . 

you less than 2 cents a day. Le 

a 
A 10-day free trial will prove how simple it is to ae is 3° 

operate and how much time it will save you. PS 
Full details, at no obligation to you, will be, . il arp 

sent on return of the coupon. Are? hg 

The L. Beckmann Co. <i pts ww 

500 Adams Street Aue ae 

Toledo, Ohio Ky O° se™ 
SEEK 0" 2°” A 

Ars oo o* 

ECKMA Gorge" seo" 
3 5 N Cs + 

Sins TRUMENTSN ET, Se gte ” 
y s ‘, - ae i : 

BLES Se LE 

LAPEER PS 
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The 1924 Calendar Crop" ~eemnentit Staller size, the months” preceding “and following: The 

(Continued from page 190.) 

for each of the 12 sheets. This calendar measure 1714x2 

inches; numerous colors are used. ws 
“Lehigh National Cement” is featured in a big calenda 

of the Lehigh Cement Company, Allentown, Pa., and Chi- 
cago, Ill. Similar to the offering of previous years, this is a 

big wall hanger, 20x34 inches with an 18-inch square 12- 
sheet date pad stapled on. The figures for each month are 

very large, and the month preceding, as well as the month 
following are also given on each sheet for ready reference. 

“F. E. Myers & Bro. Co., Ashland, Ohio.” The Myers 

calendar is an old friend of implement and hardware deal- 
ers, many of them having received all the calendars that 
this firm has put out for the past 35 years. This calendar 

also serves as a sort of catalog, with all the Myers Pumps, 
Hay Tools and Door Hinges illustrated, to enable a dealer 

to show any particular item to his particular customer. 

“McCray Refrigerator Co., Kendallville, Ind.,” is a six- 
page calendar, with months back to back, showing the com- 
plete line of McCray Refrigerators in colors. A very at- 

tractive calendar, and one which is sure to add still more to 
the good opinion architects, builders and owners have of the 
McCray make of refrigerators. 

“Evans Vanishing Door Wardrobe, W. L. Evans, Wash- 

ington, Ind.,” is a calendar which shows the familiar human 
interest illustration of a little girl opening and’ closing an 

Evans Vanishing Door Wardrobe. It proves the ease with 

which this space-saving adjunct is operated, and with the 

calendar pad below makes a hanger that has good adver- 

tising and date-record value. 

“Link Belt Company, 910 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IIl.” 
This 1924 calendar adheres closely to those issued in the 
past. Sixteen by twenty-four inches in size, each of the 12 

sheets contain not only a large monthly calendar, but also, 

illustrations are by Jeffrey Grant; and while they aecurately 
portray construction features of Link Belt equipment, they 

have an artistic touch unusual to mechanical subjects. 

- \ 
WE I I I ARR eR 

es BOOKS, BOOKLETS AND 

CATALOGS RECEIVED 

HE literature and publications listed below are 

now being distributed and the concerns men- 

tioned will be glad to send copies to any of our 

readers who will write and ask for them. 

“Bright Streets Are Busy Streets,” by L. A. S. Wood, 

is obtainable on request from the Westinghouse Electric 

& Mfg. Co., Department of Publicity, East Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Discusses city zoning of street lighting; lighting defects 

and remedies; enhanced property values. 

“The River Towns of Connecticut” is Number 2 of 

the White Pine Series of Architectural Monographs, and 

is obtainable from the White Pine Bureau, St. Paul, Minn. 

The introductory text is by William D. Foster, one 

of the. younger architects of the country, whose interest 

in Colonial architecture has led him to measure and study 

examples in various sections of the country. The feeling 

his well written article and the excellent illustrations 

from photographs by Kenneth Clark leave with the re- 

viewer is that of valuable work thoroughly well done. 
“How to Build a Better Home” is a book isSued by the 

Copper and Brass Research Association, 25 Broadway, New 

- York, N. Y. It contains numerous drawings in which the 

different parts of a house are detailed and named, and other 

information of help to prospective home builders. 

ee | 

é aes 
House near Chicago, showing iis “‘underclothing’’ of Cabot’s Quilt, with 
Surring strips over the Quilt, on which the outside finish tis laid. Roof 

also insulated. Leon E. Stanhope, Architect, Chicago 

Underwear for Houses 
Underclothing makes people warm because it prevents the heat 
of their bodies from escaping. You can make your houses warm 
in the same way. 

Cabot’s Insulating Quilt 
prevents the house heat from escaping. It insulates the whole house and 
saves the heat from the heater—that costly heat. It keeps the house warm 
on the smallest amount of coal; saves one-quarter to one-half of the coal 

bill. Makes the house comfortable for all time. Preserves 
health and saves doctor’s bills. Makes the house cooler 
in summer, Quilt is not a mere felt or paper, but a 

scientific insulator that makes the house 
like a thermos bottle. 

Sample of Quilt with full detatis, and 
references to dozens of users, sent 

FREE on application. 
SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Mfg. Chemists 
Wes 

il 

342 Madison Ave., New York 
24 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 

Cabot’s Creosote Stains, Con- 
servo Wood Preservative, Stucco 
& Brick Stains, Damp-Proofing 

STOP HEED 

UTILITY 

DURABILITY 

BEAUTY 

4 

SPRING HINGES 

ARE THE BEST 

Your JOBBER handles them, 

Get New Catalog 47, go get it! 

Hardware 

for 

Hard -wear 

BOMMER SPRING HINGE COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
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Lookat thi: 

HE clipping shown here is from a recent issue of a 
Trade Paper and is a vivid reminder of what can 

be expected of many ordinary furnaces. 

Compare such results as those mentioned above, 
with the operation of 

in which are found the following exclusive features, each of which 
was designed to prevent the very evils mentioned in the 
above clipping. 

A large fire-box and ample air 
capacities insure B sare of heat. 

he FarQuar Vent and Return 
System itisures a uniform distribu- 
tion of heat to every room. 

The FarQuar patented electric- 
ally welded, seamless steel fire-box 
absolutely prevents the escape of 
gases and fire poisons. 

The shape of the FarQuar fire- 
box makes possible the easy move- 

“Common Furnace Complaints” 
dealers of the FarQuar. If that i 

unkn 
is the 

ment of air, which, plus the com- 
plete insulation of the jacket, 
successfully keeps the heat inside 
the circulating system and pre- 
vents any heating of the basement. 

The FarQuar Automatic control 
maintains an even temperature 
with once-a-day firing and posi- 
tively prevents any danger from 
by vam and consequent waste 
of fuel. 

own to both the owners and 
kind ~ 4 heating equipment 

you like to install, write us for complete information. 

The Farquhar Furnace Company 
302 FarQuar Bidg. Wilmington, Ohio 

pee SE Re ec, 

ant 

“Tm making real ‘ 

money now” ~~ 

“EYEE that coupon? Remember the day you urged 

S me to send it to Scranton?- It. was the best 

thing I ever did. . 

“Mr, Carter called me in to-day.. Said he’d been 

watching my work for some time—ever since he 

learned I was studying with the International Cor- 
respondence Schools. 

“Then he asked me if I thought I could take over 

Bill Stevens’ job. I told him I was sure that I 

could—that I had had that goal in. view ever since 
I started my I. C. S. course. : 

“I start to-morrow, Mary, at an increase of $60 

a month. It’s wonderful how spare-time-study helps 

a man to get ahead.” 

OR thirty-two years, the I.'C..S, has been helping 
men to win promotion, to earn more money, to 

get ahead in business and in life. 

You, too, can have the position ycu want in the 
work you like best. Yes, you can. 

All we ask is the chance to prove it. Without cost, 
without obligation, just mark and mail this coupon. 

2. a a A ae ome ae TEAR OUT HERE eee eee ee 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
8167-B SCRANTON, PA. 

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the position, 
or in the subject, before which I have marked an X: 
0 ARCHITECT eo 
( Architectural Draftsman SALESMANSHIP 
( Blue Print Reading ADVERTISING 
( Contractor and Builder Window Trimmer 
7 Building Foreman fy Show Card, Sign Paintin, 

Concrete Builder BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
CD Structural Engineer LD Private Secretary 
( Structural Draftsman Business Correspondent 
CJ Plumber and Steam Fitter BOOKKEEPER 
C) Heating and Ventilation Stenographer and Typist 
() Plumbing Inspector Higher Accountin 

Foreman Plumber COMMERCIAL LAW 
O Sheet Metal Worker Common School Subjects 
() CIVIL ENGINEER Mathematics 
L] Surveying and <n, oo GOOD ENGLISH 
0 ELECTRICAL ENG R ILLUSTRATING 
C) Electric Lighting and Rys. Railway Mail Clerk 
C) Electric Wiring CIVIL SERVICE 

Telegraph Engineer Mining Engineer 
Telephone Work METALLURGY 
MECHANICAL ENGINEER Gas Engine Operatin 
Mechanical Draftsman Textile Overseer or Supt. 
Machine Shop Practice TRAFFIC MANAGER 
STATIONARY ENGINEER AUTOMOBILES ~° {1 Spanish 
CHEMIST AGRICULTURE O French 
Pharmacy Poultry Raising C] RADIO 

Name . 
Present Business 0-25-23 
Occupation _ Add : 
Street : 
and No. 

Co. ___ State F 
Canadians may send this coupon to International Correspondence Schools 

Canadian, Limited, Men'‘real, Canada. 
WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER 
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, Bradley-Miller 

K. D. frames 

of genuine 

White Pine 

come in 

a variety of 

sizes to fit all 

openings. 

Right in every 

respect. 

Manufacture 

and 

quality 

guaranteed. 

Our mixed car shipments of mouldings, 

lumber and frames lower freight costs 

and provide a means of carrying smaller 

material investments and securing more 

rapid stock turnovers. 

Bradley-Miller & Co. 

Bay City MICHIGAN 

Eastern Frame Representative: 
A. D. MOORE 

P. O. Box 867, New Haven, Connecticut 

radiey: Miller 

Avite FRAMES 

[February, 1924 

Books, Booklets and Catalogs Received 

(Continued from page 192.) 

“Mineral Colors and Special Facing Aggregates” is a 
mimeographed four-sheet note on mineral coloring pig- 

ments for stucco, mortar and concrete, special facing 

aggregates, and colored aggregates for concrete or stucco 

surfaces. It gives the names of dealers in all localities 
from whom these may be secured, and is sent free on 

request to the Portland Cement Association, 111 West 

Washington Street, Chicago. 

“How Other People Get Ahead” is a Government booklet 

issued by the U. S. Treasury Department, Washington, 

D. C. It is designed particularly for persons of modest 

incomes and shows the necessity of care in the manage- 

ment of their resources, the beneficial effects of saving, 

how to differentiate between good and bad investments, 

the danger signs of fraudulent schemes, and the essentials 

of sound investment. 

“Handling Material” is Safe Practices Pamphlet No. 54 

issued by the National Safety Council, 168 N. Michigan 

Avenue, New York. Handling material is generally recog- 

nized as one of the greatest safety problems in industry and 

according to state reports handling material by hand causes 

more accidents than all machinery. The pamphlet is di- 

vided into the following main divisions: Power Trucks, 

Hand Trucks, Piling Material, Handling by Hand and 

Safe Habits of Work, each of which is again subdivided 

into paragraphs dealing with the different types of equip- 

ment used and the different methods employed in handling 

various types of material. The pamphlet is freely illus- 

trated with photographs and diagrams. A large number of 

industries are covered. 

Foley Hand Saw Filer 

HERE IT IS 

A handy device you contractors and carpenters cannot afford to be without. 
Autemetiotiay files the average hand saw in iess than five minutes and ni 
averag: saw in less than ten minutes. Gives the saw teeth a uni- 
— of alignment and evenness in size and mga of the saw teeth that is 
impossible to obtain by the most expert hand filer. 
Automatically feeds the saw teeth one or more at a time as desired. 
Also manufacturers of the Foley one minute rotary saw set. 

Write for free circular and full information 

Foley Saw Tool Company 

3613 Portland Ave. Minneapolis, Minnesota 
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